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ABSTRACT

A CASE STUDY OF BILITERACY
READING ACQUISITION IN TWO

NON-PUBLIC SCHOOLS
by

Carole R. Riedler-Berger

The present study of initial reading acquisition in

English and the ethnic tongue and of a myriad of related

pedagogical process variables was based on 164 ethnographic

observations in two schools representative of an (im)migration-

based biliteracy tradition. The study yielded ethnographic-

ally derived variables and a coding format that provided for

the quantification of those variables. Although these find-

ings cannot be generalized, several suggest important impli-

cations for bilingual education. English and ethnic tongue

reading occurred to similar extents: reading in both languages

occurred more than other language skills, and actual reading

occurred more frequently than intended; kr-th languages were

used in nearly half of the observations, with 82% of such usage

being in a non-interfering manner; oral reading strategies pre-

dominated; basal readers were used almost exclusively.

Exploratory analyses, including multivariate analyses,

suggested significant relationships do exist among reading

and process variables, and suggest four independent dimensions
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of the initial reading acquisition process: English Reading,

Class Size, Experiential Approach and Grade Level. The

"School" variable functioned the same as the "Class size"

variable in the regression analyses, suggesting that differ-

ences between schools on study variables were attributable to

differences in class size. The Chall-emphasized methods

(decoding)land strategies (oral) did not constitute a unitary

dimension. Synthetic (decoding), but not analytic (meaning),

methods were related to reading and to grade level. Reading

strategies were related to class size.

The present study has provided a basis for more structured

studies and the possibility of id-ntifying process predictors

of reading proficiency. The ethnographic process has high-

lighted influences and raised questions for classroom teachers,

reading and curriculum specialists, and educational adminis-

trators about assumptions that may often be overlooked in

beginning language arts programs.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The present study examined ethnographically derived

data on reading acquisition in English and in the ethnic

tongue and on associated pedagogical variables in two

schools- (Armenian and Greek) purported to be representa-

tive of an (im)migration based biliteracy tradition. This

examination was undertaken in an attempt to provide ad-

ditional insight into the classroom dynamics of bilingual

education.

Background of the Study

Some of the major legislation and court rulings

promulgating bilingual education in the public schools of

the United States include the Bilingual Education Act

(1868), which evolved from Title VII of the Elementary and

Secondary School Act of 1965 (as amended in 1967); the Lau

vs. Nicholas Supreme Court ruling (1974); the Educationcl

OpportunitieS Act of 1974; and the Bilingual Act of 1978.

These mandates essentially required that school districts

provide some type of "appropriate" action in the form.of

special instruction for language minority students who did

not understand English or were of limited English

prof iciency.

In response to the edict of the legislation and the court

rulings many bilingual programs were instituted in a variety

. 17



2

of ways. Related.research of both a theoretical and

empirical nature has been extensive. Initially the research

emanated from a linguistic perspective, focusing primarily

on first (Brown, 1973; Lenneberg, 1967) and second language

acquisition (Anderson, 1978; Kessler, 1971; Taylor, 1981).

Other similar research focused on the possible derivation of

both initial and second languages from the same underlying

process (Ervin-Tripp 1970, 1981; Burt and Dulay, 1973;

Krashen, 1980) .

Additional research on language acquisition and

bilingualism specifically dealt with the bilingual child and

the degree of proficiency he or she had in both languages

(Albert and Olber, 1978; McLaughlin, 1978). The degree of

proficiency ranged from native proficiency in both languages

(Kessler, 1971) to native like proficiency in the first

language with varying degrees of proficiency in his second

language depending on when, how (instruction versus

exposure), and why he acquired the second language.

This linguistic-psycholinguistic research failed to

take into consideration the second requirement of the Lau

Guidelines (OCR 1975) which directed the schools to consider

both the cognitive and affective aspects of how children

learn, so that appropriate teaching styles could be applied

to assure students' educational achievements. Although not

all of the following research was motivated by bilingual

education goals, their impact on bilingual education is

significant. Research on the effects of cultural

18



differences as related to language acquisition include that

of Hall and Guthrie (1981). These researchers maintained

that there are cultural differences in the functions and

uses of language among various ethnic groups. They

hypothesized that a mismatch between the functions and uses

of language at home and at school may account for the

educational difficulties minority children have at school

(p.p. 210, 222).

McDermott (1976) suggested that the communicative codes

used in the home and community of children from minority

communities differ from that of their host schools. These

differences continuously affect the mastery of skills and

concepts. Cazden and Leggett (1981) contend that cultural

differences exist in both cognitive information processing

styles and in the interactional contexts in which people

learn. The classroom environment, especially in bilingual

programs, is a source for learning because narmative

behavior in the classroom becomes a model for interaction in

society.

Many of the evaluations of bilingual programs

document the effects of the programs on the academic,

linguistic, cognitive, and social development of its

students. They provide little information on the "dynamics"

of the situations in which these students are involved

(Bruck, Schultz, RodriguezBrawn, 1979). Stubbs (1980, p.

163) emphasized that reading and writing always take place

19
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in cultural and social settings. He believes that a major

gap in work on literacy acquisition is the lack of direct

classroom observation of children actually learning to read

and write in real lessons.

Fishman wrote in 1977:

There is as yet no data (on classroom dynamics)
even though the consensus of expert opinion is
definitely that the school environment is of
overriding importance with respect to bilingual
education outcomes...social dimensionality must be
recognized 'within the bilingual education
classroom, rather than merely outside of it in
"the community" and "in sociee7m7-73cietal fac-
tors dictate much of what is taught and to whom;
as well as how it is taught and by whom; and
finally how all of those involved in the teaching-
learning process interact with each other...
Unfortunately, none of these topics has been well
documented to date and the ethnography, the
sociology, the social-psychology and the educa-
tional psychology of the bilingual education
classroom are all little more than gleams in the
eyes of a few researchers (p.32).

Rationale

The application of ethnographic research in the

investigation of bilingual education has largely focused on

language and socio-cultural factors. Fishman's research

(1979-1982) is an example of how ethnographic exploration

can be applied to bilingual education. It examines the

acquisition of biliteracy via a comparative ethnography .of

four'ethnolinguistic schools in New York City. The schools

were selected to facilitate the investigation of factors

that might influence the acquisition of biliteracy. Fishman

hypothesized that "the major 'unknown' with respect to

biliteracy acquisition may not be so much that two

no
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languages are involved instead of the more common one, but

that each provides a hitherto unrecognized context for

learning, using and evaluating the other" (Fishman, 1979,

p. 1). Of the four schools involved in that study, two

were purported to be representative of an (im)migrant based

biliteracy tradition (IB). These were the Armenian and

Greek Schools.

Four ethnographically derived interactive dimensions,

labeled "sociofunctional", "sociopedagogic",

"sociolinguistic", and "sociographic", were studied to

provide substantial comparative perspectives. In addition,

the research hoped to provide insight into whether the

societally related factors, the "sociofunctional" dimension

which seemed to be significant for successful biliteracy
\No

acquisition, were primarily in-school or out-of-school in

nature (Fishmanl.Project Abstract, 1979).

During the investigation it became apparent that the

"sociopedagogical" dimension as defined, categorized,

discussed, and analyzed evidenced more variability than the

other three dimensions. One example of this is found in the

analytic parameter called "medium of instruction". "...it

is noteworthy that in EMIlLmedium of instruction, teacher

made materials are more commonly employed than basal

readers, whereas in English-medium instruction the opposite

is the case." ...silent reading...was much more common in

English-medium than in EMT medium instruction." In

*EMT is refirred to in the Fishman et. al. Study, 1982, as
the ethnic language used in the respective study schools.

21
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6

comparison with the previous report of overall ethnographic

impressions, "the present report finds much more variability

along the 'sociopedagogic' dimension." The study suggested

that additional research be conducted to clarify the

"sociopedagogical" dimension and test various ethnopedagogic

hypotheses pertaining to it (Final Report, pp. 35-37).

This research attempted to reexamine the dynamics

of the "sociopedagogical" dimension of the previous study.

By virtue of the fact that the Armenian and Greek Schools

were both representative of IB ((im)migrant based

biliteracy), one might assume that they would evidence

"degrees of similarity" in respect to the acquisition of

biliteracy. Thus only these two schools constituted the

present study sample. The research focused on the "(socio)

pedagogy" of reading skills acquisition in English and in

the ethnic tongue (ET) at the sample schools. It also

explored whether there were similarities and differences

between the two schools and between grade levels on reading

acquisition and the "(socio)pedagogical" variables.

Importance Of The Study

Federal support for bilingual education programs has

been reduced by $23 million from $161 million in 1981 to

$138 million in 1982 (Holsendolph, 1982) . This decrease is

not commensurate with the present and rapidly increasing

population of the more than 3.5 million students whose

functional language is not English. Roos' (1982) prediction



that this this population will increase by 40% by the turn

of the century further exacerbates the situation of

decreasing funding and increasing enrollments. Only those

educational programs which demonstrate substantial

"contributions" to the education of the student populations

they serve will be Eligible for the paucity of funds

available from the federal government. It is therefore

incumbent upon administrators, supervisors, and educational

policy makers I° develop., modify, or refine their programs

to fit the needs of their students.

There is a paucity of data on biliterate reading

acquisition actually observed in the classroom, and on the

"(socio) pedagogical" variables that occur in relation to

that reading acquisition. Teachers and researchers can

obtain valuable insight into the process of reading

acquisition characteristic of a first language and a

second language through this analysis of the multiplicity

of pedagogical variables which may be related to biliter-

acy development in the early primary grades.

Research on the dynamics of reading acquisition in

relation to performance outcome must speculate on what

variables should be examined in future studies. Given

the myriad of process variables it would be helpful for

educators to know what specific pedagogical variables

are actually related to reading acquisition. Such findings

might give educators a more accurate picture of same of

the actual reading acquisition dynamics that can be

rl
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utilized in developing curricula and teacher training

bilingual education programs

Statement of 'the Problem

In an ethnographic examination of two schools

representative of (im)migration based biliteracy,

What are the pedagogical variables that
characterize English and ethnic tongue (ET)
initial reading acquisition?

"For many ethnographers, an essential characteristic

of ethnography is that it is open -ended and subject to

self-correction during the process of inquiry itself"

(Hymes, 1978, p. 8). Because ethnography is philosophically

based in phenomenology,the ethnographic researcher would

do best not to formulate fixed assumptions and variables

which can be tested by administering a questionnaire or

a standardized test. Therefore, this ethnographic

investigation attempted to examine the dynamics of the

following -

theoretical construct:

In different schools representative of the same
constellation of biliteracy, there will be
identifiable pedagogical variables that charac-
terize English and Ethnic tongue (ET) initial
reading acquisition.

operational construct:

In the primary grades of the Armenian and Greek
Schools, representati7e of immigration based
biliteracy, certain pedagogical variables will be
significantly related to English and ethnic tongue
(ET) initial reading acquisition.

The following questions, derived from the literature

on biliteracy acauisition and reading research, gave rise

4



to the kinds of aueltions that were looked at in the

process of initial reading acauisition fcr English and the

ethnic tongue and related "(socio)pedagogical" variables;

across the primary grades in both schools. Differences

between schools and between grade levels on these variables

were also examined.

1. What are the sizes of the classes where reading

acquisition takes place?

2. Where is reading acquisition taught in the school

(in' class, out of class, out of school)?

3. Who teaches reading (academic personnel, non-

academic persons)?

4. What is the sequence of languages being taught

(English first, ET first, both simultaneously)?

5. What is the intended and/or actual subject(s) of

learning at the time of the protocol observation (P0)?

6. What is the language used (medium -of learning)

with the intended and/or actual subject(s) of learning?

Do the two languages influence one another?

7. What methods, approaches, strategies, and units

of instruction are used in teaching reading?

1. What types of materials are used to teadlreading?.

Where do they come from? What types of themes do the

materials contain? Are they related to ethnic or

secular concepts?

9. What, if any, are the unobtrusive measures oz:
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literacy present it the classroom and outside of

the class?

10. What types of out of class ,.eading experiences

are there both within and out of the school?

11. What, if any, evidence of cultural congruence

or cultural sensitivity is manifested by pup,ls

and/or teachers?

12. Is there any representation of motivation for

literacy acquisition present both in and out of

school?

Delimitations

1. It was not the inentior of this study to examine pro-

ficiency as a variable, but to utilize an ethnographic

approach to acquire information regarding classroom process

variables related to initial reading acquisition.

2. Class activity was the basic unit of analysis. There-

fore, individual student variables such as sex, prior and

outcome Teading levels, socio-economic status and back-

ground characteristics were'not examined.

3. Classes and grades were delimited to thos- In which

initial reading was taught.

4. The duration of time that study variables occurred Was

not considered.

Limitations

1. Schools used in this study were not randomly selected.

26



They were considered to be typical of the universe of some

1500 minority ethnic community all-day schools (Fishman et

al., 1982).

2. Observational reports were derived disproportionately

from the first grade (Fishman et al., 1982).

3. Observations were not spread through the entire first

year and only through one-half of the second year. Literacy

acquisition phenomena particular to the first month and last

month of the school year are underrepresented in this study

(Fishman et al., 1982).

4. Inter-year stability within the schools studied was not

high. For example, because of financial exigencies and an

accompanying increase in immigration of non-English families

the Greek School experienced a major increase in class size

(Fishman et al., 1981). The Armenian School experienced the

loss of their first grade English teacher, who spoke Armenian,

at the end of the first year of the study. A-first grade

teacher who spoke no Armenian was hired in the second year of

the study. Fishman et al. considered this to be a random

error factor.

5. Although the original data collection (Fishman et al.,

1979-1982) provided for observer reliability the observers

had no knowledge of the Greek and Armenian languages.

Assumptions

1. The schools selected for the study were assumed to

be representative of the universe of some 1500 minority ethnic

27
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community all day schools in the U.S. today. They were

sponsored by local ethnolinguistic communities and are

frequently associated with ethno-religious tradition (Fishman

et al:, Final Report/Part I, 1982, p: 2).

2. The Armenian and Greek Schools selected for the study

were representative of an (im)migration based biliteracy

tradition (Fishman et al., 1980, p. 51) and similar biliteracy

reportoire ranges (Fishman et al., 1979, pp. 13-16).

3. The schools selected were representative of the

middle-clasi in regard to socio-economic status and in

standards of attainment (Fishman et al., 1982).

4. The schools were similar in other demographic meys.

The sample set, "class", was composed of students who were

primary native born, English doer ant and from bilingual

speaking and modestly biliterate ilomes. The teaching and

administrative personnel also tended to be predominately bi-

lingual and biliterate (Fishman et al., 1982).-

Definitions

The following definitions serve to clarify terms used

in the text of this investigation.

Actual.subject(s) of learning refers to the actual

subject(s) being taught at the time of the observation..

Analytic parameter refers to a "caterory" or "variable"

selected for analysis in this investigation. Within thi's

study it shall be referred to as AP.

Approaches to reading acquisition in this study refers

28



1.3

to one of the following approaches; the Experience Approach

(Lamoreau & Lee, 1943), the Basal Reading Approach (Harris,

1956) and the Individualized Reading Approach (Evans, 1953;

Olson, 1952). (See Approaches to Initial Reading Instruction,

Chapter II, pp. 43-45 for definitions and discussion.)

Bilingual in this study refers to being able to speak

two languages; English and the ethnic tongue (ET).

Biliteracy as defined in the traditional sense means

the ability to read and write in two languages. In this

study it refers to the ability to learn to read in English

and the ethnic tongue (ET). Three types of biliteracy in-

clude language of wider communication biliteracy (LWC),

traditional biliteracy (TB) and (im)migration based biliteracy

(IB). LWC biliteracy is acquired from an di.:ected towards

intergroup communication. TB is used for intragroup purposes

with a strong authenticity of language maintenance stress.

IB is similar to LWC but has a speech community which has

moved to a new environment. IB is also similar to TB but

has a newly acquired, not indigenized literary tradition

(Fishman et al., 1980, pp. 49-51).

Cultural congruence in this study refers to any

indication of the relationship between the teachers and

students that is close and caring (Cazden, Carrasco,

Maldonado-Guzman, 1980).

Dimension is used in the present study in.the psycho-

metric sense, i.e., an independent source of variation

common to or underlying, in this case, a group of reading

acquisition process variables (Rummel, 1970),
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Ethnic tongue refers to the other-than-English language

being taught or used in and out of school. In this study

it shall be referred to as ET.

Ethnicity of reading materials refers to materials used

in reading lessons that contain themes or references to

particular social group characteristics. These could include

religious, linguistic, cultural, or societal references.

*Ethnography in this investigation refers to an

anthropological investigatory methodology which is applied

to educational settings. The educational researcher wants

to understand what is occurring in the education setting,

how it is occurring, what definitions of the events the

participants hold about these occurrences, and what it takes

to participate as a member of the various groups within and

across these occurrences. The ethnographer doesn't judge

what occurs. He describes what is occurring and discusses

the recurring patterns of behavior (Green and Wallat, 1981,

p. xiii).

Medium of communication refers to the language actually

being used at the time of the protocol observation; English,

ET or both.

Methods of teaching reading refers to the various

analytic (from whole to part) and synthetic methods (from

part to whole) described by reading researchers.

Analytic methods include the whole word method, the

sentence method (Harris, 1956), and the intrinsic phonic

method (Chan, 1967). With the whole word or "look-say"

(.1 t
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method the entire word is pronounced and combined with other

words to form sentences. The sentence- method involves

teaching the child one sentence at a time and then dividing

the sentence into words (Harris p. 70). Sight reading is

stressed with intrinsic phonics. Phonics is introduced

later through the process of analyzing sight words (Chall,

p. 103).

Synthetic methods include alphabet spelling (Harris,

1956), the 'systematic phonic method (Chall, 1967), synthetic

word families (Aukerman, 1971), and syllabaries (Cunningham,

1975). The alphabet spelling method involves the naming of

letters of a word in sequence and then the word is

pronounced, e.g. "c"-"a"-"t"=Klet (kIst) (Harris, p. 69).

With systematic phonics the letters of a word are pronounced

and then sounds are combined into a word (e.g. "k",.." ae "

"tn. = kmt Chall, p. 102). In syn,lietic word families

words are built on a base sound unit either in the

beginning, medial or ending position (e.g. -mt (It),

f-m-t (flt), b-m-t (At)). Syllabaries involve the

syllable as the unit of pronunciation. Syllables are

combined to pronounce words.

Protocol observations are the actual ethnographic

records made by the researchers in their visits to the

schools. In this study each observation is referred to as

Protocol (P).

A protocol observational unit is referred to as any

field note reference to the "sociopedagogy" of reading
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acquisition and provided for in the analytic parameters of

variables of the coding manual. In this study each obser-

vational unit is referred to as Protocol Observation (PO).

Reading acquisition refers to those skills, techniques,

methods, and approches used to enable youngsters to become

literate in English and ET.

Reading strategies refer to one or more schemes of

having the students read. These may be either oral or

silent.

Sequencing of languages is referred to as the language

order in which reading acquisition skills are first taught;

English-first, ET-first, or both simultaneously.

Sociofunctional refers to the.dimension of ethnographic

interaction that involves the :unctions of literacy for a

particular speech community (Fishman, 1979).

Sociographic refers to the dimension of ethnographic

interaction that involves writing systems (Fishman, 1979).

Sociolinguistic refers to the dimension of ethnographic

interaction that involves the spoken varieties of language

(Fishman, 1979).

EsciamtlloaLcal refers to the dimension of ethnographic

interaction that involves the "culture" of school related

activities (Fishman, 1979).

Speaking in this study refers to vocal communication of

the system of sounds (phonics) of a particular language. It

refers to either letter-sound correspondence, syllable-sound,

32
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or word-concept units.

Unobtrusive measures. In observational research

unobtrusive measures are indicies of classroom interaction

and other educational settings that do not require

behavioral observations of a person(s) or activity. They

are not susceptible to the distortion that may occur when

the individual knows he is being observed (Webb et al.,

1966) .

In this study, unobtrusive measures refers to any

"sign" of reading materials present in classrooms, hallways,

lunchroom, library, auditorium, playground, church, etc.

Writing in this study refers to the formation of

characters (letters, words, symbols). These characters have

basic components that are either letter-sound characters,

syllable-sound characters, or word-concept characters.
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

The present study was undertaken in order to explore

what pedagogical and related variables are identified in the

academic process of initial reading acquisition of English

and the ethnic tongue. The purpose of this chapter is to

provide a theoretical background for the study design and

the interpretation of the data. Presented in this chapter

are theory, concepts, and research for the following areas:

(a) language and literacy acquisition; (b) bilingualism and

biliterac 7; (c) the initial reading c,quisition process; and

(d) social, psychological and cultural influences on the (bi)

literacy acquisition process.

Language and Literacy Acquisition

The theoretical literature in the field of language

acquisition is related to two major theories in the litera-

ture on learning: Behaviorist Theory and Cognitive Theory.

Behaviorist Theory rests on the belief that our knowledge

originates from experience. The behaviorist position on

language is based on the theory of operant conditioning and

it regards language as a behavior that is learned. Behavioral

linguists do not believe that humans have any innate capaci-

ties but rather believe that all learning (including language

learning) is governed by the same factors which underlie all

man's ail:mal and human behaviors (Osgood, 1957; Staats, 1968).

Behaviorist Theory states that the individual's language is

34
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composed of a repertoire of skills that must be learned. The

theory stresses that language behavior is a continuous.process

that can only be measured by the individual's observable

performance. The child begins early language learning through

environmental stimuli which result in direct instrumental

conditioning. By means of a learned repertoire of speech

patterns, the child learns-to respond verbally to his feelings

and sensations and learns to control his speech response.

Behaviorists believe that verbal stimuli by other individuals

control a person's behavior. The amount of language that is

learned depends on the amount of stimulation given by others

or the amount of environmental stimuli. The theory holds

that a child is rewarded when his verbal responses match those

produced by an authority figure. The theory also states that

children learn their own language repertoire primarily through

imitation of adult language.

Behaviorists do not stress language acquisition as

a developmental process but as a learned process. Biological

and maturational factors are not stressed or considered of

much importance (Carro-Kowalcyk, 1982).

Cognitive theorists believe that a child is biologically

predisposed to language acquisition because he is endowed

with a "Language Acquisition Device" (LAD); hypothesized as

a set of universal language categories or an innate set of

structures which define the language content of the mind.

Language acquisition is explainedin Cognitive Theory as the

child's ability to select from natural language "inputs"

which he filters through LAD and builds a theory or a

3 a
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generative grammar (Carro-Kowalcyk, 1982).

Chomsky (1957) stated that no sentence regardless of

its simpliCity can be developed without the language learner's

applying basic syntatic relations. Chomsky's model also

distinguishes between an individlal's linguistic competence

(the language he understands) and his linguistic performance

(the language he uses). It proposes that competence is

primary and performance secondary.

Unrelated to either of the above theories but a pertinent

opinion regarding language and initial reading acquisition,

is Week's (1979) belief that an early emphasis on the

acquisition of reading can enrich the "total language base"

(other language skills) by increasing a reader's vocabulary

and by providing different opportunities for children to

encounter different sentence structures in reading than in

speech.

Schumann (1978), Hymes (1980) and Stubbs (1980) believe

that the study of literacy is a study of the distribution of

reading and writing skills and of the knowledge of their use.

Literacy studies ideally combine investigations of proficien-

cy with studies of social use. The present concern is to

develop models for integrating these areas of investigation

to reassess what it means to be literate.

The ethnographic approach used in the present study is

more directly related to behaviorist theory in that it is

concerned with observable process variables rather than with

. 36
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internal processes. The process variables that were observed

in relation to English and, ethnic tongue reading in the

present study are described later in this chapter in Initial

Reading Acquisition Process (pp. 35-50).

Bilingualism and Biliteracy

The present examination of the acquisition of initial

reading in. English and the ethnic tongue in relation to

process variables was undertaken because of lack of such

previous research. The following literature on bilingualism

and biliteracy deals extensively with conceptual typologies

of both. The oft -used term "proficiency" with regard to both

first and second languages, is seldom defined in the theo-

retical literature; empirical studies in these areas have

operationalized proficiency as reading scores. However,

the present study was not concerned with proficiency in either

language, nor with whether English was the first (L1) or

second (L
2

) language.

Bilingualism

According to Hamers (1981) there does not seem to be

any agreement between scholars as to the definition of

"bilingualism." Some scholars take the position that a

bilingual person is someone who possesses some ability with

one of the four skills; i.e., speaking, understanding,

reading, and writing, in a language other than the mother

tongue (Macnamara, 1967). Some have adapted the definition
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to include the ability to speak one's own native language

and another with approximately equal facility (Gudschinsky,

1970), while others have broadly defined it as the practice

of alternately using two languages. (Weinreich, 1953).

The literature also defines bilingualism in a number

of ways depending on the relative degree of proficiency a

person may have in both languages (Weinreich, 1953; Albert

and Obler, 1978; Kessler, 1971; McLaughlin, 1978).

Language Proficiency and Biliteracy

Proficiency in bilingualism is no indication of pro-

ficienc in bilitericy. According to Cummins the question

of how the development of first language proficiency relates

to the development of second language proficiency has re-

ceived little attention until recently in the context of

bilingual education . He believes this lack-of research

stems from a failure to actually conceptualiie the oonstxuct

of language proficiency (1980a).

According to 011er (1978, 1979) there exists "a global

language proficiency factor which accounts for the bulk of

the reliable variance in a wide variety of language pro-

ficiency measures" (1978, p. 413). Cummins argues that two

types of proficiency exist: one which he labels BICS (basic

interpersonal communicative skills) and the other CALP

(cognitive /academic language proficiency). While the former

encompasses such skills as oral fluency, phonology and socio-

ro.4a 6
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linguistic competence, the latter deals with those skills

that are related to "reading and academic aspects of language"

Cummins, 1980d, p. 74).

Many definitions have been attached to the construct

"literacy" (Barkin, 1981; Halliday, McIntosh and Strevens,

1964) .' One of the lea3t vague is that of Gudschinsky (1970) who

states that a literate person is one "who in a language he

speaks, can read and understand anything he would have under-

stood if it had been spoken to him; he is one who can write,

so that it can be read, anything he can say". Thus, by the

term "CALP" Cummins is actually referring to literacy, the

knowledge of skills which go beyond the basic linguistic

skills needed in speaking but which are essential to reading

and writing.

Cazden (1974) also making a distinction between the

skills required for speaking and listening and those required

for reading and writing, uses the term "metalinguistic

awareness": ". . .a special kind of language performance,

one which makes special cognitive demands, and secms to be

less easily and less universally acquired than the language

performances of speaking and listening" (p. 29).

Cummins also regards metalinguistic awareness as one of

the aspects involved in CALP. One of his main arguments for

insisting that'there are two types of proficiency is that

while "with the exception of severely retarded and autistic

children, everybody acquires basic interpersonal carraunicativp
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41,

skill regardless of IQ or academic aptitude" not everybody

is able to acquire cognitive / academic skills with the same

ease (1980c, p. 101).

Types of Biliteiacy and' Their Functions. Fishman (1980b)

. defines three types of biliteracy which serve as a basis

for understanding the relationship of language use and its

functions. According to Fishman there are three basic types

of biliteracy. These are language-of-wider-communication

based biliteracy (LWC), traditional based biliteracy (TB),

and (im)migration based biliteracy (IB). LWC based biliteracy

is "acquired by individuals who are already literate in one

ethnocultural language". It is usually the result of the

expansion of econo-technical, commercial, religious, ideo-

logical or cultural establishments (p. 49) and is usually

directed towards intergroup communications. Examples of

languages that can be placed in this categoryare English,

French, and Russian.

TB has been historically used for intragrouo purposes

with a "strong authenticity or language maintenance stress".

Examples of TB can be seen in the use of two languages which

are "genetically" related as Jewish biliteracy i Hebrew and

Judeo-Aramaic; in Greek as Katarevusa and Demotiki; and in

Chinese as Mandarin, Modern Pekingese and Cantonese (p. 50).

Some of the characteristics of IB based biliteracy

'include characteristics of the other two kinds. /B is

"acquired from and directed toward.: intergroup communication"

40
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as LWC, but has "a speech community that has moved towards a

new language environment". Its maintenance stress is strong

as with TB but it has a newly acquired, not native-like,

literacy tradition. Both the Armenian and Greek Schools of

the-present study are representative of IB based biliteracy.

Spolsky (1982) believes that discussions about

bilingualira or bilingual education must distinguish "the

pedagogical question of how best to educate children of a par-

ticular language background from the political question of

what language variety to use" (p. 142). He believes that

language educational policies must recognize the "reality of

literacy that exists in the community". One example of this

type of difficulty is referred to in the literature as

"diglossia" (Spolsky, 1974, DeSilva, 1976; Ferguson, 1959).

In .diglossic situations the written language is quite

different from the spoken language and affects the

acquisition of reading skills.

Spolsky cites a recent attempt to address this issue in

the Rock Point Navajo Reservation study reported by Rosier

and Holm (1980). Despite the fact that the unmarked

language for oral use on the Navajo Reservation is Navajo

and the unmarked language for written use is English,

children in the bilingual education programs at Rock Point

are taught to read and write in Navajo first. Results have

shown that these children are, by the third grade, reading

better in English than those who have had English from the

beginning of their education. nthough literacy in Navajo
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was purely a means to achieving English literacy, educators

have begun to use it functionally (for signs, administrative

business, etc.). Spolsky anticipates- that wider roles for

Navajo literacy will develop so that it will not only be

used as a learning medium but as a functional written

language.

In relating the functions of language use to the

present study Fishman (1979) stated that of the schools

chosen for the study the biliteracy functional repertoire

range for both the Greek and Armenian Schools were

characterized by a full range for reading and writing in

English but a restricted range for its ethnic tongue

counterpart. In other words, literacy in Greek and Armenian

ethnic day schools in N.Y.C. is primarily restricted to

ethnic experiences of a religious, textual or ethno-communal

nature. (1979, p. 14) Most of these and other schools

representativeof this type of biliteracy (Ukranian,

Chinese, Japanese) "foster mastery of their own

writing/reading traditions. . .whereas English is given

broad range treatment" (p. 15).

Bilingual Education. Some of the major issues with re-

gard to bilingual education are the relationship between

proficiencies in first and second languages; the order in

which they are learned that results in greater proficiency

in the second language; and the varying objectives of types

of bilingual education programs.
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Proficiency in Li and L2. Adversaries of bilingual

education have long argued that if children for whom English

is a second language are dificient in English, they need

instruction in English, not in their first language, since

learning in L1 will not improve their proficieny in L2. This

argument implies that (a) proficiency in L1 is separate from

pilpficiency in L2. In addition, if L1 and L2 proficiencies

are separate, then content and skill learned through LI cannot

trnasfer to L2 and vice-versa. The supporters of such a

model would see bilingual proficiency as two separate pro-

ficiencies (De Jesus, 1982).

Cummins states that despite its intuitive appeal, there

is not one shred of evidence to support the Separate Under-

lying Proficiency Model (SUP) (1981).

In order to address the above problem in bilingual

education, the controversial issue of when minority-language

students should be exited from the transitional bilingual

programs (Fishman's 1976, Type I) into regular classrooms in

an L2 dominant culture, Cummins proposed Interdependence Hy-

pothesis of a Common Underlying Proficiency (CUP) Model which

sees the literacy-related aspects (CALP) of a bilingual's

proficiency L1 and L2 as common or interdependent across the

two languages and that they stem from the same underlying

knowledge (De Jesus: :082, See Figure 1, 2, 3 for illustrations,

pp. 28-30).

Like Cummins, Goal= (d,982) believes that there are
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FIGURES 1,2,3

CUMMINS' SUP AND CUP MODELS OF BILINGUAL PROFICIENCY

Figure I. The Separate Underlying Proficiency (SUP) model
of bilingual proficiency. (From "The Role of Primary Language
Development in Promoting Educational Success for Language
Minority Students" by James Cummins, i981)
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FIGURE 2

COMMON UNDERLYING PROFICIENCY (CUP) MODEL

Common
Underlying
Proficiency

LI
Channel

Channel

29

Figure 2. The Common Underlying Proficiency (CUP) model of
bilingual proficiency. (From "The Role of Primary Language
Development in Promoting Educational Success for Language
Minority Students" by James Cummins, l981)
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FIGURE 3

DUAL-ICEBERG MODEL

Surface Surface
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Figure 3. The "Dual-Iceberg" reprisentation of bilingual
proficiency. (From "The Role of Primary Language Develop-
ment in Promoting Educational Success for Language Minority
Students" by JaMes Cummins, 1981).
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psycholinguistic universals in the process of learning to

read one's native language as well as reading a second

language: "Learning to read a second language should be

easier for someone already literate in another language,

regardless of how similar or dissimilar it is" (p. 63).

There are several studies in which moderately strong

correlations (r=.46 to .69) have been found between reading

scores in L1.and L2:in Fante and English bilinguals in

Africa (Bezanson and Hawkes, 1976); in English and French

bilingualchildren in Canada (Swain, Lapkin and 2arik, 1976);

and in Spanish and English for Mexican-American children

(Oiler, Baca and vigil, 1977).

Consistent with these findings is Fishman's (1979) hy-

pothesis that "the major 'unknown' with respect to biliteracy

acquisition may not be so much that two languages are involved

instead of the more common one, but that each provides a

hitherto unrecognized context for learning, using and evalu-

ating th. other" (p. 1 ).

Order of Learning LI and L2. Some educators in the field

of reading as Gudschinsky (1970) believe that a child must

first become literate in his native language and then Ln the

second language. In this way, the culture shock is minimized

for the child entering school and utilizes the child's fluency

in his own language in learning reading and writing skills.

Once a child has developed literacy in the mother tongue,

learning to read and write in the second language can follow.

Nancy Modiano (1972) also supports this theort
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Learning to read in a foreign language is far more
difficult and confusing than learning to read in
one already known Youngatens .who. .first learn. to
read in the mother tongue, approach reading the
second language strengthened by their existing
skills. Only those children whose mastery of both
-languages-is- -so. -strong-that they can fully compre-
hend the beginning reading materials can receive
instruction in either language (p. 7).

The literature theoretically and empirically supporting
.

simultaneous learning of both languages (Hoffman, 1969;

Lambert and Tucker, 1972; Belinsky and Peng, 1974; Montoya,

1975) revolved around the issues addressed by the Lau decision

with regard to bilingual/bicultural instruction, which is

described in the section entitled Bilingual/Bicultural Programs

on. pp. 32-33.

Two studies (Skutnabb-Kangas, and Tonkomaa, 1976;

Cummins et. al., 1981) relating age on arrival to immigrant

students L2 acquisition suggested that older immigrant students,

whose literacy skills were better developed, acquired greater

English proficiency faster than younger immigrant students.

The authors of the 1976 study suggested the following

as an explanation for these findings:

Their skills in tl.le mother tongue have already
developed to the abstract level. For this reason
they reach a better level in the mastery of Swedish-
language concepts in quite a shorter time than
those who moved before or at the start of school,
and before long surpass even the immigrant children
who were born in S (p. 76).

Types of Bilingual Education Programs. Fishman (1976;

Fishman and Lovas, 1970) proposed a typology of bilingual

education programs based on different kinds of community
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and school objectives, and suggested that various kinds of

programs assume and lead to particular societal rules for the

languages taught. Fishman stated that most American elementary.

bilingual education programs are of Type I and Type III.

Type I: Transitionai Bilingualism. In such a
program Spanish is used in the early grades to the
extent necessary to allow pupils to "adjust to
school" and/or to "master subject matter" until
their skill in English is developed' to the point
that it alone can be used as the medium of
instruction. . .such programs. are basically
interested. i n arriving at the state of English
monolingual educational normality just as soon as
is feasible.

Type II: Monoliterate Bilingualism. Programs of
this type indicate goals of development in both
languages for aural-oral skills but do not concern
themselves with literacy skills in the non-English
mother tongue. Thus such programs emphasize
deveiloping fluency in Spanish as a link between
home and school, but they are not concerned
with the development of literacy skills in
conjunction with work, government, religion or
book-culture generally.

Type Ill: Bliitarate Bilingualism, Partial. This
kind of program seeks fluency and literiicy in both
languages, but literacy in th3 mother tongue is
restricted to certain subject matter, most
generally re laced to the ethnic group and its
cultural heritage reading and writing skills
in the mother tongue are commonly developed in
relation to the social sciences, literature, And
the arts, but .not in science and mathematics. .

.programs of this type are conducted by numerous
American ethnic groups in their own supplementary
or parochial schools.

Type IV: Biliterate.Bilingual, Full. In this
kind of program, students are to develop al.!
skills in both languages in all domains.
Typically, both languages are used as media of
instruction for all subjects (except in teaching
the languages themselves). From the
viewpoint of much of the linguistically and
psychologically.oriented literature this is the
ideal type of -program, since. . ..it results in
"balanced, coordinate bilinguals - children
capable of thinking and feeling in either of two
languages independently (pp. 24-26) .
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The questions raised in the foregoing literature were

not examined in the present study. Cummins (1980a) contended

that "there has been relatively little inquiry into what.

forms of language proficiency are related to the development

of literacy skills in school contexts, and how the development

of literate proficiency in L1 (first language) relates to

the development of literate proficiency in L2 (second language)"

p.. 27). Fishman (1977) quoted in Chapter I (p. 4 ); Bruck

et al., (1979), quoted in Chapter III (p. 61) 1 Haddad (1981)1

and Stubbs (1980) have all emphasized the lack of direct

classroom ob..ervation of the process variables

with the acquisition of initial reading skills

classroom setting. Thus the present study was

associated

in a bilingual

an exploratory

one for the purpose of identifying those pedagogical process

variables.

The Executive Summary of the Significant' Bilingual

Instructional Features Study '(Fisher and Guthrie, 1983) fo-

cused on five ethnolinguistic groups of Limited English Pro-

ficiency (Lnp) students (Mexican, Puert. cican, Cuban,

Cantonese and Navajo) in classes which represented "success-

ful" bilingual programs, as nominated by local school and

community constituents. The study further focused on

programs in which English was assumed to be L2 with "native"

or "home" language being L1, although proficiency data mere

not presented. Structured observations of instruction

provided qualitative data on organization of instruction,

allocation'of time, language use, active teaching behaviors,

5 0.
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academic learning time, and student participation styles.

The only process variable in that study that corresponded

to the present study was language used:

During basic skills instruction, English was
used:by instructors approximately 70 percent
of the time while the students' home language
was used during instruction most often to
deVelop lesson content. The use of substantial
amounts of the students' home language was
associated with positive learning behaviors for
LEP students (p. iii).

The following section presents background' literature

on the variables that were observed ethnographically in the

present study; and were examined with regard to their relation-

ships to the acquisition of initial English and ethnic tongue

reading.

Initial Reading Acquisition Process

The literature focuses on two major points of view on

initial reading acquisition: An emphasis on the "decoding"

of print into sound via letter-sound relations, and an

emphasis on getting the "meaning" from print (Carroll, 1970).

This eastinction is not clear cut and has for years been

debated and challenged by reading researchers interested in

finding the "best" method(s) for teaching initial reading

in United States schools,. In addition to the variables

that constitute these methods, theory and research literature

on initial reading acquisition has described and typed pro-

grams according to strategies, approaches, classroom organi-

zational units, materials, and themes. It seems that the

literature on these topics has not addressed biliteracy
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acquisition. ThiS section is concluded with the theoretical

issue of what might be "desirable" for the initial reading

acquisition process.

Reading Methods

In 1955 Rudolf Flesch released "Why Johnny Can't Read",

one of the most publicized attacks on the then current views

of using the sight method to teach beginning reading. His

scathing criticism and denigration of the position of

leading U.S. reading authorities led to two large scale

reading investigation projects. These were the First Grade

Reading Studies funded by'USOE (1964-1967) and the Carnegie

Corporation Research Project (1962-1967).

Bond (1966), director of this USOE project, indicated

that no matter what the underlying method of beginning read-

ing was, word-study skills needed to be emphasized and taught

systematically. Dykstra's report (1967) on data from the

project suggested that the successful "code" emphasis

programs utilized both analytic and synthetic phonics in-

struction and might include other characteristics that

accounted for their effectiveness. He urged that additional

research be done to investigate what "single" or set of

characteristlts makes one program more effective than

another.

The investigations conducted by the Carnegie

Corporation Project published in 1967 by Jeanne Chall

followed a variety of research approaches. Among these were

r
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experimental. studies, correlational studies, and clinical

case studies.

Chall's analysis of these studies strongly favored a

code emphasis over a meaning emphasis in initial reading

instruction.

My analysis of the existing experimental
comparisons of a meaning emphasis versus a
code emphasis tends- to support Bloomfield's
definition that the first step in learning
to read in one's native language is es-
sentially learning a printed code for the
speech we possess....Early stress on code
learning, these studies indicate, not only
produces better word recognition and spelling,
but also makes it easier for the child eventu-
ally to read with' understanding -at least up to
the beginning of the fourth grade, after which
point there is practically no evidence.

The correlational studies support the experi-
mental finding that an initial code emphasis
produces better readers and spellers. They
show a significant relationship between
ability to recognize letters and give the
sounds they represent and reading achievement.
Although knowledge of letters and their sound
values does not assure success in reading, it
does appear to be a necessary condition for
success. In fact, it seems to be more essential
for success in the early stages of reading than
high intelligence and good oral language ability,.

(pp. 83-85)

Chall (1983, a) hypothesized the reading process as a

set of five stages of reading development akin to Piaget's

six model of cognitive development. Chall contended that it

is in stages"0" through "2" that the task of decoding and

mastering the print takes places.

Stage 0: Prereading; girth to Age 6:

.... The children grow in their control over
various aspects of language - - syntax and words.
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And they gain some insight into the natuie of
words: . . . that they can be brbken into paits,
and that the parts can be put together (synthe-
sized, blended), to form whole. words . . .

Stage 1 - Initial Reading, or Decoding Stage;
Gradeds'1-2, Ages 6-7-:

The essential aspect . . . is learning the
arbitrary set of letters and associating these
with corresponding parts of spoken words . . .

Stdge 2 - Confirmation, Fluency, Ungluing from
Pririt; Grades 2-3, Ages 7-8:

. . Although some additional, more complex phonic
elements and generalizations are learned during
Stage 2 and even later, it appears that what
most children learn in Stage 2 is to use their
knowledge . . . They gain courage and skill in
using context and thus gain fluency and speed

(pp. 17-18)

Other recent views regarding 'decoding" include those

of Ehri and Wilce (1985) who'believe that ". . instruction

in phonetic analysis is essential . . . The type of phonetic

analysis suggested is familiarity with the names or sounds

of alphabet letters appearing in spelling.. Whereas phonetic

analysis is viewed as central, instruction in visual process-

ing of words is viewed as a waste of time" (p. 177).

Adams,. Anderson and Durkin (1984) and Gonzalez (1984)

considered the value of decoding in relation to comprehension.

Adams, Anderson and believe that in order for the

reading process to work, beginning renders must ie ltify

words automatically through presenting patterns of letters,

not individual ones.. They emphasize that "decoding" should

be taught as a it. . type of problem solving that doesn't
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begin with ready-made answers but, rather seeks one out with

the help of both a word's spelling and of the context in

which that word is embedded." They go on to.state that it

is only rapid decoding that assists comprehension (p. 127).

Gonzalez's concern for the "how" of introducing nonnative

English speakers to :initial reading instruction in English

feels that classroom teachers must assess the language pro-

ficiency of these children as well as ". . . the linguistic

demands of the stories used" in order to provide sufficient

preparation for them.. "Otherwise, nonnative English speakers

may essentially be acquiring skills of 'decoding' written

language which they do not understand" (p. 450).

Smith's (1978) concepts are representative of reading

researchers who are proponents of initial reading

acquisition with an emphasis on getting the meaning from

print. He postulates that "Learning to read does not

require the memorization of latter names, or phonic rules,

or large lists of words...nor a matter of application of

exercises' and drills...nor a child relying on instruction,

because the essential skills of reading - namely the

efficient uses of non- visual information cannot be taught"

(p.179). He believei that reading is making sense of print

and that meaningfulness is the basis of all learning.

"Written words convey,meaning directly; they are not

intermediaries for spoken language" (p.156). He refers to

the written language of Chinese where ideographs do not
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correspond to any sound system, but simply represent

meanings.

Smith states that the only way a child can learn to

read is by being given the oppoortunity to generate and test

hypothesis in a meaningful context. He must possess two

insights if he is to learn to read: (1 print is

meaningful, (2) written language is different from speech.

According to Carroll (1970) mature reading involves

eight essential skills. The question of which order they

should-occur in illustrates the difference between. the

"decoding" advocates and the "meaning" advocates.

Order of Priorities of Reading
Skills of "Decoding" Proponents

1. The child must know the language that he
is going to learn to read. Normally, this means
that the child can speak and understand the
language at least to a certain level of skill
before he starts to learn to read, because the
purpose of reading is to help him get messages
from print that are similar to the messages he
can already understand if they are spoken. But
language learning is a lifelong process, and
normally there are many aspects of language that
the individual learns solely or mainly through
reading, 'And speaking and understanding the
language.is not an absolute prerequisite for
beginning to learn to read;

2. The child must learn to dissect spoken
words into component sounds. In order to be able
to use the alphabetic principle by which English
words are spelled, the child must be able to
recognize the separate sounds composing a word and
the temporal order in which they are spoken;'

3. The child must learn, to recognize and
discriminate the letters of the alphabet in their
various forms (capitals, lowe'r-case letters,
printed, and cursive). (He shOuld also know the
names and alphabetic. ordering of the letters.)
This skill is required if the child is to make
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progress in finding correspondences between
letters and sounds.

4. The child must learn the left-to-right
principle by which words are spelled and put in
order in continuous text.

5. The child must learn that there are
patterns of highly probable correspondence between
letters and sounds, and he must learn those
patterns of correspondence that will help him
recognize words that he already knows in his
spoken language or that will help-him determine
the pronunciation of unfamiliar words:

6. The child must learn to recognize printed
words from ,whatever cues he can use, --their total
configuration, the lettert composing them, the
sounds represented by those letters, and/or the
meanings sugge:ted by the context. By "recognition"
we mean not only becoming aware that he has seen the
word before, but also knowing the pronunciation of
the word. This skill-is one of the most essential
in the reading process, because it yields for the
reader the equivalent of a speech signal.

7. The child must learn that printed words
are signals for spoken words and that they have
meanings analogous to those of spoken words. While
"decoding" a. printed message into its spoken equiva-
lent, the child must be able'to apprehend the mean-
ing of the total message in the same way that he
would apprehend the meaning of the corresponding
spoken message.

8. The child must learn to reason and think
about what he reads, within the limits of his talent
and experience.

Order of Priorities of "Meaning"- Proponents

(1) The child should learn the language he is
going to read.

(6) The child should learn to recognize printed
words from whatever cues he can use initially, but
only from total configurations.

(7) The child should learn that printed words
are signals for spoken words, and that meanings can
be apprehended from thttea printed words. 57
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(8) The child must learn to reason and think
about what he reads.

(4) Thechild should learn the left-to-right
principle, but initially only as it applies to
complete words in continuous text.

(3) The child should learn to recognize and
discriminate the letters of the alphabet.

(2) The child should learn to dissect spoken
words into component sounds.

(5) The child should learn patterns of
correspondence between letters and sounds, to help
him in the advanced phases of skill.

(Carroll, 1977, 31-33)

'Oral Reading Strategies

Chall (1967, 1983) found that initial reading skills

were generally t..ught via silent reading strategies. She

stated that the inhibition of oral and articulatory responses

at the initial reading level retards rather than fosters the

development of meaningful reading. Oral reading should be

an integral part of an initial reading program.

According to Tierney et. al. (1980) the most frequent

oral activity is "round-robin" or "circle" reading where

"...each student in turn reads a small portion aloud...while

the other students follow along silently" (p.126). Choral

reading, another oral reading strategy is used as a small

group or whole class activity. All the students are

expected to read every line together with "proper"

expression (Allen, 1976).

Two other oral reading strategies relevant to the

present study include modified "echo" and individual. Echo
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reading (impress method) ,,as originally intended to expose

readers to accurate, fluid reading patterns by having a

pupil read the text along with the teacher (Heckleman,

1969). With the individual oral strategy, an individual

student is called upon to read a portion of the text. There

is no system for taking turns as in round robin or circle

reading,.

Adams, Anderson and Durkin (198,1) question oral reading,

specifically the "round-robin" strategy. They feel that the

great emphasis on oral reading ". . . is undesirable because

it could inhibit young readers from arriving at the under-

standing that reading is not saying something to another

but is, instead, getting something from another" (p. 129).

Regarding the use of oral reading, MaJland (1984) urges

teachers of reading in multiethnic classrooms to accept and

value the oral and the written language of children who are

bilingual or speak with a dialect and not correct their

English pronunciation while a child is reading a text orally.

Approaches to Initial Reading Instruction

The language experience approach or "experiential"

approach evolved from the experience based on approaches to

teaching reading of the 1930's and 1940's. (Storm & Smith,

1930; Lamoreaux & Lee, 1943). This approach involves

facilitating rather than teaching children "how to learn to

read". Students either individually or as a group dictate

sentences or phrases for reading stories based on their

needs and experiences. The teacher guides the class in
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selecting the appropriate_ words. Other activities include

the use of word banks and creative writing (Allen, 1976;

Ashton7Warner, 1963; Stauffer, 1970).

The utilization of basal readers as an approach to teaching

initial reading, as well as intermediate level skills, has been

extensively analyzed and discussed (Austin & Morrison, 1963;

Barton & Wilder, 1964, Chall, 1967). "It attempts to give

teachers And pupils a 'total reading program' embodying a

system for teaching reading (inthe teacher's manuals), a

collection of stories and selections for pupils to read (the

readers), and exercises for additional practice (workbooks)"

(p.187). Barton and Wilder found that basal readers were

. . . used by 98% of first grade teachers and by 92 to 94

:ercent of second and third grade teachers" (1964, pp. 378-379).

Most of the basal reader series analyzed by Chilll

relied heavily on a whole (sight) word approach to initial

reading with emphasis on "reading" pictures and on reading

for meaning. They tended to introduce few new words, relied

primarily on silent reading of the text, and gave only minor

attention to phonic aspects.

Individualized reading programs focus mainly on the

students development and not on the materials. They are

based on an individual's self-interest, self-selection and

self-pacing (Olson, 1949) "The teacher's task becomes to

work with each student in an intensive one-to-one situation

and to tailor reading programs to the specific needs of

those individuals" (Tierney et al., 1980, p.195.)
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Chall had difficulty. describing the components of an

individualized reading program because they varied

considerably; sometimes incorporating basal readers and

group instruction in skills from the readers or workbooks.

Classroom Organizational Units

Aarita's study (1964), conducted during the 'period of
the First Grade Reading Studies (1964-1965), attempted to look: at

alternatives to the previous traditional beginning reading

classroom organizational patterns of whole-class, three-five

groUp(s), and individual.. Her assumption was that

differences is reading ability could be better provided for

within a smaller "child-centered-'4 whole class

organizational pattern.

The phases of this reading instruction would include

the development of concepts and vocabulary using, a)

experience stories, b) interesting stories from basal

readers, c) stories adapted for use with the overhead

prcijector, d) other related stories adapted by the teacher

and deplicated for the child. A word analysis skills

worksheet might be given to the class and pupils would be

encouraged to Work independently. In addition an

independent or "individualized" reading period would follow

providing a varieiT of activities from a child's

self-selection.-Of material to creative activities.

Chall postulated that there is a relationship between

views on methods of teaching and preferences for

= organizational patterns (units)

61.
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Basal-reader proponents tended to be in favor of

within-class grodping as the major organizational pattern

along with some individual instruction and self-directed

activities. Most of'the systematic-phonics programs favored

whole-class teaching and "depend on didactic teaching-with

the teacher explaining anu the children practicing the sound

letter relations..." (p.71).

Reading Materials, Themes, and Unobtrusive Measures

Research on the pros and cons of the diverse types,

themes, and uses of reading materials in the classroom is

prevalent in the literature. Two "meaning" proponents

express discrepant views of the content of reading materials.

Goodman (19821 believes:

Stong semantic input will help the acquisition
of the reading competence where syntactic control is
weak. This suggests that the subject of reading
materials should be of high interest and relate to
the background of the learners...Reading materials
in early language instruction should probably avoid
special language uses such as literature and focus
on mundane, situationally related language such as
signs, directions, descriptions, transcribed
conversations, etc (pp. 68-69).

Smith (1978) contends that the kinds of reading

material available for use in most school classrooms is

inappropriate for facilitating reading because they are

based on spoken language written down, not on written

language (p.185) . The kinds of reading materials he finds

Appropriate for the classroom ate coherent stories from

newspapers and magazines, traditional fairy tales, ghost and

adventure stories, history and myths.
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Shuy (1982) emphasizes that the beginning reading

matter found in basal readers or other commercially prepared

materials do not, have a function for the students who are

forced- to use them. They represent what he '-ails the

.reductionist theoreticians who claim "...that the gestault

of reading can be learned best by taking natural language

apart, breaking it into little artifical pieces and then

gradually re-assembling it again" (p.30).

Chall observed that almost all the classes she visited

used basal readers along with supplemental series and

library books. The contents of these basal readers were

found to emphasize familiar themes of suburban, white,

well-to-do children ( Chall,. 1967; Waite, 1967). Chall, at

that time, strongly recommended folktales and fairytales for

first and second grade reading. In a recent publication

(1983) she found basal readers much improved-through the

inclusion of both urban and suburban themes related to the

livvs of multi-ethnic, mtltiracial populations.

Masland (1984) feels that books read by youngsters in

multiethnic classrooms should fit the pupils interests and

be of a nonracist nature. Adams, Anderson and Durkin (1984.)

'believe that the traditional use of stories to teach initial

readin' may be erroneous. The teacher's use of pictures,

found in beginning reading stories, as a stimulus for

reading may create an overreliance on pictures and may reduce

motivation for reading the text.
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Webb et al. (1966) contended that in observational re-

search there are many unobtrusive measures of classroom inter-

action and other educational settings that do not require

behavioral observations of persons or activities. The present

study attempted to ana12.ze "signs" of unobtrusive reading

materials via their, presence in the classrooms, hallways,

lunchroom, library, auditorium, playground, church, etc.

Dimensions of."Desirability" of the Initial
Reading Acquisition Process

The question of what constitutes "good" or "bad" reading

and' desirable components of an initial reading program have

been mentioned in the literature. According to Weiner end

Cromer (1967) much confusion exists in defining "good" read-

ing because the reading used as criteria in research may not

represent all that is meant by "good reading".

The Carnegie Research Project under Chall's leadership

found " t hat a code-emphasis methodi.e., one that views

beginning reading as essentially different from mature

reading and emphasizes learning of the printed code for the

spoken language--produces better results...up to the end of .

the third grade" (p.307). A code emphasis should only be

used until the student has learned "...to recognize in print

the words he knows (because they are part of his speaking

and reading vocabulary)". Her contention was that although

many teachers develop methods of their own that are better

than commercially published ones, "The majority of teachers
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rely on published reading programs and on the manuals that

have a built-in method...One has to have a method, even if

it serves only as a point of departure" (p. 308).

It is Stith's (1982) belief that a "best method" for

teaching children how to read and write will never exist,

"...given the enormous variety in the interests and experi-

ences of children and in the circumstances in which they

will be best able-to make sence of literacy" (p. 132).

The present study examined the pedagogical process

variables, each one more fully described in Chapter IV; in

relation to English and ethnic tongue reading as subjects

of learning."Proficiency" was operationalized to meanrestats

in reading tests (leading scores) in previous empirical

studies. Since such data were not included in the present

study, these variables could only be examined in relation

to what is theoretically desirable.

The present researcher's determination of what is

theoretically desirable admittedly is one of personal prefer-

ence. T#is bias has been influenced by her experience as a

reading spedialist, by her work with Chall on the Carnegie

Research Project (1967), and by her belief in Chali's _deas

(1983 a) that stress on "meaning" can occur effectively only

after the code is broken. This bias is supported by the

current research of Adams, Anderson and Durkin (1984),

Gonzalez (1984) and Ehri and Wilce (1985), Thus, based on

Chall's conclusions that a code emphasis method is more

appropriate at initial reading levels and that oral reading
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is essential for the initial reading process, methods and

strategies representing those procedures were used to explore

dimensions of "desirability" of the process of initial reading

acquisition. These dimensions can be examined in the future

in relation to resulting profi-iency and can thus serve as a

step toward the identification of "what is best".

Social, Ps cholo ical and Cultural Influences

Most of the practical situations referred to as

bilingual involve fac ors that extend far beyond the

habituel use of two languages. Reder and Green (1980)

believe that literacy cannot be meaningfully defined or

measured by a single set of values or needs. In a society

as complex as ours, myr' A Influences shape the societal

distribution of literacy practices as well as literacy

acquisition. Both cultural and linguistic factors create

complex problems for educational policysakeri concerned

wi,:h providing useful aducation which fosters educational

equity and cultural pluralism.

Four major variables are considered here: setting and

three of social, psychological, and cultural influences on

the literacy acquisition process addressed by Schumann (1978)

(See Table 1, p. 51) in his model of second-language acqui-

sition. He believes that such social and affective factor

variables as motivatthn, ethnic identity, and cultural

congruence are essential ingredients for language acquisition.

Bilingual/Bicultural Programs

Proponents Of bilingual/b4'cultural programs believe
b6



TAME 1

Taxonany of Factors Influencirg Second-Language Acquisition

Social Factors: Daninance; NorxIcrninanc:e; Subordination;
/Assimilation; Acculturation; Preservation;
Enclosure; Cohesiveness; Size; Congruence;
Attitude; `Intended Length of Residence in
TL Area.;

Affective Factors: .Language Shodc; Cultural Shock; Motivation;
Ego-penneability.

Personality Factors: Tolerance for Ambiguity; Sensitivity to
Rejection; Iritroversiort/Extroversion;
Self-esteen.

Cognitive Factors: Cognitive Develcpment; Cognitive Processes:
imitation, analogy, generalization, L. ,te
memorization; Cognitive Style: field depe-
dence, category width, cognitive inter-
ference, Monitoring.

Biological Factors: Lateralization; Transfer; Infra &stens.

Aptitude Factors: Modern Language Aptitude; I();
Strephosymbolia.

. Personal Factors: Nesting Patterns--; Transition Anxiety;
Reaction to Teaching Methods; Choice of
Learning Strategies.

Input Factors: Frequency; Salience; Canplexity; Type of
Interlocutor.

Instructional Factors: Goals; Teacher; Method; Duration;
Intensity.

(Fran "The Acculturation Model for Second-Language Learning by
John H. Schunann, 1978)
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that the importance of culture in teaching bilingual

children is justified by the fact that the bilingual child
(4,

encounters quite a number of different problems than the

child who maintains English as the main language of

communication in the home. The concept of culture as

related to bilingual education received a great deal of

attention when the vast number of children from Vietnam came

to the U.S. in April 1975. Suddertly, there was a great need

to learn something about Vietnamese langumge and culture.

With the help of the Department of Health, Ed, cation and

Welfare, adequate provisions were made gor these Jhildren.

Joseph Montoya (1975), believ,es that bilingual

education is a product of the "readiness" concept of

learning. He feels that the child shot d learn to read and

write in the language he brings to scho.01 with him and at

the same time be introduced to English so he.can learn

to speak and be literate in both lnguages simultenously.

Children who are taught in a truly bilingual/bicultural

program learn better and faster in both languages. Sinc.,

there are about seven million children who enter school

speaking a language other than English, many studies have

been done testing the reading achievement of these children.

The results of the testing proved one important theory; that

a child involved in bilingual/bicultural training is not in

any way hindered scholastically..

Peal and Lambert (1962), in an earlier study, found in

theii testing of French Canadian children that bilingual
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children do better than monolingual children on both verbal

and nonverbal tests.

The same results were found in a Spanish/English

bilingual/bicultural program by educators Balinsky and Peng

who tested children from, an urban school in the United States

for one year (19/4). Instruction was given in both Spanish

and English; a half day on the same subject matter. The

teachers involved were of Spanish cultural background. The

children who were tested were from the first and second

grades. The results indicated that by teaching in the

native tongue, even the "slow learnets" had normal or above

normal learning scores. By providing the children with

bilingual/bicuitural training and teaching them in their

native tongue as-well, their academic achievement was high.

In another test of Spanish/Portuguese children, Anderson

(1974) proved that the reading program in Sganish/Portuguese

can, serve as a reading readiness program for English once

the elements of English have been mastered.

The question of cultural differences is one of the

major problems in teaching reading to children, of different

ethnic backgrounds. A child from another ethnic background

can have Alfficulty adjusting to his new American environ-

ment because of his limited background and experiences in

the American culture. A project was instituted at Rough

Rock Demonstration School in Arizona on Navajo Indian

children (Hoffman, 169). The children were taught to read

and write both in Navajo and English simataneously, Despite
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there was a noticeable achievement in their reading and

writing abilities.

Language Acquisition /Learning Settin

One concern in the literature of second language learn-

ing has been related to the ideal environment for learning

a second or foreign language, whether a language leraner

would learn-better in a formalized classroom situation or

just by exposure to the language and the culture informally

(without formal instruction). Krashen (1976). and Strevens

(1977) distinguish between two types of linguistic environ-

ments for language learning: the forMal (artificial)

environment, usually found in the classroom and the informal

(natural) environment, usually found in the community.

Studies have been conducted to examine the sup,-riority-

of one environment over another for second language learning.

Researchers such as Carroll (1967), Mason (1971) and Upshur

(1968) have maintained that the use of L2 in informal

environments may be more efficient than formal study while

others like KraShen and Seliger (1976), Rrashen, Seliger and

Hartnett (3974) have shown that students with more formal

instruction are superior tc, those with less formal instruction

on classroom- related measures of English proficiency. None-
.

theless, these two studies did not take into account the

possible effect of amount of exposure to English. In a study

conducted to determine the poSsible effects of two factors,
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formal instruction and one component of exposure (i.e.,

residence in a country where L2 is spoken), on English pro-

ficiency, Krashen, Jones, Zelinski and Usprich (1978) found

that although both factors correlated significantly-with

English proficiency, proficiency in English was more closely

related to amount of formal instruction than years spent in

an English speaking country.

Motivation

Another affective factor that has a relationship to the

present study is the factor of motivation, which Schumann

defines as "the learner's reasons for atteMpting to acquire

the second language" (p. 32). Gardner and Lambert (1972)

believe that there are two types of motivation for learning

a second lan7uage-integrative and instrumental. "Integrative"

motivation is a reflection of a willingness or a desire to

be like representative members of the target language Communi-

ty and to become associated with that community.

"Instrumental" motivation reflects a desire or a need to learn

the target language for utilitarian gains (i.e., social

recognition or economic advantages).. A person exhibiting

instrumental motives for learning a second language would

probably have little or no interest in associating with or

getting to know the people who speak the target language.

The authors maintained that in order to be successful in the

learning of a second language, the learner must have a desire

to be like the members of the target language. They must

have integrative motives for learning the language, such as
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a desire to become associated with the community which speaks

that language. Gardner and in a study of English-

speaking high school students of French, found that inte-

gratively motivated students in Canada had higher language

achievement than those in the U.S. who were instrumentally

motivated. Other studies relating type of motivation to

language learning have not been able to establish a signifi-

cant correlation (Cooper & Fishman, 1977; Johnson & Krug,

1980; 011ervPeeins & Marakami, 1980; Chihara & 011er, 1978).

Cooper & Fishman (1977) in a survey of language attitude and

proficiency among high school students in another Li dominant

culture (Jerusaleu.) found that the students most frequently

choose instrumental reasons as being among the most impottant

ones for learning English. However, no significant corre-

lation resulted between motivation and English ability.

Among Marathi-speaking female high school students in

Bombay, India, Lukmani (1972) found that instrumental moti-

vation was correlated significantly with English language

achievement.

Oiler, Baca and Vigil (1977) have found that colonized

populations such as Mexican-Americans in the Southwest use

antiintegrative motivation for failing to learn English.

This concept can be applied to classroom settings as found

in McDermott's (1976) research of the cultural interaction

patterns of pariah and host groups. McDermott feels that

the patters of "selective attention/inattention" (Oiler

et al.'s "anti-integrative motivation") demonstrated by
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a child, who is representative of a pariah group (blacks,

chicanos), in "school failure and deliquency often represent

highly motivated and intelligent attempts to maximize his

status in everyday life" which. is often in direct antithesis

to the school (p. 423). These-anti-integration motivational

patterns often result in induced patterns of inattentidn for

reading tasks which involve-a variety of conflicting codes

of-communication as well as behaviors. Some of the

affective aspects of Schumann's model and Gardner and

Lambert's integrative and instrumental motivational concepts

of second-language learning are significant in understanding

the dynamics involved in the biliteracy of reading

acquisition of the present study.

Ethnic Identity

Some aspects of Taylor's (1977) discussion of ethnic

identity in bilingualism and inter-group relations can be

associated with several of the social factors of Schumann's

study. In studies conducted on French and English samples

in Quebec, Canada, separate patterns of identity are

maintained with language, not culture, being the major

factor. Taylor cites a study done with Frasure-Smith. and

Lambert (1975). Parents of Quebec children who sent their

children to French schools identified strongly with the

"monolingual French group", while those who sent their

children for English language schooling identified more with

bilingdal French and English groups. The parents identified

less with their-children who they thought were closer to
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the bilingual groups than they were.

In another study conducted by Taylor, Meynard, and

Rheault (1977), "Two variables related to inter-group

relations, that is contact and threat to ethnic identity,

were the two most important factors in predicting second

language ability " (p. 70). In this Study when contact of

French Canadians and English, Canadians was high th re was

less fear of identity loss.

Cultural ,Congruence

It is of utmost importance that teachers of bilingual/

bicultural children be aware of the variety in languages,

customs, the whole cultural heritage, and seek to understand

these children. A teacher's attitudes and predispositions

toward pupils largely determines her ultimate effectiveness

as a teacher. A child's academic deficiencies, for example

in reading, may be attributable not to his different ethni.,

cultural, and economic background, but to his teacher's

response to that background.

Rincon and Ray (1975), Johnson (1975), Anderson (1974),

feel that ethnic teachers are better equipped to provide a

more productive learning environment in a bilingual/bicultural
school setting. If a teacher is accepting of a foreign

language student and his culture, the student will accept

the teach.= and what he teaches him in the new language.

The child must not feel he is giving up his own language

and culture. Gardner and Lambert (1972) indicated that .the

Most successful second language learning takes place when
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the learner feels that he:is gaining something for himself

rather thri giving up something of himself. If a teacher

tries to learn as much as he can of the language and the

customs of the person he is teaching, then both the student

and the teacher will have more success in learning a new

language'and customs. A teacher must accept the child's

native language as something so valuable that the teacher

himself will want to learn it.

In a decision in June 1979, Federal District Judge Joiner

ordered a school district in Ann, Arbor, Michigan to send their

teachers back to the classroom for consciousness raising about

the home dialect of poor black childrer ,because ignorance

on the part of the teachers can create "psychological barriers

to learning". Recently, the Connecticut Puerto Rican Coalition

brought suit against the Bridgeport Board of Education for

the failure of its teachers to recognize that many of the

reading mistakes, made by children of Spanish speaking

environments in learning to read and write English, are

caused because the structures within these studyts' home

language Are different from. English and interfere with the

acquisition of English language skills. The Coalition be-

lieves that it is the responsibility of the Board of Education

to provide teacher training in understanding these aspects

of language difficulties (Fiske, 1982).

In conclusion, based on the foregoing literature and

the ethnographic observaUons, the present study examined

frequency of occurrence of Englith and ethhic tongue (ET)

7
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reading as intended and actual subjects of learning; English

.and ET as language used (medium of instruction); methods of,

strategies for, and approaches to teaching initial reading;

units of in-class readihg/learning activities; preparation/

sources and themes of reading material.s; and unobtrusive

measures. It also examined the following: the relationships

of English and ET reading to the other pedagogical process

variables; differences between schools and between grade

levels on all variables; the Interrelationships . among all

variables; and variables that were noted qualitatively.
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CHAPTER III

METHODOLOGY

General Ethno.ra hic Research Methodolo As It Relates
To' Un erstan ing-Bi iteracy Acquisition

A methodOlogy which is descriptively adequate for the

analysis of classroom dynamics should involve an explanation

of known product data (tested assessments of academic, social,

linguistic and cognitive development). Bruck et al. (p. 40)

believe that process data (information on why individuals or

groups perform as they do) are the description of events in

the classroom which are the educational causes of the effects

measured by product evaluation. The authors found in review-

ing a number of process oriented Title VII evaluations that

most of them did not contain generalizable statements about

the processes of a bilingual education program.

In order for these process evaluations to_ be of
significance for the practitioner some general
conclusions about what is going on in the
bilingual classroom must be drawn. Educators need
to know: How bilingual is a bilingual classroom?
Are the models that are proposed for specific
programs (e.g, alternate days, conciArrent, half
day pull-out) actually being followed in the
classroom by teacher and pupil? Detailed
information is required concerning the extent to
which each language is used, as well as the
conditions under which each language is used by
the participants (p. 41).

Educational inquiry into a variety of cultural and

lihguistic factors which may promote or impede biliteracy

acquisition has adopted a form of anthropological methodology
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termed ethnographic investigation. It permits the researcher

to look at the qualitative aspects (process data) of learning

experiences rather than at a set of limited, pre-determined

variables. (Cazden, Carrasco, Maldonado-Guzman, 1980;

Gumperez, 1981; Hymes, 1975; Lutz, 1982 and others). Eth-

nographic research entails the observation of "variables" in

the natural setting. The relationship of significant "varia-

bles" are not pre - determined and not controlled (Boraks, 1979).

In ethnographic research the absolute minimum number of

explicit assumptions about the culture (subculture, subgroups),

their attitudes, beliefs, traditions, er-ectations, and

resultant ways of behaving are, made. There is no prior

determination of observational features (Rudest Goldsamt,

Cervenka, 1980, p. 91.

The researchers feel that bilingual education is well

suited for the application of ethnographic methods.

...the application of ethnographic methods in the
study of bilingual education appears highly appropri-
ate. Generally speaking, the method is well-suited
to the object of study for these and similar reasons:

(a) bilingual education is a class of culturally
and linguistically complex phenomena

(b) bilingual education is inadequately recorded
and understood by researchers using other methods

(c) quantitative methods are inappropriate for
areas of behavior that are context-sensitive (or where
adequate measurements are lacking) as in bilingual
education

(d) the study of bilingual education requiresa
rich database, permitting examination of complex
relationships between observed behaviors and socio-
cultural contexts (p. 53).
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The authors believe that ethnographic analyses of the

phenomena of bilingual education involve a lengthy process

of discovery by the participant observer(s) through the

iteration of hunches, and hypothesis verification of behaviors

and interactions in naturalistic settings (See Table 2,13.64).

Data Reduction and Analysis of Information

.After the data is collected the task of sorting and dis-

tinguishing "patterns" from the ethnographic material can

follow one of the various methods of analysis suggested in

the literature. This can range from more qualitative narra-

tive summaries to forms of content analyses with thematic or

pre-assigned categories that "fit".

Rudes et al., suggest that the merging of qualitative

and quantitative data analysis can work together to gain an

improved under3tanding of categorical processes. "Quanti-

tative approaches can benefit a great deal from rich descrip-

tions of classroom and school processes as working toward the

goal of providing more convincing casual models of the process

of schooling. Qualitatilie studies can benefit from quanti-

tative concerns for reliability and validity" (p. 461. This

can be done in one of three ways: (a) The ethnographic'study

is used as a prelude to quantitative study. Cb) Both types

are used concurrently with a methodological separation of the

two methods. (c) Both types are merged and used concurrent-

ly (p. 69).
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TABLE 2

Sane Basic Differences Between Conventional
and Naturalistic Inquiry

FORMS a' INourrer

Conventional Inquiry Naturalistic Inquiry

Philosophical base Logical positivism Phenanenolcgy

Inquiry paraligm Experimental physics Ethnography; investi-
gative jcurnalrett

Purpose Verification Discovery

Stance Reduct ionist Expansionist

Franework/des i,gn Preordi nate/f ixed anergent/variable

Style Intervention Selection

Reality manifold Singular Multiple

Value Structure Singular Pluralistic

Setting Laboratory Nature

Context Unrelated Relevant

Condi t ions Controlled Invi ted interference

Treatment Stable Variable

Scope Molecular Molar

Me thods Cbjective - in sense
of inter-subjective
agreene nt

Objective - in sense
of famual/aonfirmable

Guba, E. Toward a Methodology of Naturalistic Inquiry in
Educational Evaluation. (1978)
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Development of Codin'-= Trameworks

The ethnographic researcher can decide to utilize a more

quantitative approach to data analysis by developing a coding

scheme. The two basic types:of coding schemes suggested in

the literature are scalar and typological. The first group-

ing is some form of scale, continunm'Or rank order with which

units are assigned" (Rudes., p. 41). The typological approach

requires the development of categories or variables that

emanate from the data and from the ethnographer's prior

km.:wledge of the research and literature in the field. (See

Appendix I (p.20) fdr Rudes' translation of an Inventory of

Variables Relating to Bilingual Classrooms by Mackey, 1976.)

The categorieS can be mutually exclusive or can take the form

of multiple response categories:

Since the initial coder may be biased by a pre-
determined hypothesis ot' orientation...these
coding attempts -should be independently checked
by using anothen coder who lacks the pre-deter-
mined feel for the model or prior hypothesis.
Coding rules in general should be made explicit,
and be presented with the findings developed on
the basis of the coding activities (p. 43).

The Analysis of the data for the present study utilized

both a qualitative and quantitative approach. The quanti-

tavive analysis of the date followed the coding procedures

suggested in the ethnographic research literature as discuss

ed in this section. The qualitative analysis took the form

of a despriptive analysis of the "emic" (internal) dynamics

found in the ethnographic observations of the study.
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Specific Vethodology of this Study

Presented in thiJ .114tction are a description of the .

study population an .1e; the general procedures employed

in collecting the data; the procedures used in preparing the

data for analysis; And the procedures, both qualitative and

quantitatLve, that were used in the analyses.

The Sample

The two schools selected for the present study (The

Holy Martyrs, Armenian School and St. Spiridons, Greek. School)

were two of the five non-public New York City schools

included in a prior study (Fishman, Riedler-Berger, et.al.,

1982). Although randomly selected, these fiye schools

were considered to be"...rather typical of the universe of

some 1500 minority ethnic community all-day schools in the

United States today" (Fishman, 1980). "They are sponsored

by the local ethno-linguistic communities throughout the

country and are associated with an ethno-religious tradition"

(Fishman., et al. Final. Report/Part 1, 1982, p. 2). The two

schools focused on in the present study, The Armenian and

Greek, had been selected by Fishman (1980, p. 51) to exem-

plify an (im)migration based biliteracy traditionl. They also

evidenced similar biliteracy repretoire ranaes in connection

with reading and writing (Fishman, 1979, pp. L3 -16)2. These

1. See Review of Literature, po.24-25
2. See Review of Literature, p. 27
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schools drew their support and student populations from the

"middle-class" in regard to socio-economic status and:in

standards of attainment. The population consisted of

studenti who were mostly, (at least 80%) native born, English

dominant, and from bilingual speaking and most biliterate

homes. The teachinc:( and administrative personnel also tended

to be predominately bilingual and biliterate (Fishman et

1982).

Since the present study w-s concerned with the initial

acquisition of biliterady in English and. the ethnic tongue,

the sample in the major analysis was delimited to protocol

observationemade in the nursery/kindergarten, first, and

second grades of the two schools. These included six out of

ten classes in the Armenian School and five out of seventeen

claSses in the Greek School. The majority (58.5%) of the

protocol observations (P0's) were obtained from the first

grade, the fewest from nursery/kindergarten (16.5%). More

of the P0's were classroom observation protocols (7840%)

than interviews (22.0%).

:.Class Size

The class sizes for the Armenian School:for the first

year of the study (1979-1980) were identical for both

English and the ethnic tongue classes: Nursery, 15r kin-

dergarten, 19; first grade, 10; second grade, 17; third

*Protocol observation (P0) was th6 case or unit of analysis;
it is fully deScribed in Coding and Inter-raterAgteement
on pp. 75-77. Criteria for inclusion of cases: in 'either "the
major or, the minor analyses are described in Statistical
'Pro'cedures on pp.81-83..
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grade,'18. Although the exact number of students for the

nursery and kindergarten for the second year of the study

(1980-1981) was unknown, it approximated the first year.

The first grade had 16 students in both English and Armenian

;lasses, while the second grade had nine students in the

English class and 16 itudents in the Armenian class (seven

of the latter were from the fourth and fifth grades).

The class sizes for the Greek School for the first and

second' year of the study were the same for both the English

and ethnic tongue classes. The class sizes for the first

year were: kindergarten, 25; first grade, 28; second grade,

25. The class sizes for the second year were: kindergar-

ten, 25; first grade, 37; second grade, 25.

It is of interest to note that the , Greek School

experienced much larger class s,:zes for all grade levels for

both years of the study. The first grade in particular had

more than twice the number of students as the-Armenian

School.

Class size was used as a variable in an exploratory

multivariate analysis.

Time Allotted for Teaching Language

The time scheduled for teaching the ethnic tongue in

the prhmary grades of the two schools in the study were as

follows:.

1. In the Armenian School - one period (45 mins.) two

to three times a week in Nursery and kindergarten;
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one to two periods (45 mins.) daily for first and

second grades.

2. In the Greek School - one period (45 mins.) daily

in the kingergarten (starting in Dec.); two periods

(45 minS.) daily, four days a week, and one period

one day a week (six and three-quarter hours weekly) .

in tho first and second grades.

However,, these times were not cons.i,stent, and actual time

Was not noted in the protocol obs,ervations. Therefore, this

f actor was not included in -the ,study analyses.

The remainder of the school 'day was spent on teaching

English related skills which included language arts, social

studies, mathematics, science, art, music and physical

education.

Sequence of Langua e `13q.1

Except for less tie being allotted during, a school day

instruction in the",etanic tongue, (ET) instruction in both

English and ET began at the start 'of: the school year in the

Armenian Schc-D1. ThiS -gas not the same for the Greek

School where forMal instruction in the ethnic ,..6ngue did

not.begin until December in the kindergarten ("after a fain-

d-ition in English is established"). However, instruction in

b.oth languages in the first and second grade began in

September of the school year.

Time of Year

"Time of Year" was examined as a factor in the study anal-
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yses. The greater number of protclo1 observations were

obtained in the earlier -nonths of the two academic years

spent on the study (50.6% for September-December school

visits) with more PO's for the Greek School (64.1%). The

middle ;period of school data collection inclided more. PO's

in the Armenian School (48.8% as compared to 34.6% in the

Greek School for January-March visits)'. The least number of

PO's. were obtained in the later part of, the year (7.4% from

April-June).

Data ;Collection

Since the present study was a furthez analysis of- the

already cllected data of the Fishman;' et al. study of
1979-1982, the procedures for collecting and analyzing the
data for the original study are briefly described here.
This is followed by a description of the methods employed in

selecting and 13reparing _tie data for analysis of the current
s tudy.

The initial study involved the participation of a
research team composed of the principal investigator and two
research assistants. Members of the team were encouraged to

visit all the. five original project Schools (Armenian,
Chinese, French, Greek, and-Hebrew) for the ,purpose of

collecting data via ethncgraphid observation of and
interaction with all relevant segments of the
-school/Community complexes that might influence the

acquisi ion of; biliteracy.
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The study was projected to run for the two year period

1979-1981 with sixty-eight vi situ of roughly a day each (two

visits per week for thirty-four weeks) scheduled for the

first year and thit'hy-four additional visits (one visit per

week for the second. year). The remaining eight weeks of.

year "1" were to be utilized for tentative write-ups and

interpretations as well as for the generation of questions

that required consideration during year "2". The final

eighteen weeks of year ".2" were set aside for the

preparation of the final study report.

From October 1979 until late Spring 1980, the research

staff regularly visited the project schools. They focused

upon four theoretical interactive dimensions ("sociofunctional,

"sociopedagogical", "sociolinguistic", and "sociographic")

as guides for reports. For each visit to each class each
-

member of the team was required to report her observations

or interviews with careful consideration to describing=

"exactly" what was observed. All of the observers' own

impressions were so noted in the r'Aports. Each of these

reportS was called a: Protocol. (See Appendix II for sample

protocol,p.212) Each protocol was subsequently divided into

observational units, called Protocol Observations (PO's).

(See ,6kling and Inter-rater Agreement pp. 75-79). The

Protocol Observations were used as "cases " i:n the origi-

nal and Mn the present sl ;udy..

Within the schools themselves, the, research staff

gathered, data from the,admi.Aistrators, teachers, and

M s72
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students. In all the settings copies of relevant published

materials (textbooks, teachers' guides, curricula,

newsletters, secular and religious texts, etc.) were

dOlIedted: Iri additir'n to school baSed data,

tome-and-community, based data via interviews wi-'thparents

-andddmMunity leaders were ;dollected,using non-obtrusive and

participant obSeiVation mean,. Patental-data was also

forthcoming- via attendance at P.T.A. meetings and other

schodl events.

Regulat observations continued during the first part of

the second:year-of the study 1980-1981).1 with fewer Visits

to- the_ schools as the year progressed. The proportion -of

time devoted to studying the data contained in the

observers' notes on ,school /community vi -sits increased.

Matters that se .fined unclear-or. unsettled on, the basis of

initial Observations were looked at ag4dn with the careful

avoidance of drawing, any conclusions from the data.

The issues of reliability and inter-year stability-ware

addressed during the first half, of the second year (Sept.

154, 1980-Match 15, 1981) of the- study. It was of utmost

importance in pthnogtaphic research of this nature to

determine whether the field workers agreed othe data being

collected (inter-observer reliability), and whether this

agreement was maintained from one. year to the next (sta-

bility of the dat.;) (Fishman' et al., Second 4)tarter/Second

19,81;' 'Sullivan, 1979; Audes et al., 1980). Fishman s-

concluSidrit were that ". interobserver reliability was
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at the vey highest level, at_least two observers being in-

volved and intimately familiar with each and-every school."

He also concluded that ". . anter-year stability, although

clearly substantial, is nevertheless of a lower order than

inter - observer reliability" (Fishman et al., 1981, p. 2).

Inter-year stability suffered somewhat from the fact that

oht. of theoriginal project schools dropped its ethnic

language component and the Greek Sdhool experienced' a major

increase in class size due to increased immigration and

fiscal, stringencies.

The third quarter' of the second year of 'the .project

(March 15, 1981 -June 15, 1981) was used for filling in gaps

in the dpta. All protocols spanning a year and one half'of

data colection were reviewed by both field workers and

passages that, needed clatIfication were, noted'. The final

visits to the schools focused on clarifying, amending or

supplementing the orignal= protocolS. In, mid-June, letters

of thanks wer g sent to the cooperating schools: In the Fall

of 1981, several additional vis4t6 were made, to some of the

schools to tie up "loose ends".

Data. Analysis of Original Study

Analysis of the data for the Fishman-et al,study was

presented in two parts. The first part (Feb., 1982) was

qualitative, based on the impressions, reflections, and

discussions of the members Of the research team. The second

part was quantitatively described (August, 1982) by
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utilizing frequencies and percentage tabulations for the

codified ,otocol observations by lan(juage, school, and

grade;

These quantitative analyses revealed greater variability

occurring in. the ")(socio)Pedagogical" dimension with a

greater emphasis on reading than on other language skills.

Those authors suggested additional research to further clarify

this dimension, specifically a reanalysis of the data with

more precise definitions of variables and coding of categories,

to rater reliability, and to intercorrelations among variableS.

The, preient study analyses were an attempt to execute those

suggestions.

atLAIALIDJLIII0Pr?sent°11"

he current investigation was a further 'analysis of the

data colledted for the FishMan et al. study. The original

data for two schools, Armenian and Greek, were-analyzed in

greater detail . focusing on w(sociO)pedagogicaln variable_

that might be related to initial reading acquisition in

English 'and the ethnic tongue.

The general research questiond for the Present. study

(found in ChapterI) evolved in the following manner. This

researcher reread both the research findings and all the

observation reports (protocols) gathlred over the two years

of the previous study. During this rereading process she

compiled a rough list of questions that might be addressed

in the present study: This list wa then compared to the

questions that had been used as ,a basis fOr the observations

:9O
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and interactions of the previous study, as well as those that

evolved from that study. The researcher also reviewed per-

tinent literature on biliteracy acquisition, on the ethno-

graphy of biliteracy and bilingualism, and on initial read-

ing acquisition for additional questions that could be ex-

aminnd using the existing data.

The research questions suggested a preliminary set of

29 pedagogical and reading acquisition variables; 14 "ana-

lytic parameters" (see' Appendix III, p.216) from the previous

study and 15 generated by the present research (see Appendix

IV, p. 211. Some of the variables consisted of mutually ex-

clusive categories'. Other variableS, such as "Methods",

were actually groups of items, that could occur independently

(These variable group items are enumerated latr in the

chapter in Statistical; Procedures pr) 81-83).

Coding and Inter-rater Agreement
-

A Protocol Observation Coding Form (POCF) was constructed

that incorporated specific criteria for operationalizing these

additional variables. (The POCF is presented in Appendix VI,

pp. 227 -242.)

In order to asses the adquacy of the coding form, the

researcher (Rater #1) and two independent raters used the

pocr to code ten-protocols, five from each school, that the

researcher selected for diversity and representativeness of

their content. (See Appendix V, p.226for Backgrounds= of

Raters #2 and #3. The raters went through two protocols
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(other than the ten to be coded together, discussing

'criteria in relation to the actual protocol content using

the Protocol Observation Coding Form (POCF), which was

supplemented by the following: 1) Directions for Analyzing

the Protocol Observation Coding Forms; 2) An index for the

POCF's; 3) An ,official list of faculty designations for the

Armenian and Greek Schools fot thd academic years 1979-1981;

4) A list of class sizes tor the Armenian and Greek Schools-

1979-1981; 5) A list of reading materials used in the

Armenian and Greek Schools for 1979-19831 and 6) Separate

notation sheets for Protocol Observations.

Excluding Items 1 (PN: Protocol Number):,, 2 (PO: Protocol

Observati'm), 3 (School), 4 (Date of Proto,,,. and 6a (Number

of Children in Clast) the form contained 86 possible categori-

cal or dichotomous items for each Protocol Observation (PO).

It was necessary for rater- to identify each separate obser-

vation within a protocol, as well as to code the content of

that observation. An observation (PO) was defined on the

Coding form and in the directions for the raters as "(a)

each distinct activity, (b) each of several activity groups,

(c) each distinct subject in an interview." Thus rater agree-

ment was calculated for identification of the PO's and for

coding the content of each PO.

PO 'Identification. Given the descriptive material con-

stituting an entire protoc-J1, the three raters did not always

consider identical segments of the material as the same PO

when using the stated criteria. The researcher, then examined
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the nature of the disagreements. These disagreements had to

do with lack of clarity in the directions for' identifying

distinct PO's4 specifidally regarding (1) the. introduction

_ of. new material within the 'same activity, (2) material to be

considered "non-applicable", and (3) teacher activity.

The researcher then revi:ed the criteria to discriminate

more specifically the "correct" identifications, i.e., those

which corresponded to her intended distinctions for PO's.

The revised criteria for identifying a, PO were:

A new protocol obserVation (PO) was created. for:

(a) Each ,distinct intended subject of learning
whet,Ler observed or described in an interview.
(Activities that are not related intentionally
or actually to reading acquisition are con-
sidered non-apPlicabie-(N/A) = and ere not
to be coded.)

(b) Change. in site of activity observed or described.

(c) Change in people doing activity (not including
parallel. subgroups)

(d) Change from material used in intended subject
of learning to unobtrusive materials.

The resiarcher then compared the three raters' identi-

fications and used the clarified criteria for a distinct P0.

to determine which PO identifications were "correct". In

the ten protocols- there were 62 PO's and therefore 186 pos-

sible correct identifications across the three raters (3x62)

141 (76%) of which were correct. Table 3 (p.78'.) presents thepcs-

sitae correct and percent correct PO identifications by pro-

tocol, for each of the three raters and for, each protocol

,across raters. The three individual, raters correct PO

identifications were 77%, 74%, and 75% ranging from 45% to
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'TABLE 3

CORRECT PO IDENTIFICATIONS

Protocols

By Rater -ross Rater.
Ra ter Ra ter

1 2
Ra ter

3 Possible Total,

Possible
n

(3 )
n

(%)
n

(%)
1 10 10 5 10 30 25

(1 00) (.77-7:, (100) (83)

2 10 8 .8 6 30 22
.(80) (80) (60) (73)

3 6 6 3 5 18 14
(100) (5 0) (83) (7 8)

4 11 -5 9 5 33 '19
(45) (82) (45) (5 8)

5 5 5 5 5 15
(100) 100 100 (1 00)

6 2 1 1 1 6 3
(50) (50) (50) (5 0)

7 ,6 4 6 4 18 14
(6 7) (100) (6 7) (7 8)

8 6 4 4 6 18 14
(67) (67) (100) (7 8)

9 2 1 1 1 6 3
(50) (50) (50) (5 0)

10 4 4 4 4 12 12
100 (100) (100) (100)

TOTAL 62 48 46 47 186 141
(7 7) (7 4) (7 5) (7 6)
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to 100% on individual protdcols.' Correct PO identifications

across raters for the ten protocols ranged from the lowest.

of 50% on Protocols 6 and 9, 58% on Protocol 4 and 73% to

100% on the remainder. Two protocols having the lowest by-

rater and across rater percent of correct PO identifications,

Protocols 6 and 9, were resubmitted to' two raters (Rater #2

was unavailable) for identification of PO's and coding of PO

content (see following section), using a new POCF i.e., the

clarified PO identification criteria and revisions in item

coding. The two raters agreed 100% on the identification of

the PO's in each protocol.

Item coding. In order to compute percent of agreement

among three raters on coding of the content of identified

PO's their coding was compared item by item, rater #1 with,

rater #2 and rater #3, and rater #2 with rater #3. Percent

of agreement between raters on PO items is presented in

Table 4 (p., 80/ bYProtocolk Bareadhpair of raters and across

raters. (There were 86 items tote coded for each P0;

percent of agreement was computed only for PO's correctly

identified by pairs of raters. Mean percent of agreement

for a total of 117 PO's (10062 items) coded was 90%. Mean

percent of agreement between raters #1 and *2, #2 and #3,

and #1 and #3, respectively, were 88 %. (39 PO's),87%(35 PO's)

and 93% (43 PO's). I e lowest percent of agreement (84%)

was between raters #2 and #3 on 3 PO's in Protocol #9.

Criteria for item coding were made ',lore specific and/or

discrete on the basis of the disagreements. The addition of

S
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PEFCEN1* CF /CR EDIENT REV EN RATERS

FCR PO CONTENT 03DItG

Protocol
timbers Rater 1 w/ 2 Rater 2 w/ 3 Rater 1 w/ 3 Acmes Raters

n of (a)
paired PO's

% of agreanant
for total

n of item (b!

n of (a)
paired PO's

% of agreetent
for total

n a tiers (b)

n 'of. (a)
paired PO's

% of agreement
for total

n of items (b)

Total
FO's pair

wise

% of agreement
for total n
of its (b)

1 5 87 5 '89 10 93 20 90

2 8 90 5 89 6 95 19 91

3 3 88 2 85 4 92 9 90

4 5 87 5 87 5 93 15 89

5 5 88 5 90 5 95 15 91

6 1 92 1 90 1 96 3 93

7 4 86 4 87 4 90 12 88

8 3 86 3 87 3 93 9 88

9 1 86 1 84 1 92 3 90

10 4 90 4 87 4 95 12 91

Total 39 88 35 87 43 93 117 90

% agreenent was corpui-ed only for PO's ca-rectly- identif lei by both raters.
b. 86 items perP.O.
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"intended subject of learning" as a criterion (as well as

coding errors in relation to the original Item #9 -("in-

tended subject of instruction") necessitated definitions of

the terms "intended subject of learning" and "actual. sub-

jedt(s) of learning". These definitions (and those for

"reading", "writing", "speaking", and "language in general",

originally included in the coding form) were specified in

the revised directions. Other changes in the POCF included

the reordering and reformating of items to improve their

clarity, a few minor changes in the wording of items, and

the addition of coding categories for some items. The

revised Directions, Index of Items for Referral and POCF are

presented in Appendix VMI, pp. 243,-255.

Revised POCF 'and :inter- Rater. Agreement. The revised

POCF, which included the clarified PO identification criteria

and the foregoing clarifications for item coding, contained

98 items. On the protocols (#6 and #9) which were resub-

mitted to the two raters, rater agreement on the 4. individual

PO's ranged from 90% to 98%, with a mean of 94% across the

4 PO's (392 items). These results were considered as an

indication that revised PO identification criteria were

satisfactory and the coding of all data was done.

Statistical Procedure..

The total number of protocol observations or cases

identified was 244. These observations were divided into

two groups which were analyzed separately. The first group,

hereafter called the major data group, included all PO's which
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met the following criteria: (1) nursery/kindergarten, first

or second grade, (2) classroom and (3) observation or-Inter-

view. There were 164 such observations. Because observa-

tions for levels.above the second grade were few and/or non-

specific, they were excluded from the major data group. In-

school/out-of-classroom and out-of-school observations were

few in numbers and therefore were also excluded, as were

observations with unspecified site or observation of unob-

trusive materials. All observations excluded from the major

date groups were included in the so-called minor data

group (n=80) .

Frequencies for all study variables were computed for

the major data group. All data were categorical. A few of

the variables were coded using mutually exclusive multiple

categories: "Intended subjact of learning," "Language of

intended and of actual subject(s) of learning," and "Theme(sz)

of reading/learning materials." The remaining groups of

variables were not mutually exclusive, i.e. more than one

could occur in any given P0, and each item in the following

variable groups was coded dichotomously as present or absent:

"Actual subject(s) of learning," "Methods of teaching

initial reading skills," "Reading stategies," "Units of

in -class reading activity," "Approaches to initial reading/

learning," and "Preparation/source of material used for

reading." ("People other than day school teachers and stu-

dents," and "Unobtrusive measures of language/reading mater-

ials' did not occur in the major data group.) If a PO had at
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least one of the items in a given variable group noted as

being present or occurring, all items for that variable

group were coded present or absent. If none occurred, the

entire group of items was coded as missing i.e. absence of

all items in a group was never inferred..

Aside from ths discrete coded variables, several com-

posite variables were created to represent conceptually

grouped combinations of occurrences for "Actual subject(s)

of learning (skills and language/skills combinations)",

"Methods of teaching initial reading skills," and "Reading

strategies" combinations.

In addition to frequency distributions, the following

analyses were performed for the major data group only:

1. Comparisons between schools and between grade levels

were. _made on selected variables using Chi. Square Tests of

Homogeneity.

2. The relationships among pairs of subcategories of

variables were examined using cross tabulations and Chi

Square Tests of Independence. Phi coefficients were used

as indicators of the strength of relationships between pairs

of. variables.

'3. Exploratory multivariate analyses - multiple regression

and factor analysis - were performed on a selected subset of

variables in a selected subset of observations to examine

the interrelationships among study variables.

lc' 0
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Revised Research Questions

The research questions presented in Chapter I served as

guidelines for the organization and coding of the ethnograph-

ic data on reading acquisition in English and in the ethnic

tongue (ET) and on the associated pedcgog!.cal variables. Sig-

nificant results from the analyses described above suggested

relationships and emphases more specific than the original

broad ethnographic questions. The following revised questions

served to organize the presentation of results (question

numbers correspond to the order of presentation in Chapter IV):

1.1 to 9.1 To what extent did the following variables occur

across the sample:

1.1 English and ET reading acquisition as intended

and/or actual subject(s) of learning?

2.1 English and ET as:language used (medium of

learning)?

3.1 Nine methods of teaching initialreading?

4.1 Six strategies for teaching initial reading?

5.1 Four approaches to teaching initial reading?

6.1 Fou'r units of in-class reading/learning activities?

7.1 Ten preparations/sources of reading materials?

8.1 Seven theme categories of materials used for

reading/learning?

9,1 Eight unobtrusive measures of reading/learning

materials?

2.2 to 8.2 How did the following relate to English and ET
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reading acquisition:

2.2 English and ET as language used (medium of

learning)?

3.2 Nine methods of teaning initial reading?

4.2 Six strategies for teaching initial reading

acquisition?

5.2 Four approaches to teaching initial reading?

6.2 Four units of in-class reading/learning activi-

ties?

22 Ten preparation/sources of reading materials?

8.2 Seven theme categories of materials used for

reading/learning?

1.3 to 8.3 Did schools and grade levels differ on the follow-

ing variables:

1.3 English and ET reading acquisition as intended

and/or actual subject(s)- of learning?

2.3 English and ET as language used (medium of

learning)?

3.3 Nine methods of teaching initial reading?

4.3 Six strategies used for teaching initial reading?

5.3 Four approaches to teaching initial reading?

6.3 Four units of in-class reading/learning activi-

ties?

7.3 Ten preparation/sources of reading materials?

8.3 Seven theme categories of materials used for

initial reading/learning?

1(12
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lb

10.0 How do reading acquisition and pedagogical varia-

bles interrelate with one another, i.e.:

10.1 What variables best predict the occurrence of a

constellation of methods and strategies emphasized

by Chall?

10.2 What are the dimensions underlying the ::eading

acquisition and pedagogical variables?

11.0 What were the most prominent of the variables that were

observed qualitatively?

1 03



CHAPTER IV

FINDINGS

In the foregoing chapter descriptions of the study sample,

data collection and coding, and data analyses were presented.

Given the large number and the several types of variables

examined, and the several approaches used in analyzing the

data, data analyses were quite extensive. In order not to

burden the reader with a lengthy recitation of non-signifi-

cant findings the researcher opted to present only signifi-

cant findings in this chapter. This presentation, following

a brief summary of the study and the methodology, is ordered

by the questions listed at the end of Chapter III. Thus,

the present chapter includes the statistics for frequency of

occurrence of English and ET reading, and of the pedagogical

variables; or significant relationships of English and ET

reading with the pedagogical variables; for significant

differences between schools and between grade levels on the

reading and pedagogical variables; and for multivariate

analyses among the study variables. The quantified findings

are followed by a presentation of qualitative findings.

The findings presented in this chapter are summarized

and discussed in Chapter V with conclusions and implications

for initial reading acquisition and educational administration,

and suggestions for future research.

Study Summary

The present study, a further analysis of the Fishman

et. al. study (1979-1982), focused' on the relationship of
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pedagogical variables to initial reading acquisition in

English and ET, in two schools representative of the same

biliteracy tradition. A second concern was to examine

differences between the two schocils and between grade levels,

on initial reading acquisition and on the pedagogical vari-

ables. Additional analyses explored interrelationships

among variables.

The schools examined in the present study (Holy Martyrs,

Armenian and St. Spiridons, Greek) were selected for the

Fishman study' as "rather typical of the universe of some

1,500 minority ethnic community all-day schools in the United

States today" (Fishman, 1980b). They were considered repre-

sentative of an (im)migration based biliteracy tradition

(Fishman, 1980, p. 51) and evidenced similar biliteracy

repretoire ranges in connection with reading and writing.

Since the present study was concerned with initial biliter-

acy acquisition in English and the ethnic tongue, data from

only the primary grades in each school were examined.

The ethnographic observations from which the present

data were derived had no predetermined "variables." The

use of quantitative analyses of the data necessitated the

development of a Protocol Observation Coding Form (POCF) that

operationalized reading acquisition and the pedagogical

variables suggested in the broader research questions.

Percent of rater agreement averaged 79% for the identif,-

cation of protocol observations (PO's) within ten protocols

and 90% for coding the content of each .P0.
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Frequencies of occurrences for variables were computed

separately for the major data group (Protocols from In-class,

Nursery through Grade 2). Two tests of significance were

performed on the major data set: chi square tests of

homogeneity of school and of level on all variables; and

chi square tests of independence of pairs of variable group

(e.g. "Methods of teaching initial reading") items described

in Chapter III. Multiple regression and factor analysis

were also carried out in an exploratory attempt to achieve

a more parsimonious and comprehensive view of variables of

major interest. These analyses were supplemented by descrip-

tions of qualitative variables.

Each findings section is introduced by the revised

questions that evolved from the above analyses and enumerated

at the end of Chapter III. Statistical tables for each

section appear at the end of the section. The reader is

reminded that a discussion of the meaning of-these findings

is elaborated in Chapter V; this should be considered es-

pecially with regard to findings of differences between

schools, as such differences do not necessarily influence

across sample findings.

1. Reading Acquisition

1.1 To what extend did English and ET 1eading occur across

the sample: as intended subjects of learning, as actual

subject(s) of learning, and in combination with other

subjects?

The reader should bear in mind that the ethnographic
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observations (Fishman et. al., 1982) on which the scita in

the present study were based, were planned for the purpose

of observing the acquisition of biliteracy in bilingual/

bicultural classes. The present study focused particularly

on the initial reading acquisition process. Thus, the

observations were not representative of an entire curriculum

because non-language activity observations were only

Incidental. Other language skills are discussed here only

in relation to reading.

The occurrence of "English reading," "ET reading," and

"other language acquisition skills" was represented by

several variables: intended, actual, and in combination,

"Intended subject of learning" was coded as one of 12

mutually exclusive categories. The frequencies for this

variable are presented in Table 5 (p.96) by school and for the

total group. The most frequently occurring intended subjects

of learning were "English reading" (22.6%) and "ET reading"

(21.2%). Frequencies of the other language related acqui-

sition skills (speaking, writing, and language in general)

combined as intended subject(s) of learning were 28.1% for

the ethnic tongue and 15.1% for English.

There were similarly 12 possible "Actual subjects of

learning", bw because more than one subject could occur in

the saw ...sarvition, these subjects were coded as 12 dichot-

.0=DUS

freque;

?es, i.e. occurred or did not'occur. (The

r these subjects are presented in Table 6, (p97)I
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The most frequently occurring actual subject was "Ethnic

tongue reading" (34.1%). "English reading" was second most

frequent (32.9%) followed by "Ethnic tongue language in

general" (28.0%). All other subjects occurred in less than

20% of the PO's. Compared to the occurrences for other

actual .subject(s) of learning involving the use of English

and ET, i.e. writing, speaking, and language skills in

general, reading of both English and ET occurred to a greater

extent than writing (English, 15.9%; ET, 18.3%), or speaking

(English, 12.8%; ET, 18.9%) or language skills in general

(English 14.0%; ET, 28.0%). These data are consistent with

Fithman et. al.'s findings that reading is given more at-

tension than writing or speaking. It would appear that the

schools pursue a traditional reading/writing stress relative

to biliteracy acquisition in the grades under study.

Two variables were created that represented mutually

exclusive categories of combinations of the 12 "Actual sub-

jects of Learning": a "skills composite" and a "skill by

language" composite. For the composite for "skills of

actual subject(s) of learning" (Table 7a, p.98) the majority

of occurrences were in the category "Reading with other

language related and non-language skills" (42.7%). "Non

reading/other language and non-language skills" was the

second most frequent (26.2%) and "Reading only" (22.0%) oc-

curred next. "Language and skills of actual subject(s) of .

learning" (Table 7b, p.98) was a composite variable similar

to the one previously described. However, in this composite
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variable the skills were broken down by language. The predomi-

nant skill was "ET reading and other language skills but no

English skills" (23.2%). The reading of English and of ET

occurred with other language skills (English, 17.7%; ET, 23.2%)

more than did reading alone (English, 12.8%; ET 8.5%).

In summary, the foregoing findings indicated that as

independent acutal subjects of learning, the reading of

English and of the ethnic tongue occurred to a similar extent

(English, 32.9%; Et 34.1%). The intended subjects of learn-

ing for reading English and reading ET also occurred to a

similar extent, although reading as an intended subject

was found to occur to a lesser extent (English, 22.6%; ET,

21.3%) than reading as an actual subject did. This finding

suggests that reading actually occurred when other subjects

were intended, rather than, as Fishman et. al. suggested

(Final Report, Part II, 1982, p. 8), that writing occurred

for the purpose of reading. However, his data were not

recorded as "intended w or "actual" subjects.

1.2 Did the schools and grade levels differ on English and

ET reading acquisition?

Chi square tests of homogeneity revealed significant

differences among schools on two of the reading.acquisition

variables (The contingency tables for these differences are

presented in Table 8, p.991. The two schools differed sig-

nificantly on English reading as an "Actual subject of learn-
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. .

.ing "(Table Sa,p; 99 (K am5.14, df=1, p<.05). The Greek

School had a disproportionately greater occurrence of English

reading (42.3%1 compared to the Armenian School (24.4 %). The

schools also differed significantly on the composite variable

"Skills of actual subject (.s1 of learning" (Table Sb, p. 99)

CK2b=11.37, df=3, p.4.1351. The Armenian School had a dispro-

portionately greater occurrence of non-language skills (16.3%)

compared to the Greek School (1.3%).

It is possible that the reason for the greater occur-

rences of English'reading as "Actual subject(s) of learning"

in the Greek School may be attributable to the fact that the

"formal" teaching of ethnic tongue literaty related activities

does not start until the middle of the kindergarten year,

". . .after the foundation is set in English".

In regard to the greater occurrences of non-language

skills for "Skills of actual subject(s) of learning" at the

Armenian School: it is difficult to draw any conclusions as

the study was planned to observe biliteracy acquisition, and

non-language skills activities wereobservedonly incidentally.

There were no significant differences found among grade

levels on reading English and on reading ET as subject(s) of

actual learning.

There was one variable - "Intended subject of learning"

- that differed significantly in both tha by-school

(Xa=19.09, df=5, p4401) and the grade-level analyses (X2b=19.10,

df=1, p<=.05) (Tables 9a and 9b,';.. 10G). English reading., as
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curred to a greater extent

in the Greek School (32.1%). There were more instances of

"Non-ET/non-language intended subjects

Armenian (11.6%) than in the Greek (0%)

of learning" in the

. Differences in

levelS on this variable were as follows:

in nursery/kindergarten (37.0%) than in f

more English reading

irst (21.9%) and

second grades (14.6%); more ET reading in s

(36.6%) than nursery/kindergarten (7.4%); 1

econd grade

ss ET other

language skills in nursery /kindergarten (14.8 %) than in

first (30.2%) and second grades (31.7%); no occurrences of

"Non-ET/non-language" subjects at the second gr

Although expected frequencies were too small for

test of homogeneity by-school/by grade-level, Tab

ade level.

a chi-square

e 9c,(p.100 is

presented to enable visual examination of the interaction

of school and grade level effects and indicates that

greater occurrences of English reading as the "Intend

the

ed

subject of learning" took place in the Greek School at

nursery/kindergarten level (58.3%).

The greater occurrence of English reading as the

"Intended subject of learning" in the Greek School, is

similar to the findings for English reading as an "Actual

subject of learning" (See p.93). This, again, may be

attributable to the fact that English is the only subject

taught in the Greek nursery/kindergarten for the first

the

part of the school year.

Visual impaction of Table 9c also revealed the follow-

ing: Although in the by-school analysis there was no
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significant difference for ET reading (Table 9a), the greater

occurrence of that intended subject in the second grade that

appears in the by level analysis (Table 9b) is attributable

only to the Armenian School. English speaking and other

language related skills occurred more frequently in the Greek

School at the nursery/kindergarten level (33.3%) and not at

all in the Armenian Second grade.

In summary, the foregoing findings of the school and

level differences for reading English, as the intended and

actual subject of learning, were different for both schools.

Reading English as both intended and actual subject of

learning occurred more in.the Greek School than in the

Armenian School. Although there were no significant differ-

ences among grade levels for reading English as the actual

subject, there was a greater difference in the nursery/kinder-

garten for its use as the intended subject of learning. In

the by-school/by-grade-level analysis this apparent difference

was attributable to the Greek nursery/kindergarten only.

There were no significant school differences for reading

ET as the intended or actual subject of learning. Reading

ET as the intended subject of learning was greater in the

second grade. In the by-school/by-grade-level analysis this .

apparent difference was attributable to the Armenian second

grade.
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TABLE 5
FREPUENCI ES FOR INTENDED SUBJECT

OF LEARNING I N MAJOR DATA
GROUP BY SCHOOL

Intended Subject of Learn inq

ARMEN IAN

(n=86)
f %

CREEK

(n=78)
f %

TOTAL

(n=164)
f %

English Reading 12 14.0 25 32.1 37 22.6
ET Reading 17 19.8 18 23.1 35 21.3
Eng. Lang. i n General 5 5.8 7 9.0 12 7.3
ET Lang. i n General 15 17.4 12 15.4 27 16.5
English Writing 7 8.1 1 1.3 8 4.9
ET Writing 4 4.7 5 6.4 9 5.5
English Speaking 1 1.2 4 5.1 5 3.0
ET Speaking 6 7.0 4 5.1 10 6.1
Other Academi c./Ethn is 1 1.2 1 1.3 2 1.2

/Non - Ethnic 7 8.1 0 0 7 4.3
Non Academi c./Eth in ic 8 9.3 1 1.3 9 5.5

/Non - Ethnic 3 3.5 0 0 3 1.8
100.0 100.0 100.0
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TABLE 6
FREQUENCIES FOR ACUTAL SUBJECT(S)

OF LEARNING IN MAJOR DATA
OR GROUP BY SCHOOL

(a)
Actual GO jeat(s) of Learning.

ARMENIAN
(n=86)
f %

(n=86)

GREG<

(n=78)
f

(n=78)

TOTAL

(n=164).
f %

(n=164)
Eng i sh Reading 21 24.4 33 42.3 54 32.9
ET Reading 32 37.2 24 30.8 56 34.1
English Writing 13 15.1 13 16.7 26 15.9
ET Writing 14 16.3 16 20.5 30 18.3
Eng. Speaking 6 7.0 15 19.2 21 12.8
ET Speaki ng 17 19.8 14 17.9 31 18.9
Eng. Lang. in General 11 12.8 12 15.4 23 14.0
ET Lang. in General 27 31.4 19 24.4 46 28.0
Other Academic/Ethnic 1 1.2 1 1.3 2 1.2
Other Academic/Non- Ethnic 9 10.5 2 2.6 11 6.7
No n-Academi c/Ethn ic 9 10.5 3 3.8 12 7.3
No n-Academ i c/Non-Et hn ic 5 5.8 1 1.3 6 3.7

(a) Each variable in this group was coded (1) if it occurred and
(0) if it did not occur. f no occurrences were coded for
_stm of the variables in the group al I items in the grail)
were considered missing.) Frequencies are reported only
for occurrences.
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TAELE 7
FREQUENCIES FOR CCMF'OSITE VARIAELES

FOR SUBJECT(S) OF ACTUAL LEARNING
I N MAJOR DATA GROUP BY SCHOOL

(a) Subject(s) of Actual Learning:

ARMENIAN
(n=86)
f %

GREEK

(n=78)
f %

TOTAL

(n=164)
f %

Sk i I Is Composite
Reading on ly 16 18.6 20 25.6 36 22.0
Read. only/Other Lang.

and Non Lang. 35 40.7 35 44.9 70 42.7
No Read./Other Lang.

and Non Lang. 21 24.4 22 28.2 43 26.2
No Lang. Skil Is at Al I 14 16.3 1 1.3 15 9.1

100.0 100.0 100.0

(b) Subjects. of Actual Learning:
Language/Ski I Is Composite

Eng I sh- Readi ng on ly 9 10.5 12 15.4 21 12.8
ET Reading only 7 8.1 7 9.0 14 8.5
Both Eng. & ET Reading 2 2.3 2 2.6 4 2.4
Eng. Read. & other No ET 10 11.6 19 24.4 29 17.7
ET Read. & other No Eng. 23 26.7 15 19.2 38 23.2
Eng Lang Ski I Is-No Read. 5 5.8 6 7.7 11 6.7
ET Lang Ski I Is-No Read. 14 16.3 11 14.1 25 15.2
Both Lang -No Read. 2 2.3 5 6.4 7 4.3
No Reath ng - ET or Eng.

or Lang. Ski I Is 14 16.3 1 1.3 15 9.1
100.0 100.0 100.0
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Count
Row %

Armenian

Greek

TABLE 8
CONTINGENCY TABLES FOR SIGNIFICANT
DIFFERENCES BY SCHOOL OF ACTUAL

SUBJECT(S) OF LEARNING

ACTUAL SUBJECT(S) OF LEARNING:
(a) ENGLISH READING

65 21
75.6 24.4
45 33
57.7 42.3

1 10

Column Total 67.1

chi square= 5.14 *, (df1)

99

Row
Total

86
100.0
78

100.0

54 164
32.9 100.0

Count
Row %

ACTUAL SUBJECT( S) OF LEARNING:
(b) SKILL COMPOSITE

: Read Only-Reid Only No Read/ No Lang Row
:Other Lang: Other Lang At AU :Total
:Non-Lang :Non-tang

16 : 35 : 21 : 14 : 86
Armenian 18.6: 40.7: 24.4: 16.3: 100.0

. .
20 : 35 : 22 : 1 : 78

Greek : 25.6: 44.9: 28.2: 1.3: 100.0

36 70 43 15 164
Colum Total 22.0 42.7 26.2 9.1 100.0

chi square= 11.37 *, (df=3)

*p.0 5

4 116
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TABLE 9
CONTINGENCY TABLES FOR SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES BY SCHOOL AND LEVEL

FOR INTENDED SUBJECT OF LEARNING
.

INTENDED SUBJECT OF LEARNING

Count:
ROw :Eng seed :IT Mud ilnorOther I. Mt-Other, 'INort-IET ;ET/Non-tang;

; Long ; Lang ?ixt-Lsng ;

School : s :

-..--.--..- , -...---.1 -..-..-.t : - : : :

s 12 s 17 1 13 : 25 : 10 : 9 :

Armenian s 14.0 1 19.8 1 15.1 1 29.1 : 11.6 1 10.5 :

,..-----, -.......-, ... , ...............2 I :
: 25 : 18 : 12 : 21 : 0 : 2 :

Greek : 32.1 : 23.1 : 15.4 : 26.9 : 0.0 : 2.6 :

,..........., .........1.---....-,....-......., :

Column
Total

37 35 '25

22.6 21.8 15.2

chi square. 19.09 (df05)

46 10
28.0 6.1

Count:
Row% :mg Rod Maud

(b) Level

EarrOther IV-Other
tang : Lang11

Nursery/ :

Kan. :

10 :

37.0
2 :

7.4 :

41 :
6

22.2 :

=u
4

14.B

21 : IS : 15 : 29
1st Grade : 21.9 : 18.8 : 15.6 : 30.2

6 s 15 : 4 s

..owast
13

2nd Grade : 14.6 : 36.6 : 9.8 : 31.7

11

Row
Total

86
52.4

78
47.6

164
6.7 100.0

Nom-ET OCT/Non4.mm;:

,Nce-Lamg

: I I

Row
Total

: 2 : 3 : 27
: 7.4 : 11.1 : 16.5
1.......wm. I I

: 8 : 5 : 96
: 8.3 : 5.2 : 58.5

: 0 : 3 : 41
: 0.0 : 7.3 : 25.0

ammbewwwwww .....m. I .0 I .0.w...ow...a. I
Column 37 35 25 46
Total 22.6 21.3 15.2 28.0

chi square. 19.10 (dt.10)

*n4.05
"lom.o t

10 11
6.1 6.7

164
100.0

Counts Row
Row 1g Nod ogr mew Eiv..cther EF-Other :ET-tbrt-Lang: Total

tot School by : Lang : Lang : (4:0-Iang s

:Amos Leval ,

Armenian:
Nurs/Kgn.

1st Grads

: s s s I -----: :

: 3 : 1 : 2 : 4 : 2 : 3 : 15
: 20.0 : 6.7 : 13.3 : 26.7 : 13.3 : 20,0 : 9.1
s s : : : s .

: 9 : 8 : 11 s 17 : 8 : 4 : 57
: 15.8 : 14.0 : 19.3 : 29.8 : 14.0 : 7.0 : 34.8

: 0 : 8 : 0 : 4 : 0 : 2 : 14
2nd Grade : 0.0 : 57.1 : 0.0 : 28.6 : 0.0 : 14.3 : 8.5

s---.------: s s s s s

Greek: s 7 s 1 : 4 : 0 : 0 s 0 s 12
Nurs/Egn. : 58.3 : 8.3 s 33.3 s 0.0 : 0.0 : 0.0 s 7.3

; 12 s 10 : 4 s 12 : 0 : 1 s 39
1st Grade s 30.8 s 25.6: 10.3 s A.8 s 0.0 s 2.6 s 23.8

s--/-----: , -, ....-_-,..............., ............,

: 6 s 7 s 4 : 9 s 0 s 1 s 27
2nd Grade s 22.2 : 25.9: 14.8 s 33.3 : 0.0 : 3.7 s 16.5

s s s s : :- :

Column 37 F5 25 46 10 11
Total 22.6 '21.3 15.2 28.0 6.1 6.7 100.0

164
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2. Language Us<4.d in Learning

2.1 To what extent did English and ET as language used

(medium of learning) occur across the sample?

A major pedagogical factor examined in association with

.reading acquisition was"Language used in various subjects

of learning; especially reading. The frequencies for the

seven mutually exclusive categories of this variable are

presented in Table 10 (p.10!. English and ET as the language

used (or medium of learning) occurred alone to rather similar

extents (30.1% and 26.4%), a finding similar to that for

English and ET as actual subjects of learning. In the

remaining observations (43.5%) both languages were used: in

a neutral manner (20.9%}, one aiding the other (14.7%), and

one interfering with the other (8.0%). (Although "English

aiding ET" was combined with "ET 'aiding English" for a valid

chi-square computation, discrete frequencies revealed that

approximately one-half to two-thirds of the "aiding" occur-

rences were for "English aiding ET").

2.2 ,How aid English and ET as language used relate to English

and ET reading acquisition?

In relation to "Actual subjects of learning," language

used was significantly related to both reading English and

reading ET, but in different ways (_Tableslla and. b),

In reading English (Table lla, p.106) (X2a=72.6, df=4, p4001),

the "use of English alone" was disproportionately high (72.2%),

with the "use of both languages in a neutral manner" being no

greater than by chance. However, for reading ET (Table 11b, p..1.136)
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(X
2
)2=40.92 df=4, p<.001), "use of both languages in a neutral

manner" (34.5%) as well as "use of ET alone" (41.8%) occurred

disproportionately more. These two findings are not consistent

with Fishman et A1.1:s (Final Report, Part II, 1982) conclusion

that ET is used to explain English more often than vice versa

(p. 31).

Fishman hypothesized that ". . .the major 'unknown' with

respect to biliteracy acquisition may not be so much that

two languages are involved instead of the more common one,

but that each provides a hitherto unrecognized context for

learning, using and evaluating the other" (1979, p. 1).

In regard to a discussion of language used as related

to Fishman's concept, some qualitative data from the

observations may serve to elaborate on the quantified

findings. Both Armenian and English were used in a neutral

manner for reading lessons in the ethnic tongue at the

Armenian School. They were used primarily for class

discussions of the reading material, for translation purposes

(from Armenian to English), and for asking questions and

responding (teacher asks and students respond with both

languages used interchangeably). In initial reading lessons

in the ethnic tongue at the Greek School, both languages were

used in a neutral manner primarily for giving instructions

(mostly in English), for vocabulary development and dictation

(Greek words, English meanings), fo'asking questions and

responding (both languages used interchangeably), and for

linguistic comparisons.
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If findings .on future studies examining how the ethnic

tongue and English are used in classroom situations are simi-

lar to those in this present study, it would be reasonable to

assume that each language does provide a context for learn-

ing through their use and evaluation of each other.

2.3 Did schools and grade levels differ on English and ET

as language used?

In analyses by school (X2e15.2, df=4, p..01) and by

grade level (X2b=16.76, df=8, piC.05), differences were found

for "Language used in actual subject(s) of learning" (Tables

12a, 12b, p.107). "Both languages used in a neutral manner"

occurred to a disproportionately greater extent at the Greek

School (32.1%) than at the Armenian School (10.6%). Differ-

ences in levels for languages used were as follows: more

of the use of both languages in a neutral manner in the

second grade 36.6%); and use of both languages to aid each

other to a greater extent in the nursery/kindergarten (25.9%)

and to a lesser extent in the second grade (4.9%). Visual

examination of the interaction of school and grac3.eleve./effects

for this variable (Table 12c). as suggested by the separate

analyses, indicates that use of both languages in a

neutral manner occurred to a greater extent in the Greek

School in the second grade (44.4%). The greater use of both

languages aiding one another at the nursery/kindeigarten

level occurred across schools; however, the lesser use of

this language pattern in the second grade was attributable

to the Greek School only (0.0%). Although the by-grade-level
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analysis suggested a tendency for use 7T alone to increase

(from 14.8% in nursery/kindergarten to 34.1% in the second

grade), these differences bordered on chance. The by-school/

by-grade-level analysis revealed that this apparent progression

was attributable to a markedly low occurrence of the use of

ET alone in the Greek nursery/kindergarten (8.34) and a

markedly high incidence in the Armenian second grade (57.1%).

In summary the foregoing differences between schools

and grade levels suggested that the two schools were not

similar. The use of both English and ET in an aiding manner

was greater at nursery/kindergarten in both schools, but was
0

less in the second grade only for the Greek School, which

had a correspondingly higher incidence of the use of both

languages in a neutral manner in the second grade.

An apparent tendency for the use of ET alone to increase

from nursery/kindergarten to second grade was spurious,

attributable to usages that were markedly low in the Greek

nursery/kindergarten and high in the Armenian second grade.

Otherwise, for the Armenian nursery/kindergarten and first

grade and the Greek first and second grade, such usage was

similar; about one-fifth to one-fourth of the observations

for each, The by-school/by-grade level analysis, unavailable in

the Fishman et aL's report (Final Report, Part 1982), sheds

further light on his findings that interlingual occurrences

decrease as grades increase (p. 33). However, these contra-

dictory findings must be interpreted with caution because
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of the small numbers of nursery/kindergarten observAtions

(15 and 12) in both schools.

TABL E 10
FREQUENCIES FOR LANGUAGE USED
IN ACTUAL SUBJECTS OF LEARNING

I N MAJOR DATA GROUP
BY SCHOOL

Language Used in Actual

ARMENIAN
(n=86)
f %

GREEK.

(n=78)
f %

TOTAL

(n=164)
f %

Subiject(s) of Learning
Eng I i sh on ly 24 28.2 25 32.1 49 30.1
ET only 28 32.9 15 19.2 43 26.4
Both Used/Neutral 9 10.6 25 32.1 34 20.9
Eng lish Aids ET 11 12.9 4 5.1 15 9.2
ET Aids English 6 7.1 3 3.8 9 5.5
Eng. Interferes with ET 5 5.9 1 1.3 6 3.7
ET Interferes w i th Eng. 2 2.4 5 6.4 7 4.3
Missing Data 1 0 -- --

100.0 100.0 100.0

144
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TABLE 11
CONTINGENCY TABLES FOR RELATIONSHIPS
OF LANGUAGE USED IN ACTUAL SUBJECT(S)

OF LEARNING

LANGUAGES USED IN ACTUAL SUBJECT(S)

Count : ENG ET BOTH:
Row% : Alone Alone In neutral One

OF LEARNING

BOTH: BOTH-
aiding One Inter-

Row

Total
manner faring

: . .

(a) ACTUAL READING 11 : 42 : 27 17 : 12 : 109
SUBJECT OF ENGLISH
LEARNING: : : :

Not Occurred: 10.1 : 38.5 24.8 : 15.6 : 11.0 : 66.9
. : .

39 : 0 : 7 : 7 1

Occurred: : : :

72.2 : 0.0 : 13.0 : 13.0.: 1.9 : 33.1
. . .

Column 50 42 34 24 13 163(a)
Total 30.7 25.8 20.9 14.7 8.0 100.0

chi squaws 72.63 (df-4)

LANGUAGES USED IN ACTUAL SUBJECT(S)

Count : ENG ET BOTH:Row % ;Alone Alone In neutral
: manner :

OF LEARNIr-

BOTH: )TH:
One aiding t... Inter-

t ring

Row

Total

READING ET 49 : 19 : 15 : 14 11 : 108(b) ACTUAL
SUBJECT OF Not Occurred: 45.4 : 17.6 : 13.9 : 3.0 10.2 : 66.3LEARNING:

: -- :
1 : 23 : 19 : 10 ": 2 : 55

: : :
:Occurred: 1.8 : 41.8 : 34.5 : 18.2 : 3.6 : 33.7

:
.

.

Column 50 42 34 24 13 163(a)Total 30.7 25.8 20.9 14.7 8.0 100.0

chi square 40.92 (df=4)

(a) one observation missing data on language

*p.c. 001

1 2; 3



TAME 12
rora HErtr( !Alt Ft: FOR $ HUH' ICNiT n Fl PF:rf

IN ittr.l.t.r.r1; mit, in ACINAl SIPJF.C1(5) OF LrAillillG
SY SOICOL AtIO BY LEVEL

lAtIGIP*F usn) IN ACTUAL SIRJECT(S) OF LEAPtittc

(a) Count : EHll ET Eon Cali: DY1f: 14..,

Pow i : Morse Alone In neutral One Cne Ibtll
: manner :Aiding : Intf

SCbOOl... -- -..-
24 : 28 :

rmenian : 2R.2 : 32.9.

: 25 : 15 :

Creek 32.1 : 19.2 :

.
9 : 17 : 7 : 85

A 10.6. 20.0 : 8.2 52.1
... .

25 : 7 : 6 : 78
32.1 : 9.0 : 7.7 : 47.9--..--:--..;.---:.

Co lumn 49 43 34 24 13 163(a)
Total 30.1 25.4 20.9 14.7 8.0 100.0

chi squares 15.45 (clt=4)

(b) Count
How %

Drode leue

: ENG
: Alone

l.:

ET
Alone

Nursery/ : o : 4

Kgn. : 33.3 : 14.8

32 : 2S
1st Grade : 33.7 : 25.3

S : 14
2nd Grade : 19.5 : 34.4

*CCM: mom: BOTH: Pem
In neutral One One Ibtal
: :tanner : Aiding Intf
: 4 : 7 : 3 : 27
: 14.8 : 25.9 : 11.1 : 16.6

: IS : 15 : 8 : 95
: 15.8 : 15.8 : 8.4 : 58.3

: 15 : 2 : 2 : 41
: 36.5 : 4.9 : 4.9 : 25.2

P.. 1 NM. : N. m. em. ,w

Column 49 43 34 24 13 163(a)
Total 30.1 26.4 20.9 14.7 8.0 100.0

Chi sauarea 16.76 (088)

pc.05
*te..131

(c) Cowtt
Few % : ETC

:Alone
School by .

uda toined- --...
Armenian: : 6 :
Nurs/Kgn : 40.0 :

.
:

.
19 :

1st Grade : 33.9:

0 :
2nd Grade : 0.0 :

.
:

.
3 :Greek:

Nurs/Kgn : 25.0 :
.

14 :
1st Grade : 35.9:

.
:

.
8 :

2nd Grade : 29.6 :
. .

Column 50
Total 30.7

CD DOM: BM: BUM: Pow
Alone in neutral One One Ibtal

llunner Aiding : Intf
D

. . . .
3 :" 2 : 4 : 0 : 15

20.0 I 13.3 : 26.7 : 0.0 : 9.2
. . . .

16 : 4 : 11 : 6 : 56
28.6 : 7.1 .: 19.6 : 10.7 : 34.4

8 : 3 : 2 : I : 14
57.1 : 21.4 : 14.3 : 2.1 : 8.6

. . . .
1 : 2 : 3 : 3 : 12.
8.3 : 16.2 : 25.0 : 25.0 : 7.4

. . . .
8 : 11 : 4 : 2 : 39

20.5: 28.2 : 10.3 : 5.1 : 23.9
. . . .

6 : 12 : 0 : 1 : 27
22.2 : 44.4 : 0.0 : 3.2 : 16.6

. . . .

42 .34 24 13 163(a)
25.8 20.9 14.7 8.0 100.0

(n) OM! OblierVatien WOVA miSgirg lea on W'141, used
actual subjects of learning

124

197
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3. Methods of Teaching Initial Reading

3.1 To what extent did nine methods of teaching initial

reading occur across the sample.?

One of the major pedagocjical variable groups examined

in relatiori to this study was that of the methods used to

teach initial reading skills. The current study also

attempted to examine the extent to which a "decoding" (syn-

thetic) emphasis (Flesch, 1955; Chall, 1967, 1983; Ehri and

Wilce, 1985) and a "meaning" (analytic) emphasis (Smith, 1978;

Goodman, 1982) of teaching initial reading occurred in the

two schools. (See Review of Literature pp. 36-72.)

The frequencies for the nine dichotomous categories of

the variable, "Methods of teaching initial reading skills"

(with 90 cases having data on this variable) are presented

inTable13(p.112). The analytic method of sentence reading

occurring in 35.6% of the cases, was the most frequently

occurring methods followed by (analytic) whole. words (34.4%).

The synthetic methods of systematic phonics (32.2%), alphabet

spelling (26.7%) and word families (21.1%) occurred less

frequently. Alphabet recognition although not considered

by Chall to be a synthetic or analytic method per se, occurred

in one-third of the cases (33.3%). However, Carroll (1970),

in his list of eight essentials necessary for developing mature

reading, placed alphabet recognition third for "decoding" pro-

ponents (See Reviefa of Literature pp. 40-42 ).

In examining frequency of occurrences, both analytic

and synthetic methods of teaching reading were utilized in
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the reading acquisition programs in both schools. However,

analytic methods (whole words and sentences) seem to occur

to a greater extent in the Greek School.

3.2 How did nine methods of teaching reading relate to

English and ET reading acquisition?

Chi-square-tests of independence with phi coefficients

revealed six significant relationships of "Actual subject(s)

of learning" with "Methods of teaching initial reading skills

(Table 14,'p.113). These were: Reading English with alphabet

spelling (Xe2=4.07, df=1, p<.05, phi=.24 positive), word

families (Xb2=12.30, df=1, pc.001, phi=.39 positive), and

syllables (Xc2=13.58, df=1, pc4001, phi=.42 negative);

reading ET with alphabet spelling (Xd2=4.60, df=1, pz.05,

phi=.25 negative), word families (Xe2=9.61, df=1, p4.001,

phi=.35 negative), and syllables (Xf2=5.75, df=1,

phi=.28 positive). The strength of these relationships is

modest to moderate.

The relationships of these "Actual subject(s) of learn-

ing with "Methods" were directly opposite for English and

ET reading. Occurrences of English reading wcAs associated

with the occurrence of synthetic methods of alphabet spelling

and word families, and associated with the non-occurrence

of syllables. ET reading was associated with the occurrence

of the syllable method and the non-occurrence of alphabet

spelling and word families nethods.

3.3 Did schools and grade levels differ on nine methods of

teaching inf.tial reading?
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There were two methods on which grade levels differed

significantly: alphabet recognition(Xa2=22.53, df=2, p<,.001)

and alphabet spelling (Xb2=14.20, df=2, p4.001) (Tablz 15, p.136).

Alphabet recognition occurred disproportionately more in the

nursery/kindergarten (76.5%) than in the first grade (31.4%).

In addition, alphabet spelling occurred disproportionately

more at the nursery/kindergarten level (52.9%) than in the

first grade (29.4%). Both these methods were virtually

non-occurring at the second grade level.

1r:the by-echool/by-grade -level analysis one method,

sentence reading, was found to differ significantly between

schools (Xa2=10.77, df=1, p4001) and between grade levels

(Xb2=15.26, df=2, p<.001) (Table 16, p.111. Sentence reading

occurred to a greater extent in the Greek School (51.1%) than

in the Armenian School (16.7%). It also occurred more in the

second grade (68.2%) than in nursery/kindergarten (11.8%)-.

Visdal examination of the interaction of the by school and by grade

level effects (Table 15c, p. ).cnmntence reading indicates that

there were disproportionately greater occurrences in the

Greek School at the second grade level (78.6%) than in the

Armenian School at the same level (50.0%). There were no

instances of the use of sentences as a method in the Armenian

School at the nursery/kindergarten level and first grade levels.

This study found that the analytic method of sentence

reading predominated at the Greek School in the second grade

with its noticeable absence in the. Armenian School in the

nursery/kindergarten and first grade. These findings are
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consistent with Fishman et alts findings that the synthetic

method was primarily implemented in nursery/kindergarten and

first grade and that the sentence method became very important

in the second grade and is "...clearly a grade related phenome-

na rising consistently from grade to grade" (Final Report,

Part II, 1982, p. 13).
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TAELE 13
F REQ UENC I ES FOR METHODS OF TEACHING

INITIAL REPO ING SKILLS I N MAJOR
DATA GROUP BY SCHOOL

ARMENIAN GREEK TOTAL

Methods of Teach i nq In itial

(n=86)
f %

44
(n=42)

(n=78)
f %

30
(n=48)

(n164)
f %

74
(n=90)

Reading Ski I Is, (a')
Missing Data

Alphabet Recogn it ion 13 31.0 17 35.4 30 33.3
Analytic

Whole Word 10 23.8 21 43.8 31 34.4
Phrases 5 11.9 0 0 5 5.6
Sentences 7 16.7 25 52.1 32 55.6
I ntrine ic Phonics 3 7.1 6 12.5 9 10.0

Synthetic
Alphabet Spel ling 10 23.8 14 29.2 24 26.7
Systematic Phonics 13 31.0 16 33.3 29 32.2
Word F a m i l i e s 11 26.2 8 16.7 19 21.1
Syl Tables 7 16.7 6 12.5 13 14.4

(a) Each variable in this grap was coded (1) if it occurred and
(0) if it did not occur. ( If no occurrences were coded for
my_ of the variables in the grcup al I items in the grcup
were considered missing.) Frequencies are reported only
for occurrences. 12
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TAELE 14
CONTINGENCY TAELES FOR SIGNIFICANT RELATIONSHIPS

METHODS OF TEACHING INITIAL READING
AND ACTUAL SL.SJECT OF LEARNING

METHODS:

(a) ALPHABET SPELLING

Count Row

Total % Total
SLBJECT.
OF ACTUAL ENGLISH
LEARNING: READING

Not Occurred

Occurred

Co Iumn
Total

37 7
41.1 7.8

29 17

32.2 18.9

44
48.9

46
51.1

66 24 90
73.3

chi square= 4.07*, (df=1)
p hi:T.24

26.7

(b) woBb FAMILIES

100.0

Count Row
Total % Total

ENGLISH
READING

Not Occurred

*p4.0 5
**p.c.0 1

**t.e.0 01

Occurred

Co Iumn
Total

Not Occurred Occurred

42 2
46.7 2.2

29 17
32.2 18.9

71
78.9

chi square=12.31***, (df=1)
p hi=e,39

130
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44
48.9

46
51.1

90
21.1 100



SUBJECT
OF ACTUAL
LEARNING:

TABLE 14
CONTINGENCY TAELFS FOR SIGNIFICANT RELAT I ONSH IPS

13ESIZIEN ,

METHODS OF TEACHING INITIAL REPO I NG
AND ACTUAL SUBJECT OF LEARNING

(continued)

METHODS:

114

(c) SYLLABLES
Count Row
xbtal % 'Total

ENGLISH
READIM

Not Occurred

Occurred

Co Iumn
Total

Not Occurred Occurred

31 13
34.4 14.4

46 0
51.1 0.0

77
85.6

chi square=13.58***, (df=1)
p h i=.4 2

13
14.4

(d) ALPHABET SPELLING

44
48.0

46
51.1

90
100

igurut Row
% Total

R Ef0 I NG ET

Not Occurred

*per.05

-***0Z.0

Occurred

Co Iumn
Total

Occurred

28 17
31.1 18.9

38 7
42.2 7.8

45
50.0

45
50.0

66 24 90
73.3 26.7 100.0

chi souare=4.60*, (df=1)
phi=.25
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TABLE 14
CONTINGENCY TAKES FOR SIGNIFICANT RELATIONSHIPS

BEIWE:EN

METHODS OF TEACHING INITIAL READING
AND ACTUAL SUBJECT OF LEARNING

(continued)

METHODS:

(e) DRD FAMILIES

Count RowTotal % Total
SLBJECT READING ET
OF ACTUAL
LEARNING: 4529 16

32.2 17.8

42 3
46.7 3.3

Not Occurn I

Occurred

Co lunin
Total

115

50.0

45
50.0.

71 19 90
78.9 21.1 100.0

chi square=9.61***, (df=1)
phim.35

(f) SYLLABLES

Count
ToRowTotal % Tot

READING ET

Not Occurred

Occurred

Co lumn
Total

*p4.05
4"!pc.01

***R001

Not o. Occurred

43 2
47.8 2.2

34 11

37.8 12.2

45
50.0

45
50.0

77 13 90
85.6 14.4 100.0

chi square=5.75*, (df=1)
p hi=.28
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TABLE 15
CONTINGENCY TABLES FOR SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES BY LEVEL

FOR METHODS OF TEACHING INITIAL
READING SKILLS

Count
Rag %

Nursery/
Kg n.

1st Grade

2nd Grade

METHODS:

(a) ALPHABET RECOGNITION

Not Occurred Occurred

4 13
23.5 76.5

35 16
68.6 31.4

21 1

95.5 4.5

Raw
Total

17
100.0

51
100.0

22
100.0

Column 60 30 90
Total 66.7 33.3 100.00

chi square= 22.53* , (df=2)

Count
Pad %

Nursery/
Kg n.

1st Grade

2nd Grade

METHODS:

(b) ALPHABET SPELLING

Not Occurred Occurred

8 9

47.1 . 52.9

36 15
70.6 29.4

22 0

100.0 0.0

Row
'Ibtal

17
100.0

51
100.0

22
100.0

Co lumn 66 24 90
Total 73.3 26.7 100.0

chi square= 14.2 0* , (df=2)

*pc.° 01
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(a)

w)

(c)

TABLE 16
CONTINGENCY TABLES FOR SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES

BY SCHOOL AND LEVEL
FOR METHODS OV TEACHING INITIAL READING SKILLS

Count
Oast

Stelool.

Armenian

Greek

Column
Total

METHODS:

SENTENCES

35 7
43.7 16.7

23
I

25
47,9 51.1

Now
Total

42
46.7

48
53.3

SO 32 90
64.4 35.6 100.0

chi squares In.77* (df.1)

WI
-keg-
Nursery/
Xgn.

1st Grad*

2nd Grade

Column
Total

15 2
$8.2 11.8

36 15
70.6 29.4

7 15
31.8 68.2

SO
64.8

chi squares 15.26' (dfs2)

1141.001

32
35.6

Ram
'anal

17
18.9

51
56.7

22
24.4

90
100.0

Count now
Root Total
Scbm) ?t
VIS lt t
Nursery/
Kip.

1st Grads

2nd Grade
Greeks
Nursery/
Kin.

1st Grad.

2nd Grade

Column
Total

9

100,0

-------..

0
0.0

22 3
$8.0 _134.-------

4
1

4
SO,Q 50.0

6 2
75.0 25.0

14 12
53.8 46.2

3 11
21.4 78.6

.

58
64.4

32
35.6

1 :3 4

9
10.0

25
22.8

I
8.9

8
8.9

26
28.9

14
15.6

90
100.0
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4. Reading Strategies

.1 To what extent did six reading strategies occur across

the sample?

Another major pedagogical variable g:oup examined in

relation to this study was that of "Reading strategies"

used by the teachers in teaching initial reading skills.

The frequencies for the eight dichotomous categories of this

variable (with 70 cases having data on this variable group) are

presented in Table '17 (p.119). Three categories associated with

oral reading strategies occurred most frequently. They were

individual oral (47.1%), modified "eche 031.4%), and choral

reading (28.6%).

4.2 How did six reading strategies relate to English and

ET reading acquisition?

There was no significant relationship found between any

of the six strategies and either English or ET reading as the

actual subject of learning.

4.3 Do schools and grade levels differ on six reading

strategies?

There were three reading strategies on which schools

differed significantly (Table 18, p.120 ) : Modified "echo"

(Xa2=8.97, df=1; pC.01), choral reading (Xb2 =9.38, df=1, p(.01),

and individual oral (Xc2=13.01, df =l, p<.001) - all oral

strategies. Two strategies occurred to a much larger extent

in the Greek School: choral reading (47.1%) and modified

4.3a
1 el P
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"echo" (50.1%)., compared to 11.1% and 13.9%, respectively

in the Armenian School. Individual oral reading occurred

more in the Armenian School (69.4%) than in the Greek Cchool

(23.5%).

This study did not find any grade level differences in

strategies. This is inconsistent with Fishman's et aL study

in which "both choral and general oral reading decline as

grade level increases" and "....individual oral reading is

demonstrably higher in the higher grades" (Final Report,

Part II, pp.' 19-20).

TALE 17
FREQUENCI ES FOR REPO I NG STRATEGIES

IN MAJOR DATA GROUP BY SCHOOL

ARMEN IAN GREEK TOTAL
(n=86) (n=78) (n=164)

Reading Strategies (a)

f %

50 --
(n=36)

f %

44 --
(n=34)

f %

94 --
(n=70)

Missing Data

Oral
Round Robin 2 5.6 6 17.6 8 11.4
Choral 4 11.1 16 47.1 20 28.6
Modified "echo" 5 13.9 17 50.0 22 31.4
Individual Oral 25 69.4 8 23.5 33 47.1

Si lent
Class or Grcup 2 5.6 0 0 2 2.9
Individual 6 16.7 0 0 6 8.6

(a) Each variable in this grasp was coded (1) if it occurred and
(0) if it did not ocair. (If no occurrences were coded for

cf the variables in the grcup al I items in the grcup
were considered missing.) Frequencies are reported only
for occurrences.
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TABLE 18
CONTINGENCY TABLES FOR SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES BY SCHOOL

FOR READING STRATEGIES

Count
Row %

Arntenian

Greek

Column Total

t

(a) MODIFIED "ECHO"

Occurred

31 5
86.1 13.9

17 17
50.0 50.0
4

68.6

chi square=8.97* (df=1)

Count
Row %

Armenian

Greek

Column Total

22
31.4

(b) CHORAL READING

32 4
88.9 11.1

18 16
52.9 47.1
50
71.4

chi square=9.38* (df=1)

Count
Row %

Armenian

Greek

Column Total

20
28.6

(c) INDIVIDUAL ORAL

11 25
30.6 69.4

26 8

76.5 23.5
37
52.9

chi square=13.01** (df=1)

.

"134.001

137

33
47.1

Pod
Total.

36
100.0

34
100.0
70.0
100.0

7Rcw
Total

36
100.0

34
100.0
70

100.0

Row
Total

36
100.0

3 4'

100.0
70

100.0
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5. Approaches to Teaching Reading

5.1 To what extent did four approaches to teaching reading

occur across the sample?

Of the four categories comprising the dichotomous vari-

able "Approaches to initial reading/learning", with 77 cases

having data on this group, the preponderance of occurrences

were for the- basal .reader approach (76.6%) with 15.6% occurr-

ing for the experiential approach. No occurrences were noted

for the individualized approach (Table 19, p.122).

5.2 How did four approaches to teaching reading relate to

English and ET reading acquisition?

In the present study there was no relationship between

any single approach and either English reading or ET reading

as independent actual subject's of learning.

5.3 Do schools and grade levels differ on four approaches

to teaching reading?

There were no significant differences between schools

on any of the four approaches. However, grade levels differed

significantly on the basal reader approach (X2=l8.131df=2,

p<.01) (Table 20, p. 123). This approach occurred to a large

extent in the first and second grade (8?.3% and 81.1%, re-

spectively) and to a much lesser extent in a nursery/kinder-

garten (46.2%). Of 12 cases occurring for the experiential

approach, five were noted to occur at the nursery/kinder-

garten level.
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TABLE 19
FREQUENCIES FOR APPROACHES TO INITIAL

REPO ING/LEARNING IN MAJOR DATA GROUP
BY SCHOOL

ARMEN IAN CREEK TOTAL

(n=86) (n=78) (n=164)
f % f % f %

Approaches to Initial
Read i rig/Learn inq (a)

Missing Data 55 -- 32 -- 87 --
(n=31) (n=46) (n=77)

Experiential 7 22.6 5 10.9 12 15.6
Basal Reader 23 74.2 36 78.3 59 76.6
Individualized 0 0 0 0 0 0
Other 2 6.5 8 17.4 10 13.0

(a) Each variable in thiS group was coded (1) if it occurred and
(0) if it did not occur. (If no occurrences were coded for
amof the variables in the group al I i tens in the grcup
were considered missing.) Frequencies are reported only
for occurrences.

1 3
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TABLE 20
CONTINGENCY TABLE FOR SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES BY LEVEL

FOR APPROACHES TO INITIAL
READING/LEARNING:

Count
Row %

Nursery/
Kg n.

1st Grade

2nd Grade

Column
Total

BASAL READERS

Not Occurred Occurred

7
53.8

6
46'.2

7 35
18.2 81.8

4 18
18.2 81.8

18
23.4

chi square =8.13* (df= 2)

*pc.01

140

59
76.6

Row
Total

13
100.0

42
100.0

22
100.0

77
100.0
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6. Units of In-class Reading /Learning' ctivities

6.1 To what extent did four units of in-class reading /learn-

ing activities occur across the sample?

Four "Units used for in-class reading/learning activities"

constituted another group of pedagogical variables examined

in this study. Data on this variable was available in 115

PO's. The entire class was found to be the most frequently.

occurring unit of in-class instruction (86.1%), with all

other units occurring in less than 12% of the freauencies

noted (Table. 21, p. 125).

6.2 HJW did four units of in-class reading/learning activi-

ties relate to Engllsh and ET reading acquisition?

In the present study there was no significant relation-

ship between any single unit and either English reading or

ET reading as independent actual subject of learning.

6.3 Do schools and grade levels differ on four units of

in-class reading/learning activity?

The two schools differed significantly on two of the

four units: entire class (.K
2a=10.54, df=1, p4.001) and seat

work (X2b =7.38, df-1, p4.01) (Table 22, D. 126 ). The entire

class unit was used to a greater extent at the Greek School

(98.1%) than in the Armenian School (75.4%). Seat work

activities occurred more in the Armenian School (19.7%) than

in the Greek School (.1.9 %).
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FREQUENCIES FOR UNITS OF IN-CLASS

REPO !NIG/LEARN I NG ACTIVITY I N

MAJOR DATA GROUP BY SCHOOL

ARMENIAN GREEK TOTAL

(n=86) (n=78) (n=164)
f % f % f %

Units of hic lass Read i ng/
Learning Activity (a)

Missing Data 25 24 49
(n=61) (n=54) (n=115)

Entire class 46 75.4 53 98.1 99 86.1
Smal I gralps 9 14,8 1 1.9 10 8.7
Individual 6 9.8 3 5.6 9 7.8
Seat Work 12 19.7 1 1.9 13 11.3

Ta) Each variable in this group was coded (1) if it occurred and
(0) If it did not occur. (If no occurrences were coded for
am of the variables in the group al I items in the group
were considered missing.) Frequencies are reported only
for occurrences.
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TABLE 22
CONTINGENCY TABLES FOR SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES

BY SCHOOL
FOR UNITS OF IN-CLASS READING/LEARNING ACTIVITY

UNITS:

Count
RoW%

(a)' ENTIRE CLASS

not occurred occurred

Row
Total

6115 46
Armenian 24.6 75.4 100.0

1 53 54
Greek 1.9 98.1 100.0
Column 16 99 115Total 13:9 86.1 100.0

chi square=10.54" (df=1)

(b) SEAT WORK
Count
Row%

Armenian

Greek

not occurred occurred

49 12
80.3 19.7'

53 1
98.1 1.9

Row
Total

61
100.0

54
100.0

Co lumn 102 13 115Total 88.7 11.3 100.0

chi square=7.38* (df=1)

*p4.01
"p..001

143.
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7. Preparation/Sources of Reading/Learning Materials

7.1 To what extent did ten preparations/sources of reading

materials occur across the sample?

The variable grc.up "Preparation/source of reading/learn-

ing materials" was made up of ten items having 55 cases with

data on those items (Table 23, p.13a. Of these, "Blackboard"

was used most frequently (36.7%). "Commercial prepared texts

from the United States under non-ethnic auspices"and"commer-

cially prepared workbooks and worksheets" were second and

third most frequently occurring (23.9%). All other materials

occurred in less than 20% of the cases.

7.2 How did the ten preparations/sources relate to English

and .ET reading acquisition?

Both English and ET as actual subjects of learning were

found to be moderately related to "Preparation/sources of

materials" (Table 24, p.13]). The preparations and sources that

were indicative of English reading were: two moderately

strong positive relationships of commercial texts published

in the United States under non-ethnic auspices (Xa2=33.51,

df=1, p&.001, phi=.58) and commercial workbooks and worksheets

(Xb2=19.65, df=1, p.001, phi=.45). Two modest negative

relationships associated with reading English were commercial

textbooks published under ethnic auspices in the ethnic country

(Xc2=8.41, df=1, p4,01, phi=.30) and in the United States

(Xd2=6.66, df=1, p4.01, phi=.28).

Of the relationships that were associated with ET reading
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there was a modest positive relationship of commercial text-

books published in the United States under ethnic auspices

(Xe2=7.65, df=1, p<.01, phi=.29) and commercial texts

published in the ethnic country (Xf2=19.01, df=1, p<.001,

phi=.44). There were two moderately strong negative relation-

ships associated with reading ET: commercial texts published

in the United States under non-ethnic auspices (X 2=17.23,

df=1, p<.01, phi=.42), and commercial workbooks/worksheets
2

(X
h

=13.68, df=1, p4.001, phi=.38).

7.3 Do schools and grade levels differ on ten preparations/

sources of reading/learning materials?

Schools differed significantly oa two preparations/

sources: Use of commercial texts published in the United

States under ethnic auspices (Xa2=8.53, df=1, p<.01), and

commercially prepared workbooks and worksheets (Xb2=6.38,

df=1, 13.01) (Table 25, p. 135). The use of commercial text-

books published in the United States under stthnic auspices

occurred to a greater extent for the Armenian School (21.8%)

as compared to the Greek School (1.A). Conversely,

mercially prepared workbooks anti worksheets occurred to a

greater extent in the Greek School (35.2%) as compared to the

Armenian School (12.7%).

There were.no significant differences found in the grade

level analysis alone. However, the use of commercial texts .

published in the ethnic country was significantly different

for the by-school (Xa2=11.53, df-1, 1:).01) and by-grade-level
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analyses (X132=8.32, df =2, p<.01) (Table 26, p. 136.). This

preparation/source was used to a greater extent in the Greek

School (29.6%) than in the Armenian School (3.6%). It oc-

curred more frequently ln the second grade (32.1%) than in

the nursery/kindergarten (0%). Visual examination of the

interaction effects of school and level indicated that the

predominant use of commercial texts published in the ethnic

country were in the Greek School at the first and second

grade levels (32.1% and 36.8%, respectively).

Possible reasons for school differences are discussed

in Chapter V.
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TABLE 23
FRPUENCIES FOR PREPARATION/SOURCE

OF READING MATERIALS IN MAJOR
DATA GROUP BY SCHOOL

ARMENIAN GREEK TOTAL

Preparation and Source of

(n=86)
f %

31 --
(n=55)

(n=78)
f %

24 --
(n=54)

(n=164)
f %

55 --
(n=109)

Readina/Learninq Materials (a)
Missing Data

Commercial ly Prepared Text
Ethnic ccuntry 2 3.6 16 29.6 18 16.5
US/Ethnic Auspices 12 21.8 1 1.9 13 11.9
US/Non-Ethnic Auspices 13 23.6 13 24.1 26 23.9

Commercial Worksheets/Bodcs 7 12.7 : 19 35.2 26 23.9
Teacher Prepared

Textbocks 1 1.8 0 0 1 .9
Woritsheets/Bocks 6 10.9 3 5.6 9 8.3

Bodcs/Other than Texts 2 3.6 1 1.9 3 2.8
Calendars, Charts, Posters 10 18.2 5 9.3 15 13.8
Blackboard 15 27.3 25 46.3 40 36.7
Other 6 10.9 8 14.8 14 12.8

(a) Each variable in this group was coded (1) if it occurred and
(0) i f it did not occur. (If no occurrences were coded for
au. of the variables in the grcup all i tens in the grcup
were considered missing.) Frequencies are reported only
for occurrences.
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TABLE 24
CONTINGENCY TAELES FOR SIGNIFICANT RELATIONSHIPS

ACROSS-VARIAa.E-GROUPS
FOR SUBJECT(S) OF LEARNING

AND PREPARATION/SOURCE OF READING MATERIALS

ACTUAL SUBJECT(S) OF LEARNING:

(a) READING ENGLISH
Count Row
Row% Total

SOURCES: COMMERCIAL TEXT
US/NON-ETHNIC

not occurred

occurred

occurred

59 24
54.1 22.0

1 25
0.9 22.9

83
76.1

26
23.9

Co Iumn 60 49 109
Total 55.0 45.0 100.0

chi square=33.51*
phi=.58

(df =1 )

(b) READING ENGLISH

Count Row
Row% Total
CCMNERCIAL

WOFKBOasisHEETS

not occurred

occurred

occurred

56 27
51.4 24.8

4 22
3.7 20.2

83
76.1

26
23.9

Co lumn 60 49 109
Tot& 55.0 45.0 100.0

square=19.65* (df=1)
phi=.45

1.134.001
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TAB_E 24
CONTINGENCY TAB.ES FOR SIGNIFICANT RELATIONSHIPS

ACROSS -VARI AB..E- GROUPS
FOR SUBJECT(S) OF LEARNING

AND FREPARATIOWSOURCE OF READING MATERIALS
(continued)

ACTUAL SUBJECT(S) OF LEARNINC:

(c) READING ENGLISH

Count Row
Row% Total

SOURCES: CCMfERCTIAL TEXT
ETHNIC COUNTRY(

not occurred

occurred

not occurred occurred

1

44 47
40.4 43.1

16 2
14.7 1.8

91

83.5

18
16.5

Co lumn 60 49 109
Tote 1 55.0 45.0 130.0

ch i square=8.4 1* (0=1)
phi=.30

(d) READING ENGLISH

Count Row
Row% Total
CCMNERCI AL TEXT
US/ETHNIC AUSPICES

not occurred

occurred

not occurred occurred

48 48
44.0 44.0

12 1

11.0 0.9

96
88.1

13
11.9

. Co Iumr 60 49 109
Total 55.0 45.0 100.0

ch i square=6.66* . (df=1)
phi=.28
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TAEL E 24
CONTINGENCY TAEL ES FOR SIGNIFICANT RELAT I ONSH IPS

A CROSS-VAR I AB-E-GROUPS
FOR SUBJECT(S) OF LEARNING

AND FR EPA RAT I ON/SOURCE OF READ I NG MATERIALS
( c ont i nued)

ACTUAL SUBJECT(S) OF LEARNING:

(e) READING ET

Count Row
Row% Total

CCMNERCI AL. TIXT
US/ETHN IC

not occurred

occurred

not occurred occurred

58 38
53.2 34.9

2 11

1.8 10.1

96
88.1

13
11.9

Co lumn 60 49 109
Total 55.0 45.0 100.0

chi square=7.65* (df =1)
p h i=.29

(£) READING ET
Count Row
Row% Total

OLRCES: CCWERCI AL TEXT
ETHNIC COUNTRY

not occurred

occurred

Co Iumn
Total

not occurred occurred

59 y 32
54.1 29.4

1 17
0.9 15.6

91
83.5

18
16.5

60 .49 109
55.0 45.0 100.0

ch i square19.01** (df=1)
p hi=.44

**04..00t
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TABLE 24
CONTINGENCY TAELES FOR SIGNIFICANT RELATIONSHIPS

ACROSS-VARIABLE-GROUPS
OR SUBJECT(S) OF °LEARNING

AND FR EPARAT I OWSOURCE OF READING MATERIALS
( cont i nued)

ACTUAL SUBJECT(S) OF LEARNING:

(g) READING ET
Count

RowRow%
Total

SOURCES: CCMNERCI AL TEXT
U S/NON- ETHNIC

not occurred

occurred

not occurred occurred

36 47
33.0 43.1

24 2
22.0 1.8

83
76.1

26
23.9

Co Iumn 60 49 109Total 55.0 45.0 100

chi squareF17.23* (df=1)
p hi=.42

(h) READING ET
Count

RowRow%
Total

CLNNERCIAL
woRKaocnisHEETS not occurred occurred

not occurred

occurred

a
37 46
33.9 . 42.2

23 3
21.1 2.8

83
76.1

26
23.9

Co lumst 60 49 109Total 55.0 45.0 100.0

chi squareF13.68* (df=1)
phim.38

*pt... 001
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TABLE 25
CONTINGENCY TABLES FOR SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES

BY SCHOOL
FOR PREPARATION/SOURCE OF

READING MATERIALS

MATERIAL SOURCE:

(a) COMMERCIAL TEXT /U.S. ETHNIC AUSPICES

Count
Rcw%

Armenian

Greek

not occurred occurred

43
78.2

12
21.8

I

53
98.1

1

1.9

Column 95
Total 88.1

chi s quare=8 .53* (df=1)

Count
Row%

Armenian

Greek

Co lumn
To tal

13

.1.1.9

MATERIAL SOURCE:

(b) COMMERCIAL WORKSHEETS/BOOKS

not occurred occurred

48 7

87.3 12.7

35 19
64.8 35.2

Row
Total

55
100.0

54
100.0

109
100.0

Row
Total

55
100.0

54
100.0

83 26 109
76.1

chi square=6 .38* (df=1)

23.9 100.0
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TABLE 26
CONTINGENCY TABLES FOR SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES

W.' SCHOOL AND LEVEL
FOR PREPARATION/SOURCE OF READING MATERIALS

MATERIAL SOURCE: COMMERCIAL TEXT/ETHNIC COUNTRY

Count Row
Row! Total

(a) School not occurred occurred

53 2 SS
Armenian 96.4 3.6 60.5

38 16 I 54
Greek 70.4 29-6 49.5

Co Lunn 91 18 109
Total 83.5 16.5 100.0

chi square-11.53 (dial)

Count
Row%

(b) Level not ecevrred

Nursery/ 15
Kgn. 00.0 0

1st Grade

2nd Grade

Row
Total

IS
13.4

66
60.6

28
25.7

Column 91 19 109
Tc :al 83.5 16.5 100.0

chi sguarea8.3 (dfa3)

MATERIAL SOURCE:

Count
Row%

(c) School by
Level

COMMERCIAL TEXT/ETHNIC

not occurred occurred

COUNTRY

Row
Teta].

Armenian: 8 0 8
Nursaty/Kgn. 100.0 0.0 7.3

38 0 38
1st Grade 100.0 0.0 34.9

7 2 9
2nd Grade 77.8 22.2 8.3

Greek: 7 0 7
Nursecy/Kgn. 100.0 0.0 6.4

19 9 28
1st Grade 67.9 32.1 25.7

12 7 19
2nd Grade 63.2 36.8 17.4

Co lumn 91 18 109
To tal 93.5 16.5 100.0
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8. Themes of Materials Used for Reading/Learning Activity

8.1 To what extent did seven themes of materials used for

reading/learning activity occur across the sample?

"Themes of materials used for reading/learning activity"

were coded as one of seven mutually exclusive categories

(Table 27, p. 138). The major occurrences noted for this

variable were urban themes (24.2%) and rural themes (21.2%)

followed by themes that were related to the home (people and

family) and school (18.2%, respectively).

The 14 occurrences for themes found in the =nor data

group indicated that ethnic religious holy day themes and

"other" ethnic themes occurred more frequently than any non-

ethnic theme (35.7%, respectively for both broups) (Table 28,

p. 138). This data came from interviews of or about day

students and day school special-subject teachers (ET teachers)

and included discussions of materials containing themes of

a religio-ethnic nature found in religion claiies in the day

schools, Saturday Schools, and Sunday Schools. Along with

religious holy day topics, the themes were about religious

and national "heros", national holidays (ethnic), and moral

gnidelines.

8.2 How did categories of themes of reading materials relate

tc English and ET reading acquisition?

No significant relationship was found between themes and

English or ET reading as actual subject(s) of learning.
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8.3 Do schools and grade levels differ on categories of

themes of reading materials?

There were no significant differences between schools

or among grade levels on themes.

TABLE 27

FRK)UENDI ES FOR REORDERED VARIAELE
FOR THEMES OF REPO ING/LEARN INC
MATERIALS FOR MAJOR DATA GROUP

BY SCHOOL

ARMENIAN
(n=86)

GREB<

(n=78)
TOTAL
(n=164)

f % f f %

Themes of Read i np/Learn ;rib
Mater ials

Religious holiday 2 13.3 1 5.6 3 9.1
National ho I idays 1 6.7 0 0 1 3.0
Home (Peop I e & Family) 2 13.3 4 26.7 6 18.2
School 3 20.0 3 16.7 6 18.2
Urban 1 6.7 6 33.3 7 21.2
Rural 5 33.3 3 16.7 8 24.2
Fa iry Tales 1 6.7 1 5.6 2 6.1
Missing Data 71 -- 60 -- 131 --

100.0 100.0 100.0

TABLE 28
FREQUENCI ES FOR THEMES OF READ ING/LEARN I NG MATERIALS

FOR MI NOR DATA GROUP BY SCHOOL

ARMENIAN GREG( TOTAL
(n=27) (n=53) (n=80)

Themes of Read i n /Learn in

f % f % f %

Materials
Ethn ic

Re I s Ho ly Day 2 100.0 3 25.0 5 35.7
Other 0 0 5 41.7 5 35.7

Non-Et hnic/Both
National Ho I iday 0 0 1 8.3 1 7.1
Rural Comnun Hy 0 0 1 8.3 1 7.1
Other 0 0 2 16.7 2 14.3
Missing Data . 25 NO MI 41 NO MI 66 --

1 00;0 100.0 100.0
155
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9. Unobtrusive Measures of Reading Materials

9.1 To what extent did eight unobtrusive measures of reading/

learning materials occur across the sample?

Unobtrusive measures were considered separately from

cases having "Subjects of learning" so those PO's fell into

the minor data group. Only 14 occurrences of "Unobtrusive

measures of reading/learning materials" were cited; nine from

the Armenian School (64.3%) and five from the Greek School

(35.7%) (Table;291. p. 140). The major occurrences noted

for the variable consisted of two "other" categories; one

fc4: non-ethnic/English language charts and posters (50.0%)

and the other for incidental-Aon-ethnic/English language

materials (57.1%). Both commercially prepared .?harts and

posters and incidental non-ethnic/English language materials

occurred to a considerable extent less freauently (35.7% and

42.9%, respectively).

The findings appear to support the idea that there were

more non-commercial unobtrusive measures present in the two

schools of the study.

1Z;6
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TABLE 29
FRBNENCI ES FOR UNCBTFLISIVE MEASURES OF READING/LEARNING

MATERIALS FOR MI NOR DATA GROUP BY SCHOOL

ARMENIAN GREEK TOTAL

(n=27) (n=53) (n=80)

Unobtrusive Measures of

f

18
(n=9)

%

--

f

48
(n=5)

%

--

f %

66 --
(n=14)

Readi no/Learning Mater i a Is (a )
Missing Data

Charts & Posters
COMM3r./ET/Non-Ethnic 1 11.1 0 0 1 7.1
Comm r./Eng./Ethnic 1 11.1 0 0 1 7.1
Comm r./Eng./Non-El-hn ic 3 33.3 2 40.0 5 35.7
Other /ET/Non - Ethnic 3 33.3 0 0 3 21.4
Other/Eng./Non-Ethnic 4 44.4 3 60.0 7 50.0

Incidental
COMM, gEng. /Non-Et hn i c 5 55.6 1 20.0 6 42.9
Other / ET/Non- Ethnic 1 11.1 0 0 1 7.1
Other/Eng./Non-Ethnic 4 44.4 4 80.0 8 57.1

(a) Each variable in this group was coded (1) if it occurred and
(0) if it did not occur. (If no occurrences were coded for

of the variables in the grcup all items in the group
vilre considered missing.) Frequencies are reported only
for occurrences.
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10. Multivariate Analyse;

How do reading acquitition and pedagogical variables

interrelate with one another?

As detcribed in Chapter II in "Dimensions of 'Desira-

bility' of the Initial Reading Acquisition Process" (pp.48-50)

it was of special interest to the researcher to examine some

of Challis concepts (1967, 1983) about initial reading acqui-

sition in relation to the other pedagogical factors of this

study. Chall suggested that a "code-emphasis method...i.e.,

one that views beginning reading as essentially different

from mature reading and emphasizes learning of the printed

code," is more appropriate at initial reading levels (1967,

p. 307). She also suggested that oral reading was essential

for the initial reading process. This emrhasis was repre-

sented in the present study by five methods and four strate-

gies: (1) Methods; alphabet recognition, alphabet spelling,

systematic phonics, word families and syllables; (2) Strate-

gies; round robin or circle, choral, modified echo, and

individual oral. Tao multivariate procedures - stepwise

regression and factor analysis - were used for a more compre-

hensive and parsimonious examination of the interrelation-

ships among these nine Chall variables and 29 other reading

acquisition and pedagogical variables.

These analyses must be considered exploratory because

of two limitations. The first is that almost all variables

were dichotomous and not normally distributed. The second

is that a subsample, having no missing data across all

variables, was used so that all correlations were based on
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the same sample of observations (i.e., listwise deletion of

cases was used); there were only 47 such cases.

The Subsample

The subsample of 47 cases on which the two multivariate

analyses were performed was compared to the remaining 117

cases of the study sample on four major characteristics. The

subsample had a disproportionately large percentage of ob-

servations from the Grec! School (66.0%) compared to 47.6%

of the total sample of 164, and 40.2% of the cases excluded

for missing data. However, the subsample did not differ from

the remainder of the study sample on grade levels. The sub -

sample had a disproportionately large number of cases where

English reading occurred (63.8%) compared to 32.9% of the

study sample and 20.5% of the excluded cases. The subsample

did not differ from the excluded cases in which ET reading

occurred.

The Variables

The nine Chall variables were used in the analyses with

29 other variables. One variable, "Class size", was an

interval measure. Three were ordinal: "Grade level", "Study

year", and "Time" (progression) into school year. Nineteen

were pedagogical factors that were coded dichotomously as

present (1) or absent (2):

Actual subject(s) of learning
English language in general
ET language in general
English readIng
ET reading
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English writing
ET writing
English speaking
ET speaking

Methods of teaching initial reading
TXEMIEM) wholiVOrds
(Analytic) sentences
(Analytic) intrinsic phonics

Npproaches to initial reading/learning
experiential
Basal reader

Preparation/sources of materials
Commercial Texts: ethnic country
Commercial Texts: United States/non-ethnic auspices
Commercially prepared workbook(s)/sheets
Calendars, charts, posters
Blackboard

Units of in-class reading/learning
Small groups

"School" was represented by a sIngle dichotomous variable

(Armenian=1, Greek=0), as was "Teacher" (homeroom teacher=l,

special subject teacher=0). "Language used in actual sub-

ject(s) of learning" was entered as four dummy variables:

"English only", "ET only", "both neutrally", "both with one

aiding". Me?As and standard deviations for all variables are

presented in Table 30, p.151 The correlation matrix on which

the factor analyses were based is presented in Appendix VII.

A large number of variables were excluded because there

was no variance on them in this subsample, (actual subject(s)

of learning, other academic/ethnic and non-academic/non-ethnic;

approaches, individualized; strategies, oral/other and silent/

other; preparations/sources, teacher piepared text and books

other than textbooks),, or because they were extremely skewed,

i.e., they occurred in more than 90% of the cases (unit, the

1.60
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entire class) *or less than 10% of the cases (actual subject(s)

of learning, other academic/non-ethnic and non-academic/ethnic;

methods, phrases; units, individual and seat work; approaches,

other; strategies, silent/direct class or group and individual;

preparations/sources, commercial text/United States under

ethnic auspices, teacher prepared workbook(s)/worksheet(s);

and other preparations).

10.1 What variables best predict the occurrence of a constel-

lation of methods and strategies emphasized by Chall?

For purposes of the regression analysis the researcher

concepttalized a single variable as the measure of the degree

of a Chall emphasis, operationalized as a count of how many

of the nine previously described variables occurred in a given

observation.

A step-wise regression (Nie et. al., 19'5, p. 320f) was

performed using the Chall emphasis as the dependent variable,

with the 29 other variables. The summary table for this re-

gression is presented in Table 31A (p.15.1. There were-eight variables

that each contributed 2% or moreofthe.variance (R2 change:.02),

totalling 52% of variance: "Level" (.16), "School" (.07),.

"Ethnic Tongue only" as language used (.04), "Blackboard" as

a preparation/source (.05), "Experimental" approach (.08),

"Sentence" method (.04), "English language in generaluas an

actual subject of learning (.03), "Basal reader" approach (.02).

All but one of these variables "Blackboard" as a preparation/
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source - was negatively associated with the Chall emphasis.

Because the "Schobl" variable was most strongly related

to "Class size" ( r==.89), "School" was omitted from a second

regression with the results virtually unchanged other than

the "Class size" variable being entered, at the second step

instead of "School" (Table 31B; p. 153).

Given the preponderance of negative correlations appear-

',ing in these regressions, it would appear that a lower grade

level, a larger class size, and the absence of the other

variables were predictive of greater overall usage of the

Chall emphasized methods and strategies and accounted for

45-48% of the variation in such usage. However, the follow-

ing factor analysis revealed: (1) that the Chall measure

was not unidimensional and therefore not a valid measure;

(2) that the rine variables used to construct the measure

were in some instances negatiirely related to each other, in

other instances were independent of one another; and (3) that,

with the independent variables which accounted for the over-

all variance, they were actually four independent dimensions.

Therefore, no further interpretation of the rekszessions were

attempted.

10.2 What are the dimensions underlying the reading acqui-

sition and pedagogical variables?

Although a unitary Chall emphasis might be conceptually

valid, it was also considered possible that the Chall varia-

bles might not function as one unidimensional variable. Thus,
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the nine individual Chall variables were included in an ex-

ploratory factor analysis with the other 29 variables.

(Ideally such an analysis would be performed using a minimum

of four cases per variable; or 152 cases, rather than the

present 47 cases). The 38 variables were subjected to a

principal axes factor analysis with iteration and varimax

orthonal rotation, using the maximum off diagonal element of

the correlation matrix as the initial estimate of communal-

ity (Nie et al., 1975, p. 480). There'were 12 factors having

eigenvalues greater than one. Eight of these factors had

fewer than three items with significant loadings (.40 or

greater). Four factors were rotated and the resulting factor

matrix is presented in Table 32 ip. 154) .with variable commu-

nalities. The factor array (variables loading .40 or greater)

for the four factors is presented in Table 33 (p. 15... Six

variable3 did not hive loadings )..40 on any factor: two Chall

variables, the "Systematic phonics" method and the oral read-

ing strategy of "Choral reading"; two analytic method§, 4/nr,

trinsic phonics" and "Whole words"; "Time of year" and "Study

year". Three variables with loadings <.40 - the "Small group"

as a unit of in-class reading activity, "English speaking"

as actual subject of learning, and "Sentences" as a method

of teaching initial reading - were excluded from the factor

array and the subsequent discussion because the square of the

,largest loading did not exceed the sum of the squared loadings

on other three factors. One variable "Commercial texts

of the United States under non-ethnic auspices", had two

1"f'



loadings <..40. Since the square of its loadings on Factor 1

exceeded the sum of squared loadings on the other three

factors, it was included in F ctor 1.

The first factor named "English Reading", with an

eigenvalue of 7.82, accounted for 47,4% of the common variance.

It was characterized by its highest loading items: "Ethnic

tongue reading" (-.972), "Homeroom teacher" (.972), "English

reading" (.945), "Commercial Text from the ethnic country"(-.808)

and'"English only language used" (.719). Although "EngliSh

reading" as the actual subject of learning and "Homeroom

teacher" loaded with equal strength, the factor was named for

the variable, of major interest in the study: "English read-

ing". Thus this cluster of items seems to represent a

dimension of variables that are strongly associated with

"English reading", as actual : subject of learning, "Homeroom

teacher" rather than "Special subject teacher", the absence

of "ET reading" and "Commercial texts from the ethnic country",

and the use of "English language only". Two of the Chall.

variables were associated with this dimension, although less

str6ngly: the absence of the "Syllable" method (-.535), and

the use of the "Word families" method (.433). Also associated

with this dimension were "Commercially prepared texts publish-

ed in the United States under non-ethnic auspices" (.575) and

"Commercially prepared workbook(s)/worksheet(s) (.437) and

"English.Writing" (.424), the absence of ethnic tongue

"Language in general" (-.550), "Speaking" (-.549), "Writing"

(-532) as actual subject(s) of .learning ar.d of the use of

1 6 4
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the "Ethnic tongue" (-.472); and the use of both "English and

the Ethnic tongue neither aiding or interfering" (.405).

The unidimansionility of these variables suggests that

English reading and English writing as actual subjects of

learning, under the homeroom teacher, using English only as

the language of instruction, commercially prepared texts

published in the United States ender non-ethnic auspices and

workbook(s)/worksheet(s), and the word family method are all

positively related to each other. They are negatively

related to the subjects of ET speaking , writing and language

in general, the use of texts commercially prepared in the

ethnic country, of ET as the language of instruction and

of the syllable method. It further suggests that the

occurrence of variables constituting this pedagogical dimension

are independent of or unrelated to the other three dimensions

identified in these .results: "Class Size", "Experiential

Approach", and "Grade Leirel".

The second factor named "Class Size", had an eigenvalue

of 3.49 and accounted for 21.1% of the common variance. It

was characterized by its highest loading items: "Class Size"

(.897), and "School" (-.894).* (The Armenian School had

smaller classes than the .Greek School to such an extent that

class size was the major variable charactelizing the school

differences.) Positively associated with the "Class size"

dimension was one Chall variable, the "Modified echo" strategy.

10rArmenian, 0=Greek
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Two variables were negatively related to this dimension; i.e.

their use was less with larger class size: both "English and

the Ethnic Tongue used in an aiding manner" (-.460) and one

Chall variable, the "Individualized Oral" strategy (-.422).

The third factor named "Experiential Approach", with an

eigenvalue of 2.83, accounted for 17.2% of the common variance.

It was characterized by its highest loading items: "Basal

reader"(-.824) and the "Experiential approach" (.799). Two

variables were pcsitively associated with the use of the

"Experiential Approach" dimension: "English language in

general" as actual subject of learning (.583) and the use of

the "Blackboard" as a preparation/source of materials (.405).

The fourth factor named "Grade level",.had an eigenvalue

of 2.36 and accounted for 14.3% of the common variance. It

was characterized by its highest loading item which was

"Level" (.627) , Two Chall variables were positively associated

with this factor: "Alphabet Spelling" as a method (.581) and

"Round robin" as a strategy (.403). Two variables were

negatively associated with the "Grade level" dimension, oc-

curring less as level advanced: "Alphabet recognition", a

Chall variable (-.551), and use of "Calendars, Charts and

posters" (-.501).

In summary the factor analysis, although exploratory in

nature, suggested four independent dimenSions of pedagogical

variables. The-first, "English Reading", consisted predomin-

antly of actual subjects of learning, with "Ethnic Tongue

reading" negatively loading on the factor. Two Chall variables
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loaded on thi' factor: the "Word Family" method (positive)

and the "Syllable" method (negative).

The second dimension, "Class Size" included two Chall

variables; (both strategies), "Modified echo" (positive) and

"Individual oral" (negative).

The third dimension, "Experiential Approach", includ-

ed one actual subject of learning, "English language in general"

and the use of the "Blackboard" as preparation/source. The

"Basal reader" approach was negative to this factor. No

Chall variables were related to this factor.

The fourth dimension, "Grade Level", included three Chall

variables, with the "Alphabet s..11ing" method and the "Round

robin" strategy loading positively and the "Alphabet recog-

nition" method loading negatively .

Two Chall variables, "Systematic Phonics" method and

"Choral reading" strategy, did not load on any factor.
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TABLE 30

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR 38 VARIABLES IN

REGRESSION AND FACTOR ANALYSIS (n -47)

Possible
Variables Range Mean (a) S.D.

Chall Items:
(Methods. of Teaching)

Alphabet Recognition 0-1 0.36 0.49
Alphabet Spelling 0-1 0.36 0.49
System. Phonics 0-1 0.26 0.44
Word Families 0-1 0.28 0.45
Syllables 0-1 0.13 0.34

(Reading Strategies)
Round Robin 0-1 0.15- 0.36
ChOral 0-1 0.32 0.47
Mod. "Echo" 0-1 0.40 0.50
Ind. Cral 0-1 0.38 Q.49

Class Size 10-37 23.17 7.82
Grade-Level 0-2 1.11 0.63
StudyYear 1-2 1.19 0.40
Time in School Yeari 1-3 1.51 0.59
Subject of Actual Learniny

English Lang. in General 0-1 0.15 1%36
ET Lang. In-General 0-1 0.17 0.38
`Reading English 0-1 0.64 0.49
Reading ET 0-1 0.38 0.49
Writing English 0-1 0.26 0.44
Writing ET 0-1 0.13 0.34
Speaking English 0-1 0.21 0.41
Speaking ET 0-1 0.11 0.31

Methods of Teaching
Whole Words 0-1 0.38 0.49
Sentences 0-1 0.55 0.50
Intrinsic Phonics 0-1 0.15 0.36

Anprbaches to Reading
Experiential 0-1 0.13 0.34
Basal Reader 0-1 0.81 0.40

Preparation of-Materials .

Com.Text/EthLIc Country 0-1 0.28 0.45
Com.Text /U.S.,Non. Ethnic 0-1 0.32 0.47
Com. Wkbks, Wksheets 0-1 0.40 0.50
Calendars, Chts., Posters 021 0.15 0.36
Blackboard 0-1 0.49 0.51

(a) Mean for dichotomous and dummy variables; i.e., those having a range
of 0-1, can be interpreted as percentage of observations in which
the Variable occurred.
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TABLE 30

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR 38 VARIABLES IN

REGRESSION AND FACTOR ANALYSIS (n=47)

(continued)

Possible
Variatles Range Mean (a) S . D.

Unit of Reading Activity

0-1 0.13 0.34Small Group
School 0-1 0.34 0.48
Teacher 0-1 0.62 0.49
Language Used in Actual
Subject of"Learniag
English Only 0-1 0.45 0.50
ET Only 0-1 0.13 0.34
Both Used Neutrally 0-1 0.23 0.43
Both Used, One Aiding 0-1 0.19 0.40

(a) Mean for dichotomous and dummy variables; i.e., those having a range
of 0-1, can be interpreted as percentage of observatilns in which
the variable occurred.
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SUMMARY TABLE FOR STEPWISE REGRESSIONS OF PEDAGOGICAL

VARIABLES WirH CHALL MEASURE (n=47)

A. with "School" Included

Multi-
Variable ple R R

2
R
2

Change

Level .39 .13 .15

School(a) .47 .22 .07
Lang.Uses: ET .51 .26 .04
Prep./Blkbd. .55 .31 .05

App./Experiential .62 .39 .08
Meth./Sentence .66 .43 .04
Actual Subj./Eng. .68 .46 .03

Lang. Gen.
App./Basal Read. .70 .48 .02

(a)
Amenian=1, Greek=0

B. With "School" Excluded

153

r B; Beta

-.39 -.058 .031

-.21 -2.011 .837
-.21 -.819 .240

.27 1.053 .462
-.10 -2.161 .634

-.25 -1.069 .467

-.08 -1.104 .346

-.06 -1.231 .426

Multi- R
2

Variable ple R R
2

Change r B Beta

Level .39 .15 .15 -.39 .238 .130
Class Size .46 .21 .05 .22 .010 .066
Lang. Used: ET .49 .24 .03 -.21 -.675 -.198
Prep./Blkbd. .53 .28 .04 .27 1.119 .491
App./ExperienUal .61 .37 .09 -.10 -2.571 -.754
Meth./Sentence .63 .40 .03 -.25 .758 -.331
Actual Subj./Eng. .64 .42 .02 -.08 -1.157 -.362
Lang Gen. .

App./Basal Read. .67 .45 .03 -.06 -1.456 -.503
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TABLE 32

VARINAX ROTATED FACTOR MATRIX FOR NINE GlIALL VARIABLES

'AND 29 PEDAGOGICAL VARIABLES, KM COMMUNALITIES (nr47)

Variable Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 Communality

Method: Alphabit Recognition
Method: Alphabet Spelling
Method: Systematic Phonics
Method: Word'Familifs
Methods Syllables
Strategies::Round Robin
Strategies: Choral
Strategies: Modified Echo
Strategies: Individual Oral
School
Level

Actual-Subject: English Language Gen.
Actual Subject: ET, Language Gen.
Actual Subject: English Reading
Actual SubjeCt: ET Reading
Actual Subject: English Writing
Actual Subject: ET Writing
Actual Subject: English,Speaking
Actual Subject: ET Speaxing
Method: 1:::ele Words

Method: Sentences
Method' Intrinsic Phonics
Unit: Small Groups

Approach:. Experiential
Approaet. Basal Reading

Preparation: Co ma. Text/Eth. Country

Preparation: Comm, Text/U.S. Non-Ethnic
Preparation: Coom..11kbks., Sheets
Preparation: Calendars, Chts., Posters
Preparation:illackboard
Study Year
Time of Year
Class Size
Language Used: English
Language Used: ET

Language Used: Neutral
Language Used: Aiding
Class Teacher

Elgin Value
t of Common Variance

-.030
.373

-.121
.433

.010

.071

.053

-.238
-.013
.254

.181

.406

.030
.026
.008

-.127
-.051

.112

.039

-.103'
.048

.002

-.179
.583

-.551 .30
.483

.102

.278

.310

.318

.225

.215

.E1Z

.595

.429

.447

.310

.237
.482

.209

!!
.734

.792

.737

.593

.280

.341

.106

.154

.113

.885

.540

.279

.192

.217

.967

.581

-.290
.135

.141

.303

-.545

771Y
-.271

.019

.107

.068

-.341

.284
-.550
794s

-.349
.183
.06.1

.231

.627

-.422
-.894
.232

.015
-.292
.052

-.014
.037

.086

.252

.118

.317

.439

.090

.232

-.123i

-.040
.244

-.043
.361
.419

75'F8

.045

-.066

.326

-.070
.399
.007
.078
.003
.098

-.455

7701
.424

7317
770
-.549
--143
-.339
.288

.331

.117

-.179

-.808

7n15.

-.512
.131

.069

.013
IRS

-.104
.139

-.271
-.501

-.285
.215

.256

-.130
.120

-.089

.082

.241

-.018
.897

.799

-.824

-.130
-.475

-.041

.026

.305

-7TYr
717,7

.286

-.147
-.062

-.005

-.134-
.719

-.061

.221

-.236
.058

-.195
. 052

-.036
-.135

2.36

14.30

.7717Y

-.225
.085

.059
-.108

S6.F

2.83

17.20

.12S

0.183
.153

-.MO
-.405

.7NT
.912

7.82

47.40

.014

3.49

21.10
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TABLE 33

FACTOR ARRAY FOR FOUR DIMENSIONS OF PEDAGOGICAL VARIABLES

Loading Description

Factor 1 - (English Reading)
.972 Homeroom Teacher Teaching

-.972 Actual Subject: ET Reading

.945 Actual Subject: English Reading

-.808 Preparation: Commercial Text/Ethnic Country

.719 Language Used: English

.575 Preparation: Commercial Text /U.S., Non-Ethnic

-.550 Actual Subject: ET Language in General
-.549 Actual Subject: ET Speaking
-.535 *Method: Syllables
-.532 Actual Subject: ET Writing
-.472 Language Used: ET
.437 Preparation: Commercial, Workbooks, Sheets

.433 *Method: Word Families

.424 Actual Subject: English Writing

.405 Language Used: Neutral

Factor 2 - (Class Size)
.897 Class Size

-.894 School
-.460 Language Used: Eng. § ET Neutral
-.422 *Strategies: Individual Oral

.406 *Strategies: Modified "Echo"

Factor 3 - (Experiential Approach)
-.824 Approach:. Basal Reader
'.799 Approach: Experiential
.583 Actual Subject: English Language in General

.405 Preparation: Blackboard

Factor 4 - (Grade Level)

.627 Level

.581 *Method: Alphabet Spelling
-.551 *Method: Alphabet Recognition
-.501 Preparation: Calendars, Charts, Posters

.403 *StTategies: Round Robin

* Chall Variables
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11. Out of class Biliteracy Acquisition
and Related Variables

156

What were the most prominent of the variables that were

observed qualitatively?

In spite of the debate in the literature as to the best

environments for learning a second language (see Krashen,

1976), Fishman et al., (Final Report, Part II, 1982) found

little evidence of out-of-school influences on the biliteracy

acquisition process (p. 22). However, such findings regard-

ing the dependency on the school, rather than the community,

"for literacy acquisition "... may well be a reflection of

observer/ethnographer interest, which was primarily sLiLool

based." (p... 37).

Although out-of-class variables were too few to quantify,

the protocols suggested the existence of several variables

described here but that should be systematically examined in

future studies: ET acquisition in but after school; English

acquisition for ESL students; parental integrative motivation;

cultural convuence of in-school (teacher) and out-of-school

(community).

ET' Acquisition. In but After School.

The Armenian School had Saturday and.Sunday school pro-

grams for the youngsters who attended the school and for

Other children from the community. "Th.e same textbooks as

are in the day school are used in the Saturday and Sunday

school. Howevery the ability levels are different. Children

in the Saturday and Sunday school program are grouped accord-
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ing to chronological age and often third and fourth graders

in the Saturday and Sunday school are reading at the first

grade level. Every Saturday and Sunday school teacher sends

an Armenian child to read at Sunday school Church services"

(Interview with Armenian teacher, Protocol Observation #11,

1980).

Many of the Greek families who lived in the community

could not a,,ford the. Greek :day school tuition_. Therefore,

the day school had an extensive after-school Greek language

program for youngsters who attended the regular public school.

"After-school youngsters in the afternoon programs seem to

move ahead much faster in Greek than day school students."

This may be because "most children attending the after-school

program usually have just come from overseas". (Interview

with first grade English teacher, Protocol Observation #134,

1980).

PedagGgical and reading acquisition variables were not

observed in the after-school programs. After-school programs

should be compared with day school on these variables as well

43 proficiency.

Ac irlsition for ESL Students in -and out of School

There was no ESL person assignedto assist non-English

speaking youngsters at the Armenian School. The principal

took ESL students to a resource room at a nearby public school

once a week.

At the Creek School, Nori-English speaking cl'ildren in

, kindergarten through the third grade received Title I, English-

as-a-second-language help, three times a week by an ESL teacher

1 74
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who was assigned tothe school by the Board of Education.

Parental Motivation

Schumann postulated that motivation is one of the

affective factors that influences second-language learning

(1978, p. 32). In this study, although there was little

evidence of out-of-school co-Participation in the literacy

acquisition process, there was evidence of integrative

motivation (Gardener & Lambert: 1972) for learning English

on the part of the students' parents.

When Armenians socialize, usually with others from the

same European locals, they often speak the language of that

locale (e:g. Russia, Turkey) rather than Armenian. Similar-

ly, many of the parents are more comfortable with speaking

that lang-age than with Armenian. However, most parents,

although not proficient enough to help their children, want

them to learn English. Some of the parents learn

English on their jobs and some take English classes given by

the Armenian Benevolent Association (Protocol Observation

#35), so they can help assist their children in learning

English.

The parent population of 80-85% of the Greek School's

students was non-English speaking and predominantly new

arrivals to the United States (ProtOcol Observation '4113,

1979). These parents, "...would prefer an all-Greek Program

with LIL.ensive curriculum in Greek studies and minor involve-

ment in English." However, most All the students attending
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the Greek School do not go on to further their Greek education

after they graduate from eighth grade. Competition to get

into special English high schools is very keen and parents

expect alot from their children. Since families know each

other, competition for good grades and for entrance into

"good" English high schools is encouranged by parents (Protocol

Observation #126). the Greek parents want their children

to be the best that they can, they will run out and get

anything that you may request so that the children will be

able to move ahead" (Interview with second grade English

teacher, Protocol Observation #152). One student's mother

asked the second grade English teacher to translate the English

homework into Greek so her child could explain the assignment

to her and she could help him with his English assignments

(she only spoke Greek) (Protocol Observation #154).

Cultural Congruence and Attitudes

The studies reported by Rincon and Ray (1975), Gardner

and Lambert (1972), Anderson (1974), and the Ann Arbor Decision

(1979), were directed at the need. or positive attitudes on

the part of teachers towards non-native speaking students

"...if a teacher understands the home culture and home language.

of a child, he can increase his effectivehess and exercise

an understanding towards a successful bilingual/bi-cultural

program" (Anderson, 1974). At both of the schools in the

study, most teachers in the primary grades were of the same

ethnic backgrounds as the students. Those that weren't often
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conferred with the ethnic background teachers to share ideas

and relate occurrences between teachighr and student that

might require an ,ethnically or interpretation".

Exemplifying this, the faculty at the Greek School reportedly

considered themselves a "close 'knit family" (Protocol Obser-

vation #120) . The teachers worked together to help each

other and help the children lean., in bot4 English and the

ethnic tongue. "The English teacher commented that some of

the children were having a problem learning a sound in Greek.

The English teacher helped the Greek teacher by showing the

,students how the English 'sound' was similar to the 'sound'

in Greek. After that explanation, the children didn't have

any fUrther difficulty" (Protocol'Obs*rvation #120).

The foregoing were examples of out7of-class "variables"

that were observed but not quantified.

The findings presented in the preceding sections are

summarized in Chapter V, and the possible meanings discussed,

followed by implications for reading education and adminis-

tration, and suggestions for future research.
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CHAPTER V

DISCUSSION OF MAJOR FINDINGS

This research study focused on initial reading acqui-

sition in English and in the ethnL tongue and on associ-

ated pedagogical variables in 164 observations at two schools

(Armenian and Greek) purported to be representative of an

(iM)migration based biliteracy tradition. Significant results

from the analysis of the data were presented relation to

ethnographically derived research questions (See Chapter III,

pp. 84 -86) -.

Based on these ethnographic research findings certain con-

jectures can be made about the process of biliteracy accpi-

sition across the primary grade levels (Nursery-Grade 1) in

the two study schools. The following summary and related

discussion sections are numbered to correspondyith major

question and findings sections in Chapter IV. Possible impli-

cations for reading education and administration follow, r,s

well as suggestions for further research.

.0ummary of Major Findings

1. Reading English am' the Ethnic Tongue (ET):

1.1a . As independent actual subjects of learning, reading

of English and of the ethnic tongue occurred to a

similar extent.

1.1b As subjects of learning, reading of both languages

actually occurred more than they were intended.
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1.1c English and ET reading occurred to a creater extent

that writing or language skills in general.

1.2 The schools were not similar in regard to reading

English and ET. In the Greek School, English read-

ing was intended more in the nursery/kindergarten

and it actually happened. Reading ET was intended

more in the Armenian second grade and it did not

actually occur.

Language Used in Learning:

2.1 English and the ethnic tongue as the language used

(medium of learning) occurred alone in approximately;

one-quarter each o the observations.

2.2a The English language alone was used almost twice as

much in English reading, while the use of both

languages (English and the ethnic tongue) occurred

almost as frequently as the use of the ethnic tongue

language usea alone in ET reading.

2.2b When both languages were used they were used in an

aiding or neutral manner.

2.3 .Use of both languages in a neutral manner occurred

more in the Greek second grade.

3. Methods of Teaching Reading:

3.2 Only synthetic (decoding) methods were significantly

associates with English and ET initial reading acqui-

sition; alpha It spelling and word families with

reading English and the syllable method with reading

ET.
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3.3a Alphabet recognition and alphabet spelling (syn-

thetic) (occurred to a greater extent in the nursery/

kindergarten while sentence reading (analytic) pre-

dominated at the second grade level.

3.3b The analytic method of sentence reading predominated

at the Greek School at the second grade level.

4. Reading Strategies:

4.1 Oral reading strategies predominated at 'both,'schools.

4.3a Group oral reading strategies of choral reading and

modified "echo" occurred more at the Greek School.

4.3b The individual oral strategy occurred more at the

Armenian Schcol,

5. Approaches to Teaching Reading:

5.1 The basal reader was the prevailing approach used

regardless of English or ET reading.

5.3 The basal reader was used much less in the nursery/

kindergarten.

6. Units ,of Lags Reading:

6.1 The entire class was =the most frequently oc.lurring

unit:.

R.3 The, entire class unit occurred more in the Greek

School.

7. Preparation/Source of Reading/Learning Materials:

7.1 Thl blackboard was the most frequently occurring

preparation/source of. materials.

7.2a Associated with reading English were commercially

prepared textbooks published in the Uhited States

under non=ethnic auspicies and commercially prepared
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workbooks and 4orksheets.

7.2b Associated with-reading ET were commercially pre-

pared textbooks published in the United States under

ethnic auspicies' and commercial texts published in

the_ ethnic country.

7.3a Commercial teke,00ks published in the United States

under ethnic auspicies were used to a greater extent

in the Armenian school.

7.3b Commercial texts published in the ethnic country

were used to o-a gieater extent in the Greek first

an4 Ocond. grades.

8. Themes of Materials:

8.1 The' two predominant categories were urban and' rural

themes.

9. Unobtrusive Measures of Reading Materials:

9.1 The findings suggest the presence of more non -com-

mercial unobtrusive measures.

10. ExploratoryMultivariate Analyses:

10.1 The "School" variable functioned the same as the

"Class size" variable in the regression analyses.

10.2 Relationships do exist among reading and process

variables, suggesting four independent dimensions

of the initial reading acquisition. process: English

reading, Class size, Experiential approach, Grade

level.

10.2a The Chall-emphasized methods and strategies did not

cmstitute a unitary dimension.

181
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10.2b Synthetic (decoding) methods were positively related

to reading and grade level.

10.2c Reading strategies were related to class size.

11. Out-of-Class Related Variables:

Ethnographic observations conf_nned the occurrence of out-

'of-class variables that influenced the initial reading

acquisition process'.

Discussion of Major Findings

1. Reading English and ET

(1.1) As independent actual subjects' Of learning, read-

ing of En4lish and of the ethnic tongue occurred to a similar

extent. 'Reading of both languages as an intended subject of

learning was found to occur to 'a lesser extent than reading

as.an actual subject did suggesting that reading actually

occurred, when other subjects of leaning were intended. The

finings of this study seem to indicate that the students in

these two bilingual programs were actually reading more than

their explicit curricula suggested.

The belief articulated by the present federal adminisr,

tration that bilingual programs, dedicated to prey 'ruing a

student's native language in the classroom, interfere with

the acquisition of English literacy skills (Daley, 1983;

Holsendolf, 1982) does not seem to be supported by the find-

ings of this study. In fact, the use of more reading in both

languages may enhance the acquisition of English literacy.

According to this izsarch, English ana, ET 'reading
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occurred to a greater extent than writing or language skills

in general. This study suggests that the traditional belief

that formal reading acquiSition should be built on oral

language skills may no necessarily have to so. Perhaps

Week's opinion (1979), that early emphasis on acquisition of

reading can enrich. the "total language-base" (other language

skills) by increasing a reader's vocabulary and by providing

different opportunities for children to encounter different

sentence structures in reading than in speech, is a viable

alternative to present pedagogical policies.

(1.2) The schools were not similar in regard to reading

English, A.though they were purported to be representative

Of a similar biliteraty tradition (immigration based). There

appears to be e-clear policy in the Greek School regarding

reading-English; English reading was intended more in the

.nursery /kindergarten and that.Was what actually. ,happened. Al-

though both schools were representative of (iM)Migration, based

bilingualism, the Greek School Wasmiach more impacted by a

recent large stable immigration. This may also explain why

the Greek School gave greater emphasis to English.

Oh reading ET as the intended and actual subject of learn-

ing, it appears that the Arterdan School, as a whole, was simi-

lar to the Greek. However, reading ET was intended more in

the Armenian second grade. Apparently, the intention to do

more. Armenian reading-in the second grade was not actually

:occurring.

. 13
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In light of these findings one cannot assume that bi-

lingual curricula reflect language acquisition as it actually

occurs in the classroom. This suggests a need for the docu-

Mentation of clearly stated pedagogical policies regarding

the implementation of curricula actually used for bilingual

acquisition programs.

Lahguage Used in Learning

(2.1) EngiIth and the ethnic tongue as the language

used (medium of learning) occurred alone in approximately

one-quarter each of the observations.

(2.2) However, the English language alone was used al-

most twice,as much in English reading than the ethnic tongue

alone was used in ET reading. In ET reading, the use cf both

languages (English and the ethnic tongue) in a neutral manner

occurred almost as frequently as the use of the ethnic tongue

language alone. In the vast majority ofthe cases where both

languages were used it was in an aiding or neutral manner.

(2.3) The use of-both languages in a neutral manner was

apparently occurring more in the Greek second: grade. The

school, although representative of a similar biliteracy tra-

dition (iMMigration based), did not have the same patterns of

language use. Ohe cannot generalize a grade-related increase

in the use of the ethnic tongue Language alone. The by- school/

by-grade-level analyses revealed that the ethnic'tongue used

alone occurred in approximately 20% of the cases in the

Armenian nursery, one kindergarten, both first grades, and

the Greek second grade.

184
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The.research and theories on language acquisition as re-

lated to bilingualism are primarily associated with the "degree"

of proficiency a person may have in either Li and/or L2

(Cummins 1979, 1981). In the present study no assumptions

could be made as to which language was LI Of L2. In addition,

there was no data available on level of proficiency in either

language.

Tne present study findings seem to be consistent with those

in, the Significant Bilingual Instructional. Features Study

(Fisher and Guthrie, 1983) where English was assumed to be

L2 (althOUgh proficiency data were not presented). In that

study, "English was used by instructors approximately 76

percent 'of the time...."(p. iii).

Some proponents of bilingual/bicultural programs believe

that literacy training should 'be started in a student's native

language and Simultaneously be introduced to 'English, or a

second language, so that he can learn to be literate in both

languages (Balinsky and Peng, 1974; Lambert and Tucker, 1972;

Montoya, 1975). In'planning biliteracy programs it is im-

portant that educational administrators, curriculum special-

ists and. resaarchers carefully document the L1-L2 variations

in .their programs and studies. It .may be tempting,to make

assumptions about "Li" in the expediency of establishing an

"ideal,." or 'politically or fiscally advantageouS.; program.

Whether such programs are educationally advantagedus cannot

te adequately assessed until proficiency results, of such

programs are considered in relition to actual Lt-L2 va=latAon

1,8.5
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and how the languages are used in instruction in reading acqui-

sition for both languages. Most standardized reading tests

in assumed Li (ethnic tongue) are in Spanish. There is a need

to develop tests in other languages if a true assessment is

to be made of Li proficiency.

3. Methods of Teaching Initial Reading

(3.2) Only "decoding" (synthetic) methods of teaching

initial reading were significantly associated with initial

reading acquisition in both English and the ethnic tongue.

Alphabet spelling and word families were significantly associ-

ated with reading English. The syllables method was associ-

ate4with reading in the ethnic .,ongue.

The POsitive 'associatiods of English reading with the

methods of alphabet spelling and word families may be a re-

suit ,of' the overwhelming use of basal readers for initial

reading leisons (76.6%, See "Amiroaches" Se:tion). Chall

(1983) found that basal'readers included more "decoding"

methodology in their teachers' manuals and workbooks. The

emphasis on the t/se of syllabication as a method of teaching

initial ET reading may well be a reflection of the phonetic

nature of both the Armenian and Greek languages which have

a greater grapheme/phoneme correspondence than does English.

In addition, the emphasis on syllabication for teaching ET

reading_ may be the result of a desire om the part of ethnic

tongue teachers to maintain a continuity of traditional,

home-country methodology while living in the Adaspora. Such

consistent use of synthetic methods was noted by Fishman et

186
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al., (1982), who suggested such usage may reflect a combi-

nation of "...an American influenceeback to basics emphasis"

and "...a continuation of traditional, classical, old world

pedagogic emphasis" (Final Report, Part II, 1982, pp. 13, 14).

(3.3) Alphabet recognition and alphabet spelling (syn-

thetic) occurred to a greater extent in the nursery/kinder-

garten while sentence reading (analytic) predominated at the

second grade level. These findings appear to substantiate

a greater emphasis on decoding (synthetic) methods at the be-

ginning reading levels. It tends to support Chall's- con-

tentions that a "Code-emphasis method . . . i.e., one that

vieWsloeginning reading as essentially different from mature

reading and emphasizes learning of the printed code"

appropriate at those levels (1967, p. 307), a position more

recently voiced by Adams, Anderson and Durkin (1984),

Gonzalez (1984), and Ehri and Wilce (12:25): In addition,

these findings are colisistent with Fishman et al.'s findings

t.lat the synthetic method was primarily implemented in nurser-

y/kindergarten and first grade and that the sentence method

(analytic) became very important in the second grade and is

'...c1early a _grade related phenomena rising consistently

from grade to grade." (Final Report, Part II, 1982, p. 13).

Without proficiency data, these findings shed no 1.ght

on the lingering debate by reading researchers and educators

over which method, "decoding" (Flesch, 1955;. Chan, 1967,

1983; Ehri and Wilce, 1985) or "meaning" (Smith, 1978;

Goodman, 1982) is "beSt" for teaching initial reading skills.



4. Reading Strategies

(4.1) According to the presen
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t study, oral reading state-

gies predominated at both 'schools at

reading instruction /reading acquisiti

the initial stages of

on.

14.3) The group oral reading str tegies of chiral read-

ing and modified "echo" occurred more at

while the individual oral strategy occurr

Armenian School.

These research findings are not consist

the Greek School

ed more at the

ent with Tierney

et al.'s(1976) assertion that the most frequently used oral

activity is "round robin". Rather the most frequent strate-

gies were those described by Allen (1976) as ch ral reading,

by Heckelman.(1969) as "echo" reading, and the individual

oral strategy.

These findings are consistent with Fishman et al.'s

regarding the choral reading strategy predominating at the

'Greek School. The overwhelming use of groUp oral strategies

(choral and modified "echo") at the Greek School and indi-

vidual oral at the Arme'ian might be attributed to class

size, sinc3 it would be difficult to use individual strate

gies in the Greek School where class sizes were over 25 in

kinderiarten through grade two. In addition, these differ-

ences may actually reflect a particular preference perhaps

characteristic of a specific cultural and/or school pedagogy.

Both schools manifested the use of oral reading which

Chall considers essential for "unlocking" the printed, word

(1967Y. This finding corresponds with Chall's belief that

188
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oral and articulatory responses by children should be an inte-

gral part of an initial reading program (1967, 1983) and

foster: the development of meaningful reading, i.e., these

schools tended to do what Chall recommended. This finding

is also consistent with Masland's (1984) suggestion that

teachers of reading in multi-ethnic classrooms accept and

value the oral language of children that are bilingual. How-

ever, Adams, Anderson and Durkin (1984) have suggested a

contrary view: that Oral r.iading strategies can contribute.

to young readers' perception of reading as speaking to another

rather than. getting something from another. These findings

suggest a nee4 for fu7:ther examination in both bilingual and

monolingual reading prograil.

5, Approaches to Teaching Initial Reading

(5.1) The research found an overwhelming reliance on

the use of the basal reader as the approach used by class-

room teachers regardless of English or ET reading as the

subject of .learning.

(5.3) Schools did not differ on approaches; however,

the basal reader was used much less in the nursery/kinder-

garten.

The few occurrences of Ale experiential approach, as

described by Storm & Smith (1930) and Lamoreaux and Lee- (1943),

Suggested that it may be used to a, greater' extent in the

nursery/kindergarten than in later grade levels.

Barton and Wilder (1964) found that basal .eaders were

used over 90% of the time by first, second, and third grade

teachers. 'Both Austin and Morrison's (1963) and Chall's

189
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(.1967) analyses also found basal readers used almost ex-

clusively in initial reading programs, although their content

and methodology were considered unsatisfactory for teaching

initial readinTikills.

This was substantiated in the present study where the

use of the basal reader was the approach found to occur more

frequently in the'first and second grades. The overwhelming

use of the basal reader as a "total reading program" leads

this researcher to ponder about the extensive investment in

"complete package approaches" to teaching reading on the part

of educational administrators. Is the educational field,

either monolingual or bilingual, relying on too much publisher

prepared materials or is this a phenomena particular to the

two sample. schools?

6.. Units of In-class Reading

(6.1) The entire class was the most frequently occurring

unit of in-Class reading/learning activity.

('6.3) This unit occurred more in. the Greek School than

in the Armenian School.

This finding may not reflect a pedagogical preference

for particular units of in-class instruction for reading.

It may, instead be a practical consideration since Classes

in the Greek School were two to three times larger than in

the Armenian' School. However-, it is this researchees person-

al obsetvation that the Greek clas,..room had an atmosphere

suggestive of the "one-room schoolhouse" which, in fact, has

been,described by one administrator as being the case in

many schools in Greece.

so
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There seems to be no literature on units of in-class

reading activities in bilingual classrooms. This suggests

that the educational administrator and classroom teacher

may need to be aware of not only of pedagogical and practical

considerations for using a particular unit(s) of in-class

reading activity, but of cultural considerations as well.

7. preparation /Source of Readinc/Learninr. Materials

(7.1) The most frequently occurrirg preparation/source

of reading/learning materials was the use of the blackboa-d.

(7.2) The materials associated with reading English were

commercially prepared textbooks pt:bkished in the United Sta3...es

under non - ethnic, auspices and commercially prepared workbook:

and worksheets. The materials that were associated with

reading ET were commercially prepared textbon1::* published in

the United States under ethnic auspices.

(7.3) The commercial textbooks published ' United

States under ethnic auspices were used to a greater extent

in the Armenia School. This telian-le on materials from

the Armenian Archdiocese's cer.tral e,...acational dissemination

center may reflect an attempt to maintain the use of Eastern

Armenian in the materials given to children. In regard to

this, Fishman et al., noted that "Recently, two minor process-

es have begun to distutb the reliance ofidiaspora' schools

on Eastein Armenian texts. First of all, a growing number

of Soviet subsidized texts has been made available to the

diaspora schools, some of these in Western Armeniane Second-

ly, .a trickle of new, arrivals has beguncoming to the LSA...

from Soviet. Armenia ptopet and, therefdi41, Western Armenian, 191 ,

r*
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speaking and reading" (1982, pp. 23, 24). The special

subject ET teacher in the Armenian School said that the

children found the basal readers and accompanying workbooks

"colorful, interesting and enjoyable".

Commercial texts published in the ethnic country were

found to be used to a greater extent in the Greek first and

second grades. Although the Greek Archdiocese maintains a

materials center, the special subject ET teachers at the

Greek School preferred to order primary grade textbooks from

Greece, despite the fact that they contained themes that

depicted rural experiences because the content and skills

material in the texts published under the Greek Archdiocese

were too "babyish" for their students. The possible reasons

for between school differences in the use of home country

texts may be due to Loth political and dialectical ones. In

addition Armenian schools in the dia.-31)0ra are of different

denominations whereas those at "home" are all of one denomi-

nation.

The materials used for English were plentiful and

included several basal readers and supplemental series with

accompanying workbooks, phonics series, and a reading skills

development series which incorporated records and video

materials.

These findings suggest three pbssibilities for edu-

cational administrators and readirig specialists. 1) The

reliance on the published materials may be a genuine re-

flection of teachers concerns for their respective students'

interests, needsjand ability levels and not just a matter

of convenience. 2) The use of pm materials was a
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manifestation of a particular "pedagogical philosophy" on

the part of the schools where the choice of textbooks used

was left to the professional and/or personal preference of

the teachers. 3) The decision to select and use some texts

were motivated by "political" consideration.

8. Themes of Materials Used for Reading/Learning Activity

(8.1) The two predominant categories of themes found in

the reading materials used in the two schools were urban and

rural themes. These findings are essentially consistent

with Fishman et al.'s that the "...data reveal a decisive

preponderance of non-ethnic topics" (Final Report, Part II,

1982, p. 24).

(8.2) The present study found no significant relation-

ships between themes and reading English or reading ET as

actual subject(s) of learning. There were four occurrences

of ethnic related themes and these were reported in inter -

`views and not directly observed.

Although the present researcher is aware of adminis-

trators in monolingual,parochial schools who order parochial

editions of basal readers (e.g. Scott Foresman's Catholic

Editiond) and other language acquisition texts because they

contain religious themes, such themes were not noted in the

parochial editions of texts used in the Armenian School for

ET reading (see Preparations/Sources Section).

These findings were not consistent with Goodman's (1982)

belief that reading material in early language instruction

should "...focus on mundane situationally related language

13
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such as signs, directions, descriptions, transcribed conver-

sations, etc. (pp. 68-69).

However, the research seemed to be somewhat consistent

with Chall's (1983) findings that material used for reading

contained urban and suburban themes related to the lives of

multi.- ethnic, multiracial populations.

Perhaps the distribution of themes of reading materials

in the two study schools "...is indicative of the fact that

ethnic schools discharge a joint role: they ethnicize in

an American way and they Americanize in an ethnic way"

(Fishman, Gertner, Lowy and Milan, 1982).

9. Unobtrusive Measures of Reading Materials

(9.1) Although findings appear to support the idea that

there were more non-commercial unobtrusive measures present

in the two schools of the study, the number of cases and

the nature of the categories assigned for unobtrusive measures

requires further investigation. However, Webb et al., (1966)

contended that there are many unobtrusive measures of class-

room interactions that do not require behavioral observitions

of persons and activities.

10: Multivariate Anal ses: Dimensions of the Initial Readin
Acquisition Process

The question of what constitutes "good" or "bad" reading

and what are desirable components of an initial reading program

have been debated in the literature (Flesch, 1955; Weiner and

Cromer, 1967; Chall, 1967; Smith, 1978; Shuy, 1982; Goodman,

1982, etc.). Given the operationalization of "proficiency"

194
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as reading scores in previous empirical studies and the lack

of such data in the present study, these variables could

only be examined in relation to what is theoretically "good".

Based on Chall's (1967) suggestion that a "code" empha-

sis method is more appropriate at initial reading levels and

that oral reading is essential for the initial reading process,

the following methods and strategies representing those

concepts were used as an operationalization of desirable or

"good" process: (1) Methods; alphabet recognition, alphabet

spelling, s!,stematic phonics, word families, syllables; and

(2) Strategies; round robin or circle, choral, modified echo,

individual oral. The interrelationships among these nine

Chall variables, English and ET reading, and 27 pedagogical

variables were explored using multivariate analyses on a

limited subsample having data on all the variables.

(10.1) The researcher conceptualized a unitary measure

of "the Chall emphasis" which was operationalized as a count

of how many of the above nine variables occurred in a given

observation. A step-wise regression (Nie et al 1975,

p. 320f) was performed using "the Chall emphasis" as the

dependent variable but was not interpreted because the factor

analysis suggested by the "the Chall emphasis" was not uni-

dimensional.

(10.2) A factor analysis of the 38 variables, although

exploratory in nature, suggested four independent dimensions

of the initial biliteracy acquisition process; "dimension"

meaning an independent source of variation common to or

.11j5
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underlying, in this case, a group of reading acquisition

process variables (Rummel, 1970).

(10.2) The first dimension was English Reading, which

consisted' predominantly of actual subjects of learning,

. having a negative relationship with Ethnic Tongue reading.

Two Chall variables were related to this dimension: the

occurrence of the "Word family" method and the absence of the

"Syllable" method. This dimension suggested that English

reading and English writing as actual subjects of learning,

under the homeroom teacher, using English only as the language

of instruction, commercially prepared texts published in the

United States under non-ethnic auspices and workbook(s)/work-

sheet(s), and the word family method tended to occur together.

They are related to the absence of the subjects of ET reading,

writing and language in general, the use of texts commercial-

ly prepared in the ethnic country, of ET as the language of

instruction, and of the syllable method.

The second dimensioft, Class Size, included two Chall

variables, both strategies: the presence of "Modified echo"

and the absence of "Individual oral" in relation to larger

class size. The "School" variable was virtually synonomous

with the "Class size" variable

The third dimension, Experiential Approach, also includ-

ed one actual subject of learning, English language in general

and the use of the blackboard as preparation/source. The

absence of the basal reader approach was related to the oc-

currence of these variables.

136
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The fourth dimension, Grade Level, included three Chall

variables with the "Alphabet Spelling" method and the "Round

robin" strategy, occurring more at the higher grade level and

the "Alphabet recognition" method occurring less at the high-

er grade level.

These multivariate findings should be interpreted with

some caution as the subsample from which it was derived

contained a disproportionately large number of cases in which

English reading occurred (from the Greek School), although

ET reading and the grade levels were represented to the

extent as in the larger sample. Nevertheless, the four

clusterings of variables was generally consistent with the

findings for the pairwiss relationships among them.

This analysis suggests that there are four dimensions of

initial reading acquisition that underline the multitude of

pedagogical variables: The relatively mutually exclusive

reading of English or ET, class size, experiehtial or basal

reader approach, and grade level. Associated with reading

as subject of instruction, in both English and ET, were the

use of one language only, a commercially prepared text, and

synthetic decoding-word families in English and syllables

in ET. English writing was associated with English reading;

all the ET language skills were associated with ET reading.

Class size, independent of other variables, was related to

the choice of two strategies: modified echo for large and

individual oral for small. The experiential approach tended

to occur with the use of the blackboard and with English

language in general, and with the absence of the basal

1D7
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reader;. the experiential approach was independent of language

subject, grade level or class size. Grade level, independent

of language subject, was associated with one of two synthetic

methods: alphabet recognition in the lower grades and alpha-

bet spelling in the higher grades along with the round robin

strategy. The analytic methods were not clearly related to

any of these dimensions, nor were the synthetic methods of

systematic phonics or the strategy of choral reading.

These dimensions-English Reading, Class Size, Experi-

entAal Approach, and Grade Level-cannot on the basis of this

exploratory analysis be generalized. Given the ethnographic

nature of the present study observations, some variables

were noted as being either present or absent. Nevertheless,

these ethnographically-derived variables and resultant di-

mensions can serve as the basis for more structured studies,

suggested in the section on future research.

11. Out-of-Class Biliteracy Acquisition and Related Variables

In summary these ethnographic observations confirmed the

occurrence of out-of-class variables, suggested in some of

the literature, that should be considered by administrators,

reading specialists, and researchers in relation to biliter-

acy acquisition. The more prc'minent were ET acquisition in

but after school, English acquisition for ESL students,

integrative (parental) motivation (Gardner and Lambert 1972;

Lukmani, 1972; Cooper and Fishman 1972; McDermott, 1976;

Oiler et al., 1977); ethnic identity (Frastre-Smith and

Lambert, 1975; Taylor, 1977) and cultural congruence of in-

1
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school (teacher) and out-of-school (community) (Gardner and

Lambert, 19:2; Anderson, 1974; Johnson, 1975; Rincon and

Ray, 1975; Fiske, 1982) .

As suggested by this study these influences are clearly

present and the nature and magnitude of their influence on

biliteracy acquisition should be taken into account in

planning curricula and in evaluation.

Conclusion

The present study of initial reading acquisition in

English and the ethnic tongue and of a myriad of related

pedagogical process variables was based on 164 ethnographic

observations in two schools representative of an (im)mi-

gration-based biliteracy tradition. The study yielded ethno-

graphically derived variables and a coding format that pro-

vided for the quantification of those variables. Although

these findings cannot be generalized, several suggest im-

portant implications for bilingual education: English and

ethnic tongue reading occurred td similar extents: reading

in both languages occurred more than other language skills,

and actual reading occurred more frequently than intended;

both languages were used in nearly half of the observations,

with 82% of such usage being in a non-interfering manner;

oral reading strategies predominated; basal readers were

used almost exclusively.

Exploratory analyses, including multivariate analyses,

suggested that significant relationships do exist among

199
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'reading and process variables, and suggest four independent

dimensions of the initial reading acquisition process:

English Reading, Class Size, Experiential Approach and Grade

Level. The "School" variable functioned the same as the

"Class size" variable in the regression analyses, suggesting

that differences between schools on study variables were

attributable, to differences in class size. The Chall-empha-

sized methods (decoding) and strategies (oral) did not consti-

tute a unitary dimension.

Implications for Readincil Education
and Administration.

1. Since there is little related literature on the dy-

namics of what occurs in a. bilingual classroom the current

study has added a new dimension of information based on ethno-

graphic inquiry into the general nature of the pedagogical

influences operating in the process of initial reading acqui-

sition in English and in the ethnic tongue. This suggests

that it might be of value for reading and curriculum special-

ists and educational administrators, to more consciously uti-

lize such a viewpoint in understandihg and assessing both

"process" and "product" of initial reading acquisition in not

only biliteracy programs, but in monolingual and monolingual

second-language-learner programs as well.

2. The belief of the present federal administration that

it is counter productive to the acquisition of English literacy

to have programs dedicated to preserving a student's native

language is not supported by this study. Almost half of the

observations in this research were consistent with Fishman's
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hypothesis that each language does provide a "...context for

learning, using,and evaluating each other." Curriculum

specialists in planning curriculum for bilingual classes

should provide for the utilization of both languages with

considerable confidence that it will not interfere with the

initial reading process.

3. The present study findings suggested that reading

educators and administrators should consider the possibility

that reading is occurring to a greatet extent than their

intended curricula specify, and that, as Weeks (1979) sug-

gested, an early emphasis, on acquisition of reading can en-

rich the "total language base" (other language skills) by

increasing a reader's vocabulary and by providing al ferent

opportunities for children to encounter different sentence

structures in reading than in speech.

4. The finding, that the use of the ethnic tongue alone

did not, on the whole, actually increase with grade level

suggests that such use needs closer scrutiny. It also calls

attention to the possibility that the ethnic tongue cannot

be assumed to be Li.

5. The differences between schools on, for example, choice

of reading strategies or class units; cannot be assumed to

be a function of culture (e.g. Greek chorus or one-room

schoolhouse) but may rather be the, result bf practical con-

siderations such as class size,

6. The overwhelming reliance of the basal reader suggests

the need for administrators and educators to maintain a clear
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awareness of the relative influences of pralcticality, con-

venience, expediency, pedagogical philosophy, personal,

political, and cultural considerations on their decisions

about not only materials but other pedagogical techniques

as well.

7. The influences of parental motivation and of cultur-

al congruence were qualitatively observed to function in the

dynamics of biliteracy acquisition. They should be con-

sidered by educators and administrators in teacher training,

and in planning curricula and evaluation. Such a consider-

ation can increase sensitivity to student differences in

ethnic background; and reinforce the cultural heritage found

in a pluralistic society.

Future Research

The present study identified tne extent to which a

myriad of variables occurred and the relationships that ex-

isted among them in the processes of initial reading acqui-

sition for English and for the ethnic tongue at two ethno-

religious schools in New York City.'

As a researcher, curriculum specialist, course coordi-

nator, and teacher this researcher suggests the following

further research utilizing the present study variables:

1. Further use of the present study's Protocol Obser-

vation Coding Form (POCF) would benefit from the following

changes of specific items in the variable groups:

(a) "Preparation/Source of Materials" should
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include an item for basal reader as a type of

material, as well as a type of approach. Cate-

gories for commercially prepared workbc.)ks/work-

sheets, books other than texts, and calendars,

charts and posters,etc., should reflect where

they came from (ethnic country, United States/

ethnic or non-ethnic auspices).

(b) The variable, "Themes of Reading/Learning

Materials" should be coded as independent dichoto-

mous items rather than as a mutually exclusive

variable. Ethnic and non-ethnic content proved to

be mainly irrelevant and should be eliminated.

Several items should be added to this variable croup

including fairy tales and animal stories.

(c) Unobtrusive measures should include items

for teacher-made and student-made charts and posters

using written language, and for those that use photos,

drawings, and designs.

2. An important use of.open-ended, non-structured ex-

ploratory research in general and ethnographic research in

particular is to suggest specific foci for structured studies.

In particular, a structured study utilizing the coding frame-

work established for this research at a variety of public

(se -YAP oe conducted. This study should include planned,

'led visits that cover a two-year period which are made

...ar intervals throaghout the school year.

3. In order to examine how English and the ethnic tongue

provideA context for learningIthroughtheir use and evalu-43
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ation for each other, the ways they are used in the classroom

and for what purposes, could be investigated.

4. Since the observations for the current study focused

on classes that were ostensibly language acquisition, there

was little data from which to make inferences about language

used in relation to other subjects. A study could be conducted

to look at how English and ET are used in relation to non-

language skills subjects.

5. Further investigation into the role of (out-of-

school) social and environmental variables on the biliteracy

acquisition process via structured interviews with parents,

And community members is suggested.

6. Investigation into the role(s) of student, teacher,

and parental attitudes regarding social, affective and in-

structional factors on the biliteracy acquisition process

via ethnographic inquiry is recommended.

7. The factor analytic identification of-dimensions

of the initial reading acquisition process needs to be re-
.

plicated using all study variables and a sample of approxi-

mately 250 cases (observations). A checklist for presence

or absence of variables would eliminate the problem of missing

data. More discrete measures of their occurrence, such as

amovnt of time, similar to the Significant Bilingual In-

structional Features Study (1983), occurring would yield

interval data and be more appropriate for factor analysis.

8. Other .Variables which could be examined in relation

to those in the present study include:

(1) Proficiency. Several of the key concepts in!
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the literature on bilingualism (biliteracy per se) were. re-

lated to the issue of proficiency: (a) the degree of pro-

ficiency a person may have in both languages. (b) how

proficiency in a first language (Li) was related to a second

language (L2).

This study involved ethnographic observatons of the.

reading acquisition process and did not test proficiency in

reading. One could not ascertain whether the students were

compound or coordinate bilinguals (Weinreich, 1953; Albert

and Obler, 1978; McLaughlin, 1978) since there was no

specific information about what the students' first languages

were. In addition this study did not look at the individual

but at the class as the basic observational unit.

It would be valuable to examine standardized pre and

post tests of L1 and L2 reading proficiency concurrently with

a structured examination of the process variables that occur

in bilingual classrooms. This should be dOneby controlling

for level at which ET reading is introduced as a subject of

learning. The dimensions of the initial reading acquisition

process could be examined in relation to proficiency, with

the possibility of regression analyses identifying process

variables that predict "good" reading.

(2) Types of Language Programs. All of the read-

ingacquisition and pedagogical variables could be compared

for the various types of monolingual and bilingual programs.

(3) Pupil Interest. Further research is needed

regarding the relationships of various ethnic and/or non-
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ethnic themes. of readinc; materials to pupils' reading

interest inventories.

*

Exploratory analyses have suggested significant relation-

ships that do exist among reading and process variables, and

that there are independent dimensions of the initial reading

acquisition process. Synthetic (decoding), but not analytic

(meaning), methods were related to reading and to grade

level. Reading strategies were related to class size.

The present study has provided a basis for more

structured studies and the possibility of identifying process

predictors of reading proficiency. The ethnographic process

has highlighted influences and raised questions for class-

room teachers, reading and curriculum specialists, and

educational administrators about assumptions that may often

be overlooked in planning beginning language arts programs.
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APPENDIX I

INVENTORY OF VARIABLES RELATING TO 81 LINGUAL CLASSROCMS
(from Ma'ckey 1976, pp. I42- -145; translated by B.A. Rudes)

(1) The student
a) his/her age
b) birthplace
c) where he/she has lived
d) schools attended
e) years at each school
f) the family milieu

1 - i ncane
2 - education
3 - social mobility
4 - educational aspirations
5 - geographic mobility

g) the language(s) of the home

1 - stabi I i ty (or change)
2 - degree of use
3 - linguistic competence
4 - ethnic attitudes
5 - trips abroad
6 - ava i lab le books, magazines, newspapers, etc.
7 - linguistic behavior of visitors

h) linguistic behavior of student at home

1 - his/her linguistic impressions
- television

i i - radio
i - c lasses

iv - movies and theatre

2 - oral language use

i - with pErents
i i - with brother(s) and sister(s)
iii - with others

1) his/her attitudes

1 - ethn ic attitudes
2 - attitudes toward school
3 - attitudes toward elders

j) his/her linguistic abilities

1 - ways of learning
2 - ibi I i ty to understand
3 .z ability to (.14ress h im/herself
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k) psychological profile
(2) His/her social milieu

a) the neighborhood of the student

1 - its social character
2 - prcportion of each language, the respective econcmic

status of thes languages
3 - proportion of bilingual homes and their economic status
4 - proportion of "others" and their economic 'status

b) linguistic character of the neighborhood

1 - type of speech or of dialect of each language
2 - other languages or dialects
3 - degree of interference in normal language use

(3) Hi s/her student mi I i a!

a) geographic location and student population of the school
b) linguistic grcups

1 - percentage and verities (language of the home)
2 - percentage and kinds of bi I i ngua Is

c) spontaneous (unmonitored) I ingu istic behavior

1 - interpersonal usage
2 - group (team) usage

d) The graping of students
1 - criteria for grcuping

- by language
i i - by age
iii - by degree of ccmpi-ehens ion of the other language

2 - number of grcups
3 - population of the grcups
4 - number of instructors per grcup and the function of each
5 - the languagi3 of interaction of each grcup
6 - the norms of success for each grcup

e) 1 - wishes of and col laboration by student organizations
of the two languages

(4) The teachers
a) their linguistic behavior

1 - proportion of instruction in their native language
2 - proportion of instruction in their second language
3 - proportion in the two languages (perpentage of alternation)

b) their linguistic abi
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- in the native language
2- in the second language

c) their professional canpetence

1 - years of teaching
2 - i n-service training
3 - years of experience
4 - training and experience in bilingual education
5 - experience with students at the sane age level
6 - professional degrees
7 - dedication
8 - f I exi bi I ty*

d) their teaching methods

1 - learning sequencing
2 - teen teach ing
3 - meth 'ds and prcport iori of linguistici i correct ion

4 - the use of pictures and audiovisual techniques
5 - interaction

e) attitudes and awareness of goals

(5) Textbocks and teaching materials .

a) textbodcs (in each language)
b) subtitled and sound movies (i n each language)
c) laboratory tapes (in each language)

(6) Syl labi,

a) subjects taught in one language
b) subjects taught in the other language
c) subjects taught in both languages

(7) The structure of instruction
a) kinds of groupings
b) kinds of presentation

1 - only in one language
2 - in one language with systematic repetition in the other
3 - controlled alternation .

4 - free alternation

c) kinds and contents of school supervision
d) ways in which articulated
e) language courses
f) student counselors

(8) Status of the languages and dialects
a) political status
b) econcmic status
c) cultural status
d) linguistic similarity
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APPENDIX II

Sample Protocol.
C. Riedler
11/16/79
Armenian School
Observation
English Class
1st Grade

212

Observer's Comments About Classroom and Lessons

1. Clasmom very colorful; pictures, posters and children's work are
around room. All signs, words, etc. are written in English; except for
the ordinals numbers 0-10 which are on the upper part of the front
bulletin board. These numbers are written in both English and Armenian
with the corresponding representative symbols. Eg.

yergoo

2. The teacher often explains ideas in Armenian when some youngsters
cannot understand in English.

3. The class is small, approximately 10 children. Several of the young-
sters speak English with accents. Their English syntax and pronunciation
is not at an age-appropriate level. One youngster, who recently arrived
from Turkey, speaks no English or Armenian. The teacher feels that she
is having difficulty with "reaching" this youngster.

9:30

Observation of Class Lessons

I. Calendar Lesson and Experience Chart:
A. Teacher calls on a calendar person (student) to mark the date.

Calendar person goes up and marks off the date on the calendar and
says, Today is . The teacher writes this on the board.

B. Several children read yesterday's calendar story frOm the chart in
the front.

C. 1. Individual students provide calendar story while teacher
writes it on the board

Good Morning!
Today is Friday, November 16, 1979.
We are going to start to paint our
mural today.

2. The teacher points to the words in the story and class "reads"
the story together.

3. Teacher points out the difference between our and are.
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-2-

Sample Protocol

15 minutes

Observations of Phonics Lesson

I. Teacher started using Foundation for Reading, 2nd Ed., Durrell &
Murphy, Harcourt Brace & Javonovich for the first time this year.

II. Teacher says she is very pleased with this new material. The
children h.we made much more progress since they started using_
this approach.

III. Several students come from another class to participate in phonics
lesson.

Phonics Lesson

A. Teacher holds up a card with the letter "V" on it. She says, What
letter do these words start with, as she points to a list of words on
the oard.

vanilla
vegetables
vinegar
vitamins

Teacher asks students to say the word after her. She presents the words
in Armenian if some of the students don't understand.

B. Teacher then asks students to listen to three wordsshe is about to
pronounce. If the word starts with the phoneme /v/ the students are
instructed to raise their hands.

C. After the /v/ is completed the teacher asks children to read the ending
sounds for each of the following columns. She then calls upon individual
children to read the words that correspond to the "sound groups."

ear ick ine ing ice

near kick nine king nice
rear nick line ring mice
tear lick fine wing rice
fear slick sing

Reading Lesson

Note: Class has two basic reading groups. Teacher thinks she really needs
to have an additional group for those students who do not know much English.
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- 3 -

Sample Protocol

StWents are provided with independent seat work activities while a
reading "group" is working with the teacher.

Group I - Text: A Pocketful' of Sunshine by Clymer & Barrett
Ginn & Co., Xerox Ed. Co.

I. Teacher places review words on the board and asks students to read them.
E.g. Jill, Bill, rides, runs, ,hides, can, I, go, Lad, am.

P. 32 New word THIS

T. - Look at the picture. What is it that Jill can ride?

S. - Jill can ride this.

T. - Who can tell me something about the word THIS? When you use the word
THIS it can mean alot of things. You look at a picture in the book.
Put your hand on the word. How is it spelled? Trace it with your
finger.

P. 30 Workbook. Children are instructed to draw a picture in the space
provided.

e . g . I can hide this.

I can ride this.

This can run.

r--

Seat Assign. Complete pp. 36 and 37 in workbooks.

Group II - Reading Lesson

P. 38 on board. Yes and No

T. The sound of e in yes is /4/. You'll be learning it very soon in your
spelling book, so if you learn it now you will know it later.

P. 39

T. Read it to yourself first.

Each.child reads the ? out loud and responds by
a 1 or no.

Note:
.

Some students use
fingers as guide,
others use pencils.

Text Can Lad ride this? (There is a picture of a dog next to a
bicycle.) YES or NO
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-4-

Sample Protocol

Teacher writes the letter F on the board. She asks to give her a word
that starts with F. Several students provide words starting with /F/.
Students are then instructed to go back to their seats and complete
independent assignments.

Note: There are approximately 10 children in class. Groups are 4 - S in
a group. Children worked well independently.

Observer's Note:

After attending the 4th Grade at Holy Martyr's School children do not have
any further Armenian schooling in a day school. They can attend the
Saturday school, which is held at the day school.

There is also an extensive church school program which also uses the day
school facility.
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APPENDIX III

Categories used for Coding 1979-1982 Project

I. School - &men i an, Crenc:h, &eek, ebrew

2 & 3. Protocol observation based on date of observation
Numers go in sequence based onthe amount of
observations (categorizations) for a particular date.

e.g., observation date 04/22
1st observation categorized 01 04 22
2nd observation categorized 01 04 22

4. Language Used in or Discussed in observation

tog. - EMT erm. , ®rench, @)reek, &bre/
th

5. Grade observed

N = Nursery Note:
K = Kindergarten 1(E) or 1(A)

1 E or A indicate class
2 observ. was made in
3+
other = Some reports were based on teacher i nter-

v i ev s, etc.
others were not noted when reports were made

6. Observation dates

1§

early (Sept - Dec)
middle (Jan - March)
I ate (Apr June)

7. Year observed

)) 19 79 - 1980
.) 1980 - 1981

8. Academic Specialists

Intervi ews & observations
rincipal,l'L earning nsul t ant, acher, unselor -
0=observer
e.g. of = observation of teacher

it = i ntervi ew of teacher

9. Other intervi ews & observations

mmin ity
ligious

aders (n on-re I igi ous)
aders -atudents - rents



zs

1111111111111MININ11111=1

Oplunteers -Q3tobserver
e.g. os = observation of students

10. Sociogophic issues - with respect to graphic system

Reading Pr int Writing Print
%b Reading Writing d Writing Writing

CZ). indicates problems with specific language and EMT

II. Language learnin in General (Grammer & Vocab)

1- general lang. work (Spelling, Compsit, etc.)
- Reading
- Speaking
- Writing

Categories 12, 13, 14, 15 related to sociopedagogical
aspects

Primarily Reading
*However when #11 has0#12, 13, 14, 15 pertains to peda-
gogy related to writing

12. 1 Strategies for learning to decode

Analytic - (Alphabet or phon)
Synthetic -
- alphabet
- phonics
(I ntrisic phonics method may also be referred to)
S I labaries

2 Sentence reading (usual ly found in Gr 2 & up)'

13. Unit of Instruction used 2

complete c lass
sma I I grcup
individual

14. Approaches 3

a experiential
b basal reading
c individual
d teacher made material

15. Oral Reading 4

c

round robin
choral
individual
silent _
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16. Where I i teracy is learned

Tome, (hoot, &min ity
17. General Contexual backqrcund

I. School .as a whole
2. CI assroan

2a. Class activities
3. Parents
4. Staff
5. Students
6. Other (Comminity)
7. Cu 1 ture-as-a-who le

18. 4ature of the Material itself

@thnic/gon.hnic eoth

I. Home
2. Commin ity

a. Church
4. School
5. General

19. Socioli'nqu stic (non-standard)

Vocab
2 Phonology

Granntr
+ other related to Sociolinguistic but not necessarily

I, 2, 3

20. Contrastive Language Problems

tyess - Lexical
No GranmBr

- Phonology

Also f means assoc with item but not exactly lexical,
.grammar or phonological

21. Use of 1 lane to help another or vice versa

E --:::EMT (Eng aids in learning EMT)

EMT BEng (EMT aids in learning)

E < EMT (EMT interferes with learning Eng)
EMXEng. (Eng. interferes with learning EMT)

EMI-Eng Some involvement of one lang
Eng-EMT with the other

2-j5
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APPENDIX IV

Sample of Tentative Analytic Parameter- ('variables')
for This Study

Some of these are derived from the previous study (Fishman et al.,

1982]. The reorganized "variables"and the new ones are indicated by

an asterisk.(*)

1. Protocol Number

2. School - Armenian or Greek

3. Observation Years - 1979-1980

1980-1981

4. Observation Dates - Early - (Sept.-Dec.)

Middle - (Jan.-March)

Late - (April-June)

S. Level Observed Nursery

Kindergarten

Grade 1

Grade 2

Grade 3+

Other

*6. Site of P.O.

class

elsewhere in school

another class

learning consultant's office

library

lunchroom

out of school

r.

111012.
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*7. Type of P.O.

observations of in-class lessons

observations of out-of-class lessons

interviews

observational comments within an interview

8. People involved in observation

Teacher

Principal

Learning consultant

Title specialists

Students

Pc.rents

Other (non-school)

9. Class size

From 10-15

From 15-20

From 20-25

From 25-35

10. Sequencing of Languages Taught

English first

ET first

Both - simultaneously

*11. Time allotments in Formal School Schedule

For English - Daily - 1-3 hrs., weekly 0-5, 5-10

For ET - Daily - 1-3, weekly 0-5, 5-10
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*12. Intended subject of instruction

English

ET

Other academic subject matter

ethnic

non-ethnic

Non-academic

ethnic

non-ethnic

*13. Language skill of intended subject of instruction

Reading

Speaking

Writing

*14. Actual subject of instruction

English

ET

Other academic subject matter

ethnic

non-ethnic

non-academic subject matter

ethnic

non-ethnic

*15. Language skill of intended subject of instruction

Reading

Speaking

Writing
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16. Medium of communication

English

ET

Both

*17. Analytic methods of teaching initial reading skills

Whole word

Sentence

Intrinsic phonics

*18. Synthetic methods of teaching initial reading skills

Alphabet spelling

Systematic phonics

Word families

Syllables

19. Unit of in-class reading instruction

Entire class

Small groups

Individual

Combination of units

20. Approaches to initial reading instruction

Experiential

Basal Reader

Individualized

Combination of approaches
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21. Reading strategies

Oral

round robin or cir,:le

choral reading

modified 'echo'

individual

combination of strategies

Silent

Both

*22. Sources of reading materials

From 'old' country (Ethnic)

Published in U.S. under ethnic auspices

Published in U.S. under non-ethnic auspices

*23. Materials used for reading acquisition

Commercially prepared

textbooks

workbooks

individual sheets

TeFoher prepared

packets

individual work sheets

Other

24. Ethnicity of reading materials

Ethnic

Non-ethnic

Both
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*2S. Themes of reading materials

Home

School

Holidays

national

religious

Community

urban

rural

*26. Unobtrusive measures of literacy

In class

signs and posters

books

Out of class

notices in hallways

sign posters in library, lunchrooms, etc.

27. Influence of one language upon another

English used to aid ET

ET used to aid English

English interferes with r.T

ET interferes with English
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*28. Out of class reading instruction

(In school during the day)

By another teacher

By a specialist

By another student

By a parent

Other

*29. Out of school reading instruction

For students

For parents

For others

Note: These analytic parameters ( "variables' ) will continually be refined

as inter-rate reliability for coding is established.
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APPENDIX V

RATERS BACKGROUNDS

Rater #2

Mrs. Gladys Ortiz
a. B.S. in Ed.-Bilingual Education/Reading CCNY, NY, 1982.
b. Bilingual Reading Teacher, IS. 233, Manhattan, NY.
c. Currently iit Master's Program in Counseling/Psychology

at Lehman Co:lege, NY.

Rater #3

Dr. Michael Gertner
a. M.S.-Ph.D., - French and Romance Philology, Columbia

University, NY, 1971.
b. Assistant Prof. Romance Languages, University of

Cincinnati, Ohio, 1971-1978.
c. Researcher in Sociolinguistics, Language Resources Project,

Yeshiva University, NY, 1971-1978.
d. Assistant Prof. - Doctoral Program in Bilingual Education

and Developmental Psychology, Ferkauf Graduate Center,
Yeshiva University, NY, 1981-present.
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APPENDIX VI

Direct ions for Analyzing_ the Protocol Observation
Coding Forms (POCF)

1. The information presented on the Protocol Observation

Coding Forms (POCF) is not in any specified order. See

the Index of Items for Referral for the Protocol

Observation Coding Forms.

2. Initial ly read through each Protocol (P) and decide how

many Protocol Observations (PO's) the-e are in each

Protocol Observation (P0).

a. Indicate the number of the Protocol Observation

on the left hand side of the unit. (See sample

sheet)

b. A separate Protocol 0 bs erva t ion is created for:

(1) each distinct activity

(2) each of several activity groups

(3) each distinct subject in an interview
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Index of Items for Referral for the Protocol Observation
Cod i ncl_Fonns ( I POC F)

(Computer # ' s)

1. Protocol Number (PN) (1-3)

2. Protocol Observation (P0) (4)

3. Schools (Armenian, Greek) (5)

4. Date of Protocol Observation (6-11)

5. Leve I Observed or D i scussed (12-15)
(Nursery-Grade 3+)

6. Site te of Protocol Observation Un it (16)

6a. Number of ch i I dren i n c lass
(If #6 is "1" or "2") (17-18)

7. Type:of Protocol Observation
(Observations and interviews) (19)

8. People involved in PO (20 -32)

9. Intended Subject of Instruct ion (33-34)

10. Commin ication Language of Intended Subject
of Instruction (Eng I ish, Ethnic Tongu-,
Both)

1 1. Actual Subject of Instruct ion

1 2. Commin ication Language of Actual Subject
of Instruction

(35)

(37 -47)

(48)

13. Analytic Methods of Teach ing Initial Readi ng
(Who le word, Phrases, Sentences, Intrinsic
Phonics) (49-52)

14. Synthetic Methods of Teach ing Initial
Reading (A 1phabet Spe I lip- Systematic
Phonics, Word Fami I i es, S. : s) (53-56)

1 5. Unit of I n-C I ass Reading I nstructioi
(Entrre Class, Sma I I Groups, Individual) (57-59)

1 6. Approaches to Initial Readi ng Instruct ion
(Experiential, Basal Readers
Individual ized)

1 7. Reading Strategies (Oral and S i I ent)
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(60-62)

(63-68)
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18.

19.

Reading Materials (Preparation and Source) (69-75)

Theme of Reading Material (76-77)

1 (80)

20. Unobtrusive observations of language materials
i n physical environment (Reading material
present, but not utilized in the course of
the act ivi ty taking place during the protocol
observation.) (5-28)

2 (80)
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Cl as' Sizes for the Armenian & Greek Schoo Is:
1979-1980, 1980-1981

Armenian Schoo I

1979-1980

Eng I i sh. Armenian

1. Nursery - 15 sane

2. K i ngerga rten - 19 sane

3. Grade 1 - 10 sane

4. Grade 2 - 17 sane

5. Grade 3 - 18 sane

1980-1981

1. Nursery - unknown 0.0 0.0

2. K i ngergarten - unknown

3. Grade 1 - 16

4. Grade -2 - 9 9 & 17

Greek School

f ran Gr. 4 & 5

1979-1980

Eng l i sh Greek

1. K i nge rga rten - 25 sane

2. Grade 1 - 28 sane

3. Grade 2 - 25 sane

1980-1981

1. Kindergarten - 25+ sane

2. Grade 1 - 37 sane

3. Grade 2 - 25 sane
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Official Faculty Designations for the Armenian and Greek
Schools for the Academic Years 1979-1980, 1980-1981

Armenian School (Ho ly Martyrs)

Pr incipa 1: Mrs. Sarah Dadcur i an

Eng I i sh CI asses 1979-1980; 1980-1981

1. Nursery, Kindergarten, Grade 2, Grade 3 had the sane
teachers

2. Grade 1 - Mrs. K. - 1979-1980
Miss Z. - 1980-1981

Armenian Classes 1979-1980; 1980-1981

1. Nursery & Kindergarten had a specific Armenian teacher
who worked i In the Nursery and Kindergarten c lasses i in

the presence of the respective English teachers for both
years.

2. Grades 1-4 - Nadia taught -Nese classes for both years
of the study.

Greek School (St. Spyridon)

Principal: Mr. Papadopou I cus

Eng I i sh CI asses 1979-1980

1. Kindergarten - Mrs. Ziotos - al I day fran Sept.-Nov.
a.m. only for the rest of
the year

- Mrs. Hatzis - p.m. only fran Nov.-June

2. Grade 1 - Mrs. Condos

3. Grade 2 - Mrs. Semetis

4. Grade 3 - Mrs. Si I is

1980-1981

1. Kindergarten - Mrs. Ziotos - a.m. only fran Sept.-Nov
returned in Feb. fran a
child care sabbatical

2. Grade 1 - Mrs. Condos
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3. Grade 2 - Mrs. Hatzis

4. Grade 3 - Mrs. Si I Is

Greek Classes 1979 -1980; 1980-1981

1. Grades 1-3 - Mrs. Konstoul os - Sept.-Nov., 1979 -1980;
Grades 3-5, 1980-1981

Grades 1-2 - Mrs. Ziotos - Nov.-June, 1979 -1980;
Sept.-Nov. , Feb.-June, 1980-1981

t
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Reading'Materials Used in Armenian and Greek Schools

Armenian School

English Materials - Al I material published in U.S.A.,
non-ethnic auspices

1. Nursery - teacher prepared materials

2. Kindergarten - Lock, Li sten, Learn, Bookman Readiness
Program, Harcourt Brace & Jovanovich,
Ina , U.S.A.

3. Grade 1 Foundations for Reading, 2nd Ed. (Phonics)
Durrel & Murphy, U.S.A.

A Pocketful of Sunschine, (Basal Reader &
Workbock) Ginn & Co., Xerox Education
Co.; U.S.A.

A Duck is a Duck, (Basal Reader,
Ski I !pad( & Workbodc) Ginn & Co. , U.S.A.

He I i ccpters and G i ngerbread, (Basal

Reader, Ski I !pack & Studybock) Ginn &
Co. 'U.S.A.

4. Grade 2 - Basal Reader & Workbock, Ginn & Co., U.S,A.

Armenian Materials - under ethnic auspices

1. Nursery - teacher prepared ditto sheets & charts

2. Kindergarten - Readiness Bock prepared by Diocese of the
Armenian Church of America, N.Y.C., U.S.A.

3. Grade 1

4. Grade 2

- Armenian reader, workbock & conversation
bocks prepared by Diocese of the Armenian
Church of America

teacher prepared materials

- Armenian reacH-ng text and workbocks pre-
pared by Diocese of the Armenian Church
of America

Teacher prepared materials (dittos,
transparencies)
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Greek School

English Materials - Published in U.S.A. under
non - ethnic ausp ices

1. Kindergarten - Breaking the Code (Alpha Series),
records, fi lmstrips, ditto sheets, Avista
Corp. NDE Division, U.S.A.

Ditto alp habet sheets, Jenn Pub I i cat ions,

U.S.A.

2. Grade 1 - English Alp ha Series, records filmstrips,
chatterbock dittos, Avi sta Corp. U.S.A.

Phonics We Use (phonics series), U.S.A.

Bank Street Readers and workbooks, Bank
Street, U.S.A.

Basic Goals i n Spe 1 I i ng, by Kotimeyer,

3. Grade 2

U.S.A.

- Bank Street Reading Series

Phonics We Use Series

Basic Goals in Spelling Series

Greek Materials 1979 -1980 - Under ethnic auspices

1. Kindergarten - Teacher prepared ditto sheets

2. Grade 1 - Greek reader publi shed i n Greece

teacher prepared dittos and work
materials

3. Grade 2 & 3 - same as Grade 1

Re 1 ig i us textbocks published in Greece

1980 -1981

Grades 1, 2, & 3 - Greek readers and textbocks written in
Demotica (modern Greek). Pub lished in

Greece
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PROTOCOL OBSERVATION CODING FORM

1.

2.

3.

A separate unit is created
(a) each distinct activity
(b) each of several activity
(c) each distinct subject

Protocol number (PN)

Protocol observation (P0)

School 1. Armenian
2. Greek

for:
-

grcups
in an interview

(1-3)

(4)

(5)

4. Date of Observation (6 -1 1)
month day year

5. Level observed or
discussed:

1. Nurs./Kgn. (12)

2. Grazie 1 (13)
(check as many_
as apply) 3. Grade 2 (14)

4. Grade 3 and above (15)

6.- Site of POU 1. Official Classrocm (16)

2. Classrocm other than official
(one answer only)

3. Learning Consultant's of f ice

4. Li brary

5. Ha I !ways

6. Lunchrocrn

7. Other - in school

8. Out of school

6a. (If #6 i s "1" or "2")
No. of ch i I dren i n c lass (17-18)

7. Type of POU 1. Observation of (19)
f onna I/p I a nned/
structured activity

(one answer only

(Activity includes

2. -,bservation of casual/
casua I/unstructured
activity

People and Behaviors)
3. I ntervi ew (Observer

p art ici pates)
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4. Observation of unobtrusive

( I f

that

8.

9.

POU i s an interview code
fo I lov .)

People i nvo I ved in POU

For each category, code:

-(B I ark of involved
1=i nteract ing i n POU
2=d i scussed but not
present

(If ET (ethnic tongue)
I anguage teacher i s
not official' class

language (reedi ng) materials

in physical environment (no
people involved).

ay content i n the items

TEACHER:
(1) Official day (20)

school c lass
(2) Special subject (21)

day school
(3) Af ter school (22)

PRINCIPAL (23)

LEARNING CONSULTANT (24)

TITLE SPECI AL 1ST (25)teacher, she is speci a I

subject teacher. )

Intended subject of instruct

(Bd. of Ed. Fed. ,
other)

STUDENT:

(1) Regular day (26)

school

(2) As instructors (27)

(3) Af ter school (28)

PARENTS:

(1) Regular day (29)

school

(2) As instructors (30)

(3) As after school (31)

students

OTHER (Specify):

(32)

ion: (33-34)

(one answer)

Language gerieral: (Any activity related to the subject
of language; not including read i ng, writing, or speaking. )
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01 English

02 Ethnic Tongue (ED

Reading: (The process by which a person learns a system
of rules for extracting information from a text. This
can be done through the application of various methods,
strategies, and approaches. )

03 English .

04 Ethnic Tongue (ET)

Writing: (The information of characters as letters,
words, symbols. These characters have basic components
that are either letter-sound characters, syl lable-sound
characters, or word-concept characters.)

05 English
06 Ethnic Tongue (ET)

Speaking: (Vocal cannunication of the system of sounds
(picnics) of a particular language. Refers to either
letter-sound correspondence, syl tab le- sound, or word-
concept units. Does not include reading aloud.)

07 English
08 Ethnic Tongue (ET)

Other Academic: (i.e. not language)

09 Ethnic (e.g. ethnic number systems history
lesson about an ethnic hero)

10 Non - ethnic

Non-Academic: (e.g. art, music)

11 Ethn is

12 Non - ethnic

10. Comrrun 'cation language of i ntented subject
of instruct ion

(code one)

1. English

2. Ethnic Tongue (ET)

Both: (Influence of one language
upon another)

3. English used to aid ET
_4. ET used to aid English
5. English interfers with ET

2:34

(35)
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6. ET i nterfers with Eng I i sh
7. Neutral - (both present, neither

a id i ng or interfering)

11. Actua I subject of instruction:

(check as maT as apply )

Language in general:

Eng I i sh (36)

Ethnic Tongue (ET) (37)

Read i nq:

Eng lish (38)

Ethnic Tongue (ET) (39)

Wr it ii*

English (40)

Ethnic Tongue (ET) (41)

Speak i nq:

English (42)

Ethnic Tongue (ET) (43)

Other Academic Subject Matter:

Ethnic (44)

Non - ethnic (45)

Non-Academi c:

Ethnic (46)

Non - ethnic (47)

12. Commin ication language of actua I subject (48)
of instruct ion.

(code one)

1. English on ly

2. Ethnic Tongue (ET)onlyn ly
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Both: (Influence of one language
upon another)

3. English used to aid ET
4. ET used to a id English
5. English interfers with ET
6. ET i nterfers with English
7. Neutral - (both present, neither

a id 1 ng or interfering)

13. Analytic (Whole to part)
initial readingskil Is:

(check as many as apply)

methods of teaching

Whole Word - (Entire word is pronounced
and combined with other words
to form sentences)

Phrases -

Sentences

(49)

(Who le words proncunced I n grcu ps) (50)

e.g. the black cat

- (Words read as a string of
individuai words without
phrases)

Intrinsic Phonics - (Phonics introduced
after analyzing sight
words)

14. Synthetic - (fran part to whole) methods of
teaching initial reading skills:'

icheck as marry as apply)

Alphabet Spel linq. (letters of words are
pronounced and then the word
is pronounced)

e.g. "c"- "a" -"t" = Ke0=(kgt)

Systematic Phonics (letters of words are
proncunced in sequence and then
sounds are ccmbined into a word)

e*.g. Itto-'rte = kmt=(kgt)

Word Fami lies (words are built on base
sound units either beginning,
medial, cr ending)

e.g. t (gt)

(fat)

b t
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(52)

(53)

(54)

(55)
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Syl fables (The syl lable is the unit of
pronunciation. Syl fables are
ccmbined to pronounce words.)

e.g. (hamar) = "hamrrern

15. Un it of in-c lass read i nq i nstruct

(check as marry as apply)

Entire class

(56)

(57)

Sma I l groups (58)

Individual (teacher working with student (59)
not individual answering in
group setting)

16. Approaches to initial reteling. instruction:

(check as many as apply)

Experiential -(Students provide sentences
for a reading story based on their needs
and experiences. The teacher guides the
c lass in the selection of apprcpr late words.)

17.

Basal reader -(One of a series of graded
readers prepared by a publishing company.
The series contain teacher manuals and
a ccarp any i ng workbooks.)

Individualized -(Each child in the crass
is reading something different at the same
t ime.)

Read i iu Strategi es:

(check as marry as apply)

(60)

(61)

(62)

Oral:
Round robin or circle -(Each pupil in turn (63)
reads a sma I I portion al cud while others
follow along silently.)

Choral reading -(An entire grap or class (64)
reads every I i ne together. )

Modified "echo" -(Teacher reads the text (65)
while students read Jong with her.)

Individual oral -(An individual student (66)
is cal led upon to read a portion of the
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text. There is no system for taking turns
as in round robin or circle reading.)

Si lent:
Directed class or group -(Students read
silently to seek answers to the purpose-
questions that the teacher has set.)

Individual silent -(An individual student
is directed to silently seek answers to
the purpose-questions the teacher has set.)

(67)

(68)

18. Readinq,Materials - preparation and source

(check as many as apply)

Commercial ly-prepared text:

Fran the ethnic country (69)

U.S., :under ethnic auspices (70)

U.S., non-ethnic auspices (71)

Teacher-prepared text (72)

Commercial ly-prepared worksheets) /boric (73)

Teacher-prepared worksheets) /boric (74)

Other (75,

19. The of readi no material:

(code oneonly) (76-77)

(i f dual theme, note elsewhere)

Ethnic
Non-ethn i c
of both

01 Home 08

02 School 09

03 National holiday 10

04 Religious holiday 11

05 Urban ccmnun ity 12

06 Rural comnun ity 13

07 Other 14
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Protocol Number (1-3)

Protocol Observation (4)

20. Unobtrusive observations of language materials i n

p hys ica 1 environment: (Any reading ma ter i a I pr ese nt-

but not utilized i n the cause of the activity taking
p lace during the cur rent protocol observation - in
c lassroans, hallways, I unchroan, bu I let in boards,

I ibrary, auditorium, pl aygrcund, hur ch, etc. )

(check al I that apply)

Language: Ethnic Tongue English
Theme: Ethnic Non/both Ethnic Non/both

Intended for
Reading:

Books,
ccmfferci a I (5-8)

Books, other (9-12)

Charts & Posters

-(13-16)ccmfferci a I

other
.....-

(17-20)--.
n cider, 'al (21-24),10
C CMS

)

n cidenta I (2!..-28)

other

*Incidental-not intended for or explicitly for
reading instrjction.

2 (80)
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APPENDIX VII

Revised Direct ions for An a ly zi ng the Protocol Observation
Coding Forms, (POCF)

1. The information in the Protocols may not occur in the order
they occur on the Protocol Observation Coding Forins (POCF).

(See the Index of Items for Referral for the Protocol
Observation Coding Forms.)

2. Initial ly read through each Protocol and identify the Protocol
Observation (PO's) as fo I loos:

A new unit is created for:

(a) Each distinct intended sublect of learning whether
observed or described in an thtervieN. (Activities
that are not related intentional ly or actual ly to
reading acq uisition are cons idered non-appl i cab le-
(N/A) - and are not to be coded.)

(b) Change in site of activity observed or described.

(c) Change in pecple doing activity. (not including
par& lel subgroups)

(d) Change from material used in intended subject of
learning to unobtrusive materials.

**In identifying PO's, if at least one of Items 6, 8, 9A and 10
does not change, the-PO does not change.

For interviews, PO's to be identified and coded in the same
manner as observed pecple, activities, and materials.

3. For purposes of coding, use the fo I Icwi ng definitions:

(a) Intended subject of learning - planned or purported to
be. If not specified, it should be inferred. If it
cannot be inferred, code as unknown.

(b) Actual subject of learning - e.g. may be intended
r ead i ng lessor, with wr ing and speaking also actua I ly
occurring.

(c) Reading - The process by which a person learns a system
of ru! es for extracting information from written
material. This can be done thruigh the appl ication of
var:"us -methods, strategies, and approaches.

(d) Writing - The formation of characters as letters,
words, and symbols. These characters have basic com-
ponents that are either letter-sound characters,
syl lab le-sound characters, or word-concept characters.
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(e) Speaking - Vocal cardrunication of the system of sounds
(phonics) of a particular language. Refers to either
letter-sound correspondence, syl lab le- sound, or word-
concept units. Does not include reading aloud.

(f) Language in general - Any activity related to the sub-
ject of language that is not specifically foatsed on a
sing le language function, i.e. reading or writing yr
speak i ng.

4. For further information regarding the coding of items of the
Protocols refer to:

(a) Index of Items

(b) Class Sizes for the Armenian and Greek
Schools

(c) Official Faculty Designations for the
Armenian and Greek Schools

(d) Reading Material Used in the Armenian and
Greek Schools

NOTE: REFER TO THE DEFINITIONS AND OTHER MATERIAL FREQUENTLY!
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Revised Index of !terns for Referral for the Protocol Observations
Coding Forms (IPOCF)

( Items #1s) (Computer #'s)
( Code #

1. Protocol Observation Number (PN) (1-3)

2. Protocol Observation Un it (P0) (4-5)

3. Schools (Armenian, Greek) (6)

4. Date of Protocol Observation (7-12)

5. Leve I Observed ob- Discussed (13)

6. Site of Protocol Observation (14)

7. Number of Ch ildren. in Class (15)

8. Type of Protocol Observation (16)

(Observations, Intervi es's, Unobtrusive materials)

9. Svbject of Learning

A. Intended (17-18)

B. Actual (19-31)

10. Peopi e involved i n POU (32-50)

1 1. Language ut3ed

A. In intended subject (51)

B. In actual subjects (52)

1 2. Methods of Teach ing I n itial Reading Ski I Is

A. Alphabet recogn it io:, (53)

B. Analytic (fran whole to part) (54-57)

C. Synthetic (fran part to whole) (58-61)

13. 1n it of in -class read i ng/I earn ing activity (62-65)

14. Approaches to initial reading instruction (66-69)

1 5. Read i ng strategi es (70-77)
(80)
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16. Preparation and Source of Materials Used (6-15)
for Reading Activity

17. Theme of Materials used for Reading Activity (16-17)

18. Unobtrusive Observations of Language (18-41)
Materials in Physical Environment

2 (80)
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REV I SED -PROTOCOL OBSERVATION CODING FORM

Item Number ,:ode-Number

1. Protocol (PN) (1-3)

2. Protocol Observation (PO) (4-5)

3. Schooi 1. Ar ale n i an (6)

2. Greek

4. Date of Observation (7-12)
month day year

5. Level Observed or Discussed: (ONE ANSWER ONLY) (13)

1. Nurs./Kgn.

2. Grade 1

3. Grade 2

4. Grade 3 & above

5. Grades in general

6. School in general

7. Other (specify)

6. Site te of Reading Acquisition/Learning in P0: (ONE ANSWER ONLY)

1. Home room

2. Classroom other than home roam

3. Learn ing Consul t ritts office

4. Li brary

5. Ha I !ways

6. Lunchroan

7. Other - in school

8. Ch urch

9. Home

0.. Other - out of schocil

(14)

7. ( I f #6 is "1" or n2"), No. of ch i Idren i in c lass (15)
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8. Type of POU: (Code ONE of the belcw ) (16)

1. Observation of pecp.le & activi ties
and materials in use.

2. Interview abart activities, pecp I e,
and materials; discussed but not
observed.

3. Observation of unobtrusive language
(reading) materials in physical en-
v i roryent; no pecp e involved.

9. Subject of Learning:

A. Intended (planned or purported) I3. .Actual*
(Code ONE of the below) (Check as apsli)

41101 (17 & 18) Language in erg...2E721

01 English (19)

02 ET

Reading

03 Eng I i sh.

04 ET

Wr itinq

05 English

06 ET

Speaking

07 English

08 ET

Other Academic (e.g. not language)

misissommm

(20)

(21)

(22)

(23)

(24)

(25)

(26)

09 Ethnic
(e.g. ethnic number
system, history les-
Ion about an ethnic
hero)

10 Non-ethnic

See Revised 0 i rec.+ ions for An a ly zi ng POCFts for def in rtions.
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Non-Academic (1,e. art, music,
religion, socializing)

1 1. _Ethnic (29)

12. Non-ethnic (30)

Unkncwn

13. (31)

10. People involved in PO

For each of the fo I I cw i ng, use this code:

Blank - not involved

1. - Involved in reading acquisition/learning
a civi :ries, whether observed or described.

2. - Present in i ntervi el

(TEACHERS)

a. Day school home roan (3 2)

b. Day school special subject (33)

( If ET teacher is not home roan teacher she
is special subject teacher regardless of
which classrocm is used)

c. After scho::.I (34)

d. Saturday school (3 5)

a. Sunday school (36)

f. Out of school (37)

(STUDENTS)
g. Day School (38)

h. As peer instructors (39)

I. After school (40)

j. Saturday school (41)

k. Sunday school (42)

I . No n-s pec f i ed (4 3)
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CPA RENTS)

m. Of day school children

n. As reading faci I i tators

(forma I or i nforma I)

(44)

(4 5)

250

o. Of after school students (46)

p. As after school students (47)

q. PRINCIPAL (48)

r. CONSULTANT /SPECIALIST (49)

s. OTHER (specify) (50)

11. Language used

A. In intended subject B. In actual subject
of I earn i ng of learn ing

(Code ONE of the below ) (Code ONE of the below )

(51) (52)

1. On ly English used

2. On ly Ethnic Tongue (E-1) used

Both languagis used:

3. English aiding ET

4. ET aiding Eng I i sh

5. English interfering with ET

6. ET interfering with Eng I i sh

7. Neither aiding or interfering
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12. Methods of teach inq initial read i no ski I Is:

(CHEO< (I) al I that apply.)

A. Alphabet recognition (53)

8. Analytic (from whole to part)

Whole Word - (Entire word is pronounced (54)
and combined wi.th other words to form
sentences.)

Phrases - (Whole words pronounced in (55)
g rcu ps e.g. the b lack cat)

Sentences - (Words read as string of in- (56)
d ividual words without phrases. )

Intrinsic Phonics - (sight reading is (57)
stressed, Phonics introduced through
the process of analyzing sight words)

C. .Synthetic (from part to whole)

Alphabet Sp-el l i ng - (Letters of words are
nanes in sequence and then the word
is pronounced)

4re.g. "c"-nait-Itt110<aet=(kat)

Systematic Phonics -7, (Letter-sound corre-
spondences pronounced in sequence and
then sounds are combined into words.)

e.g. "K"-nw31-11t" *ae,t=(kYt)

Word Fami I i es - (Words are bu i It on base
sound units either beginning, medial
or ending.)

e.g. -eet (gt)-
f (figt)
b -aet (bat)

Syr lab les - (The syl !able is the unit of
pronunciation. Sy I lab les are combined
to pronounce words.)

e.g. (ham ;r) - l'hemrharit

2c8

(58)

(59)

(60)

(61)
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13. Unit of in-c lass read i ng/I earn ing activity:

(CHECK as many as a"21y)

Entire c lass

Sma I I grcu ps

Individual (Teacher working with
student not individual answering
in grcup setting.)

(62)

(63)

(64)

Seat work (children woric ng alone at (65)

s eat. )

14. Approaches to initial reading learning:

(CHECK as marry as apply)

Experiential - (Students provide sentences for (66)

a reading story based on their needs
and experiences. The teacher guides
the class in the selection of appro-
priate words.)

Basal Reader - (:,rie of a series of graded (67)

readerS prepared by a publishing
r:aropany. The series contain teachers
manuals and acccmpary l'ng wori<bocks.)

Individualized - (Each child in the class is (68)

reading di f ferent reading material at
the same time.)

Other

15. . Reading Strategies:

(CHECK as many as apply)

(69)

Oral:
Round robin or circle - (Each pupil in turn (70)

reads- a sma I I portion al cud wh i le
others fo I lo,v along silently.)

Choral reading - (An entire group or class (71)

reads materiel in unison.)

'Modified "echo "' - (Teacher reads aloud (72)

while students read along with her.)

Individual oral - (An individual student (73)

is cal led upon to read alcud. There
is no system for taking turns as in
rand robin or circle readirg.)
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Other - Any oral reading not specified (74)
a bove.

Si lent
Directed class or drcup - (Students read

°silently to seek answers to the purpose
questions that the teacher has set.)

Individual silent - (An individual student
is directed to silently seek answers to
the purpose-questions the teacher has set.)

(75)

(76)

Other - Any silent read i ng not specified (77)
a bove.
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Protocol Number

Protocol Observation

16. Preparation and Source of Materials Used for
Read i nq/Learn inq Act iv i ty:

(CHEM as many as apply)

Comnerci al ly prepared text:

(1-3)

(4-5)

Fran the ethnic country

U.S., under ethnic auspices

U.S., under non-ethnic auspices

(6)

(7)

(8)

Teacher prepared text (9)

Commercial ly rrepared work sheet(s) /boric (10)

Teacher prepared work sheet(s) /boric (11)

Books other than texttodcs (12).1
Calendars, charts, posters, etc. (13)

B I ackboard (14)

Other (s peci fy) (15)
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17. Theme of Pia-Feria Is Used for Reading/Learning Activity:

(CHECK ONLY ONE) (16-17)

Ethnic
Non-Ethnic
or both

01 Home 08

02 School 09

03 National Holiday 10

04 Religious Holiday 11

05 Urban ccmnun ity 12

06 Rural ccmnun ity 13

07 Other (specify) 14

18. Unobl.-usive observations
Zvi ronment: (Any read i

n the carse of the act
protocol observation - i
bul ietin boards, I ibrary

(CHEQ< a I I that apply)

Language:

Theme:

Intended for
REPO ING:

Books:
Commercial

Other

Charts & Pos-rers:
Commercial

Other

Incidental:
Commercial

255

of language materials in the physical
ng meter i a I present - but not utilized
ivity taking place during the current
n classroom, hal (ways, lunchroans,
, auditorium, playground, church, etc.)

Ethnic Lowe English

Ethnic Non/both Ethnic Non/both
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(22-25)

(26-29)

(30-33)

(34-37)

(38-41)

2 (80)



Alpba.Spall.
Syst.Pbse.
Moat Fam.
Syllables

STPAT:Sd. SabJa
Chesil
Nod.lcho
liodle.Ora1

SC110.1

LEVEL

APPLNUIII VIII

re411100 narVIS4j4.,

37 Variables la /611::

Mil1lOus

Alpha Alpha System Word
Rea* Spell. Mom. Fu.

.314*

Mill4 far
ycvN IN471

LWALL VARIAILE5 _

Syll- Round Chorsi Mel.
able, Roble Eck,

.17

-.07
-.02
-.le
.11

-.OS
.04

..07
-.41**

4CT.14111:Eag.Lsm.Gsa...1V

IT Laa.Gell. .13
ileadalag.. .01
Sead.ET .01
Orlt.tag. -.14
11111.11T .11
Speak Sag. -.07
Speak ST .17

11111411ilkele Mis. .01
Seatsars0 ..21
letriat.Flamt. .06

1111111timairp.

AFfilklapor.
Saul load.

OSFiCaiiStb.Cmmat.
m/USIlimL.114.
04/10kkka..1116.

Cal.Chts.140st.

Slackbeard
S7U01 VIA*
TIME OP TSAI
CLASS 11121
LANG. USW: Sag. .04

ET .46
!Ts.' IT Nest. .00

.04
CLASS ISAMU .06

.16

.08
.03
.04
.10
.31"
.16

-.14
-.31
.18

ladle. School -.vat
Orel

.07 -

.03 -.03
-.290 -.00 -.24*
.06 -.11 .01 -.16 -

-.04 .22 -.02 .01 -.16 -
.10 -.28* .07 .07 .02 -.29° -
.14 -.16 .20 -.17 .33" -.45"°' -.11

-.07 -.21 .16 .13 -.0! -.40" -.32" .34*
-.SP" -.10 -.10 .24 .22 -.04 -.14 -.20* .12
.07 .03 .14 --16 -.01 -.03 -.10 .16 -.05 -.07.34 -.01 -.15 10** -.03 .0S -.14 -.01 .30" .12
.38" -.07 .37" -.110" .19 -.15 .04 .01 -.02 -.37"

-.41410 .04' -.39** .49 .21 .21 -.02 -.08 -.01 .421"
.07 .22 .07 -.22 .30 -.09 -.16 -.06 -.01 -.02

-.16 .34.. -.24* .24 -.16 .01 -.06' .04 -.14 .14
.2640 .19 .03 -.20 41 .24 .21 -.09 -.04 -.01.26 .11 -.21 .49 .14 .21 -.14 -.13 .410
.23 .16 .00 .nt .29 '.07 .24 -.17 -.20 ..2.39 .04 -.30" .09 .14 .06 .21 -.17 .35" .5611
.06 -.24 .27" 416 .33 -.03 .26 -.00 .17 .17.02 .07 .411"4 -.11 -.16 -.26* -.19 .22 .53.. -.06

-.02 -.06 .0S -.11 .02 .01 -.111 .09 .26. ...27
-.Of -.06 .19 .01' -.01 .18 -.17 -.11 .34.4

.26 .10 -.38** .33" ..26 .29 -.02 -.JO .341" .3160
.0S -.07 .50" .23 -.27* .01 .12 .11 -.12.37 .114 .07 -.19 .02 -.01 .12 -.02 -.13 -.21*

'.16*** -.11 -.13 -..16 -.01 .10 -.10 .04 .01
.11 .11 .06 .14 .07 -.03 .06 .10 -.07 -.17*

-.14 -.04 -.06 .14 .25 -.10 .15 ..16 -.12 .26
...20 .07 .19 -.01 .04 .11 :.02 -.17 -.01 .20
.13 .12 -.25" .01 .06 .27 .35" .33_A .02
.13 .04 .21 -.34" .10 .25 -.04 .08 -.01 -.15
.16 .24 .24 -.16 .29' -.06 -.1'; -.27* .24
.00 .14 -.23 .24 -.09 -.06 .24' -.02 -,08 .23

-.03 -.04 .10 -.02 .10 .13 .10 .06 .34" .26
.41" .04 .39" .49 .21 -.21 .02 .01 .01 -.42***

ib <

.*1.
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APPCHUIX

Pearson Correlation. Coefficients fur
37 Variables In NnitIvarlate Amtlyses IN471

ACTUAL,SMOACTS419 maim grumps UN11 AVV.ROALIIS. PREi'ARATIONS
Cal .

awizEirraeng.166.1T Las.mied; ow. Orli. Writ. Speak Speak Whole yen- Intrin. Experi- Basal u.s. Mkbis.. Chas.. Mack- Study Time of Class Eng. CI Nc.A. Aid Class

Ea liT Ln 6T Words tenses thou. Grim, ential Reader 1.(___,...11631,11Post. Ward Year Year Sire LANA LANA Teacher

.18
41* .60
.13.*

.445 -.27" Ms ..46
.10 .34" :$1," .41 -.22
.37" -.10 -.30' .29' -.20
.14 .40" .46 .44 -.20 .26' .18
.04 -.01 .06 .01 .04 .23'
.10 .29' ...32" .36* -.16 .34" .0S
.16 w.03 AS -.21 ...II 0.16 .37"
.16 -,.17 .29 ...3414 .68 ft.:A .20
.38" ...00 .16 -.17 .-.1S .27
.3e* .011 *at' .27* 46" .16, -.14.2 .10 -.72"" 79 w.36 .41 .32"
.16 -,31": $2" -.Se" .02 -.26! -.02
.14 .1a .44 -.4711" .21 -.19 .21,

''.110 .31" -.33"" .17 -.16. .07
.19 .01 -.15 .10 .09 .14 .22
.20 .07 -.a .06 .21 .14 .01
04 '.01 -.02 .06 -.10 .10
.01 -.22 -.06 .07 -.03 .16 .16
.23 -.41" .67 .71 .36 -.34** 46*
.16 -.17 -.61***' .49 -.22 .04 -.20

.211" -.32" .30" -.09 .39" -.16
.0S .36" -.OS .06 -.16 -.02 .01

.33 -.576" .96 -LOP" .46"" -.49"" 30"
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11.

' .05
p ,..01

.30 -

.17 .36" -

.14 .29 .14

-.11 -.43"
-.04 -.17

.17 .16 .22

.S6" .10 .27"

,...24 .02 -.21

-.14 -.11 -.13
-.14 -.21 -.23
.35** .28' -.06

.18 -.16 .11

-.19 .06 .13

.2S6 .16 .28'

-.31" .17 -.14

.28'

.14 -.13 .40"

.01 , -.OS -.22
..44*

-.16
.02

.05
-.26*
.23

.14

-.01
.19

-.OS
.04

.2S

.23

-.16

-.09
-.OS

.21

-.15
.19

-.24'

.07

.02

-.12
-.02
.21

.-.60**

.17.
-.1S
-.21

.14

.30

-.24'
-.26*
-.19
.02
.39**

-.19
-.23
-.21
.17

-.IS
-.21

.14

.17

.30'

.33"
-.04

-.10
-.28'
.24'

.24'

.09
-.II

.19
.01

-.04

.27

-

-.42"
-.41"
-.26'
.25
.06

.03

.34"
-.56""
.62 "
.33"

-.18

-.711*"

-

.09

.10

-.12
.13

.03

-.24'
.37°'

-.24"

-.27'
.01

.54"

.26
-.11

-.18
.10

.;0

.11"
-.S "
-.15

.04

.470"

-
-.OS
-.20

.09
.10

-.16
-.09
.10
.33"

-

-.15
-.13
.19

-.11

.14

.06

-.04
-.10

-

-.24'

.30"
-.00
-.02
.24"

-.24'
-.06

-.11

-.13
-.01

.03

.13

-.06

-.01

.24'
.16

-.40"

-.34**
.50*
-.43
.71

-.21

-.19
-.49*"

-.27'
-.39" -.06
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